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CHJI.PTER I 
STATE];JENT OF THE PROBLEM 
I .. INTRODUCTION 
The Problem.. The purpose of this study was to determine if reading 
i 
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skills can be taught to a large number of high school students in a single I 
group and still prov:ide £or indiv:idual dii:ferences in (1) intelligence; II 
(2) level of reading ability; (3) speed of reading; and (4) progress rates.jl 
Delimitation .. A large number of high school students in a single 
group worked vvith materials to develop the following specific skills: 
(1) vocabulary development; {2) speed of reading; (3) organizational 
skills; (4) understanding graphic representations (maps, charts, and 
graphs); (5) follm'lling directions; and (6) critical ·thinking .. 
An inexperienced teacher, one who had never taught before, was 
chosen to handle the class so that the burden of the success of the class 
would not be directly attributable to the trained skill of the teacher .. 
It was felt that this was a way to ·try the experimental design under more 
rigorous conditions .. 
The program ran for seven weeks, meeting for an hour three times a 
week., A control group was set up to see whether the students in the pro-
gra:ra made any gains in excess of the gains made by comparable students at 
the school .. 
II., JUSTIFICATION 
Teaching a large group of students at once would provide for econ-
omy of time and of classroom space.. It is easier to schedule one class 
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than many and fewer teachers would be needed., One reason this kind of 
a study is needed is because of the growing school population ~ch puts 
a heavy burden on classroom space and available teachers .. 
The following table shows the inorease of publio high sohool en-
rollment from 1890 to 1956 and the projeoted increase for 1960 and 1970 .. 
U .. S .. PUBLIC HIGH SQliDOL ENBOLLMENTS, 1890-J3.7Q1 1! 
PERCENT OF POPULATION II 
/i 
J) 
I 
:I 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1938 
191~6 
1952 
19!)6 
1960 
1970 
HIGH SCHOOL ElmDLLMENT 
Total 
202,963 
519,251 
915,061 
1,851..965 
4,135,171 
5,926,722 
5,417,122 
5,695,514 
6,120,000 
8,620,215 
9,412,025 
Ages 14 to 17 ~~ 
J:* II 
23 .. 9 'II M-.. .3 
59 .. 8 i'i 60 .. 9 1 
65 .. 3 li 64 .. 2 i 
70 (estime.ted)!l' 
75 (est:i.mated)/
1 
The BA Rqsear® ftnJJe:i;jt? reports that in publio high schools the 
II 
I' II 
., 
II 
Ji 1959 to 1960 enrollment is 5 .. 1 percent higher than the 1958 to 1959 1 
!i I !i enrollment. Frail the 1.957 to 1.958 school. yea:r to tbe 1.958 to 1.959 II 
I[ Schoo~=~ =•::P: ::~~: ~~o::::·yea:r span ~~ 
i· I, 
I! the number of high sohool age children in publio and private schools ~~ 
i: has increased almost 10 percent., In 1946, 79 .. 6 percent of high school I[ 
II jl 
:; jl! I 
i! 1J. Q .. Umstattd and Robert G., Thornton, 51Secondary Education- ii 
1! Student Population, ~o;rclopedia of Eduoational. Research, Ivia.cmillan '
1
1 
!~ Compa.ny, New York, 1960, p. 1273. 
i: I 
t
1 2
uspotlightin.g Public Education in. 1960, n NEA Research Bulletin .1 
i: (February 1 1960) 38, No .. I, pp.. 18-22.. 11 ii 1: 
i, 3aerm.nn G., Richey, ••Population Change, ii Encyclopedia of Educational /i 
I: Research, Macmilla.n Company, New York, 1960, pp .. 1031-38.. il 
---- ·==-;:=-------··'·-·----· ---=-=--~=- -"'"'--~"'=-=--=----_.,._.--'=.""'--='-:..=--- '="".,,_.-:-=""--'-'-==-- -"--,_,_.-_., ... _. -=--==~!-=-·.:-- "'·''""-~'~ 
I• 
Not only is the ntmJ.ber in the teen age population increasing, but the 
percentage attending school is also expanding rapidly 11 and methods must 
II 
II 
i 
be found to care for tbis increase w.ttbin budget limits .. 
There seem to be too few teachers for the increasing enrolJlnent .. 
The National El~entaxv PrinqiRal4 has a chart giving information indi-
eating that in the ten year period from 1947 to 1957 the percentage of 
pupils in high schools increased 39 percent vhile the percentage of 
teachers increased oni;y 33.4 pe:reent. The artic~e eonc~udes that the I 
number of students is increasing faster than the number of teachers.. 1 j 
The NEA Researcp Bulleti,n5 indicates that 9 states report that there 11 
is a small shortage of rural secondary school teachers.; 36 states, some 
shortage; and 1 state, a large shortage .. '!:here are 27 states who report 
a small shortage of urban secondar,r teachers; 21 states, some shortage; 
and 27 states, a small shortage .. 
F~6 says that it is best to have definite people in charge of a 
reading program.. ,.While the often expressed goal., 8-:Every teacher a read-
ing teacher, • is certainly desirable, it is al.so true that everyone•s 
responsibility can soon becom.e no one r s. tt 7 
4uif You\lre Interested in Teacher Supply,.u ~ National Elementf!:U 
Princi,p_M (February, 1958), 37, No .. 5, p.. 43 .. 
51tStatistics for 1957-58,11 MEA Research Bulletin (February., 1958), 
36, No. I, PP• 9-12. 
6Leo c .. Fay, :&tReading in the High School,u 'What Research Says to 
the Teacger, No. 11, (American Educational. Research Association of the 
National Education Association, 1956 .. ) 
7Ibid.. p.. 11 .. 
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8 Hun:e expresses the same :feeling .. 
--~-------·oo·_ ------ ... ----· -·-- ... --c-ljjl'-== .:.:ccc- · 
He adds tba t remedial classes 
do not provide for all those vrho need help .. tt.A co-ordinated and con-
centrated program, in which all staff members participate and in Which 
developmental reading is the core, is essentiaJ. if a:ny appreciable 
school-w.i..de gain in readin.g is to develop .. n9 
A questionnaire10 1-ras sent to 88 junior high school ptincipaJ.s in 
May, 1950 .. According to the replies 60 percent of the principals felt 
that teachers were not prepared to teach basic reading skills, 29 per-
cent felt that only some teachers were prepared to teach reading_, and 
only 10 percent stated that teachers were prepared for this responsibi-
lity .. 
Early11 says that questionnaire responses from 147 high schools in 
1956 showed what kinds of reading programs were in operation. She states 
that the 147 schools are not a random. sampling but v-rere chosen ttbecause 
leads from various sources suggested that programs might be in effect.n12 
The results of the survey show that no program in reading was offered in 
52 percent of the schools and in an add~tional 6 percent ol'Jly special 
classes in reading were available. 
8J .. T., Hunt, "What High-School Teachers Should Know About Individ-
ual Differences in Reading,.u School Revi~ (October, 1952) 60 .. p. 423. 
9Ibid .. 
10The Retarded Reader in the Junior High School, Board of Education,. 
City dr New York, Bu.reau of Educational Research, Publication No. 31 
(September, 1952). 
11.Ma.rgaret J. Early,. 1i.About Successful Reading Programs, n The En..,g_lish 
Journal (October, 1957) XLVI, No. 7, pp. 395-405. 
~id. 
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ii One can see that a1 though the schools questioned were those thought I li . 
!! to have reading programs 3 even so, the extent of organized programs il'aS ,, 
i' 
Since subject matters teachers are hard pressed to handle their sub-
ject areas without teaching reading, other ways of meeting the need for 
developing reading skills must be found .. 
Another reason that better ways must be found to provide for indivi-
dual differences is seen in the wide spread intelligence levels in the 
, high school.. Mitchell and Lermon1.3 compiled a table on I .. Q. 's in the 
t: 
ii 
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schools. 
160-169 
150-159 
140-149 
1.30-139 
120-129 
110-119 
100-109 
90-99 
80-89 
70-79 
60-69 
50-59 
40-49 
Total 
Number 
of Cases 
Median 
The high school I .. Q .. data are reproduced belowi 
DISTRIBUTIOl\l OF I ·..9.~ n S BY GRADESl4 
Grade IX 
.. 00% 
.. 10 
.47 
1 .. 97 
6 .. 20 
15 .. 61 
27 .. 95 
25 .. 30 
].4 .. 89 
; .. 19 
1.74 
.. ;8 
.. oo 
l.OO.OO 
100 .. .3 
100 .. 6 
Grade X 
.. 00% 
.,08 
.. 61 
2 .. 54 
7 .. 12 
17 .. 86 
29 .. 02 
.24 ... 14 
12 .. 88 
3 .. 94 
1..3.3 
.. 48 
.. oo 
100 .. 00 
102 .. 0 
102 .. 1 
Grade XI 
.. 00% 
.. oo 
.. 35 
3.40 
7 .. 57 
19 .. 01 
29 .. 72 
24 .. 09 
11 .. 14 
,3 .. ,36 
.. 97 
.. .39 
.. oo 
100 .. 00 
102.8 
10.3 .. 2 
Grade XII 
.. 00% 
.. oo 
.. 57 
4 .. 60 
9 .. 68 
20 .. 76 
29 .. 04 
:22 .. 62 
9-43 
2 .. 40 
.. 68 
.. 22 
.. oo 
100 .. 00 
104.5 
105 .. 2 
I 
II 
1! 
_. =c:.===-'=-1r=~---=c·=,·""'~-~c 
A cursocy view of this data indicates "Wide variation in intelli-
gence among students in the high schools, complicating the problem of 
!! 
l! ,, 
11 
l'i.· il instruction .. In all grades there was a range from I.Q. 's of 50-59 to 
i' ,I 
·I 
i! 
i! 
j! 
I d 
those of 140-149.. Although the averages center close to 100 I .. Q., 1 the 
middle fifty percent have a spread in potential performance of four to 
five grade levels. 
Not only is the spread in intelligence levels broad but the spread 
in reading achievement level is even broader.. Kottmeyer15 says that the 
Tra.rler Silent Reading test was given to pupils graduating from eighth 
grade in the St. Louis Schools in June, 1943 .. Kottmeyer explains that 
" ii many tests were given several weeks before the end of the school year .. 
li 
I! 
i. 
li 
i: 
li 
1: 
li 
li 
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li 
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According to a table showing the results of these tests, the range of 
16 . 
scores goes from below grade 3 to above grade 13.. I 
Hunt17 says of Kottm.eyer' s study that just 29 percent of the students IJ 
I' 
read at the grade l·evel in which they were placed. But also no more 
than 17 percent of the group read at ~ other level. This means that 
a teacher preparing a set lesson for a single reading level would meet 
the needs of no more than 29 percent of her students .. 
15
william Kottmeyer, '1Improving Reading Instruction in the St .. Louis 
Schools, n Element?J.:Y: S.~ol Journal (September, 1944) 45 1 pp. 33-38 .. 
16
Ibid. p.. 34. 
17 
Hunt, op., ~' P• 418 
j! 
I 
I 
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The Board of Education of New York City, Buree.u of Educatione~ 
18 
Research has a table of reading scores sho1ilug the results of 29,348 
eighth grade junior high school students in New York Ci tr.r tested on 
II I! 
li 
II 
I 
Feb:rnary 7, 1951 on the Stanford Reading Test, Intennediate and Advanced ! 
i 
Levels, Fonn F, Test I, 1940 norm.s.. Eleven and two-tenths percent 
scored 4 .. 9 or below and 7.8 percent scored 12.0 or at the test ceilihg .. 
It is pointed out that; 
Even the middle 50 percent of the sq~res is distributed 
over nearly four reading grades-roughly, the sixth, seventh, 
eighth and ninth.. The range would have been broader and more 
clearly defined if more advanced tests had been used 'With the 
better readers and simpler tests with the poorer readers.,l9 
A footnote points out, '!IVJhen children scoring at fourth and fifth 
grade levels were retested with a more appropriate instrument, many 
were found to be third grade readers and some virtual 'non-readers' u. 20 
Although authorities21seem to feel that children var,r in their pro-
gress rates and that provision should be made for these individual diff-
erences, there seems to be little or no research on this problem .. 
18Board of Education, 
Research, 2P.~ cit.. p. 6 .. 
19Ibid.. p.. 7. 
20Ibid .. 
City of New York, Bureau of Educational 
21
.Arthur I .. Gates, Teaching Reading, \.Jhat Research Says to the 
TeacherJ Department of Classroom Teachers, American Educational Research 
Association June, 1953) .. pp .. 10-11 .. 
!I 
I! 
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Every teacher is familiar "''i th the problem -vrhich varying rates of 
reading produces. Some students read quickly through the selection and 
then must t•rait -vrhile others Nho read more slmvly complete the selection. 
Several authorities as cited by Norman Le1o1is22 have reported 1vide spreads 
both in reading speed and in improvement of reading speed. Provision 
must be made for meeting the speed variation, if boredom for fast readers 
and frustration for slovr readers is to be prevented. 
III. RELATED RESEARCH 
It can be seen from Kottmeyer 1 s23 study mentioned previously in 
', relationship to spread of reading achievement, that many need reading 
li 
help. Kottmeyer said of the St. Louis students about to enter high 
school that 21 percent of the white students and 60 percent of the Negro 
students fell below the seventh grade achievement level which is gener-
ally used as the min~nu~ figure students can achieve and still be able 
to do high school v10rk. Six percent of the Negroes and 0.8 percent of 
the vJhi te children 't,rere actually below fourth grade achievement level. 
In the New York City study24 of 348 eighth grade students, 11..2 
percent scored at 4.9 grade level or below. 
22Norman Lewis, Hmv to Read Better and Faster, Thonas Y .. Crm..rell, 
NevJ York, 1951.. pp. 4-7. 
23Kottmeyer, 2£• £11. p.33. 
24Board of Education, City of New York, Bureau of Educational 
Research, ££• cit. Po 4o 
Michigan High School 3.3 percent read at grade 6 or below, and 21 percent 
read at grade 4 or 5. Not very many of these poor readers stayed in 
school until graduation. 
In the New York City study26of lVlay, 1950 which showed that in 88 
junior high schools 60 percent of the principals of these schools said 
that 11the problem of the retarded reader was severe; .39 percent said 
that it was mild., Only one principal in the city reported that the re-
tarded reader problem presented practically no problem in the school .. n 
Sevent,r percent said the retarded reader situation has grown worse; 18 
percent that it was not worse; and 6 percent did not answer., 
27 1-litherspoon found that women make better reading scores than men .. 
• 28 According to Strang, physical factors, intelligence and environ-
ment are related to reading. 
Johnson and ~olds29round that intelligence and readll~g correlated 
25Ruth c .. Penty, :Reaili,p.g Ability and High School Dro:o Outs, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1958, 
p.. 10 .. 
26Board of Education, Cit".f of New York, Bureau of Educational :Re-
search, ..2.£.• cit.. p.. 51 .. 
27Younger T., Witherspoon, 11Predicting English Grades at the Univer-
sity of Utah,u Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Utah, 1951, 
pp.. 25-29 .. 
28Ruth M .. Strang, Problems in the, Improvement of :Reading in High 
School and College, The Science Press Printing Comp~, Lancaster, 1 
Pennsylvania, 19.38, p.. 9.. / 
29nona~d M .. Johnson and Floyd Reynolds, 11A Factor Analysis of Ver- L 
bal Ability," The P§Ychological Record (January, 1941) 4, pp.. 183-95. 
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Glock
33
found that attitudes, physical health, emotional health, 
adjustment and study habits were related to reading growth .. 
William. s. Gray34says: 
Research has shown conclusive~ that children differ 
in capacity to learn and in other basic characteristics. 
The need is urgent, therefore" of organizing instruction 
to provide adequately for the needs of all. 
30 
Mary Fee" ~Functional Grammar and Its Relation to Correct English 
Usage,u Abstract of Doctoral dissertation in Education, pp.. 3-4.. Uni-
versity of Kansas, 1941., Lawrence, Kansas, 1941. Kansas Studies in 
Education.. No. 6., 
31
vergil H. Hughes, '"A Study of the Relationships among Selected I 
Language Abilities,n Journal of Educational Research (October, 1953) I 
n.VII., pp.. 97-106.. I 
32Irving H .. Anderson and William C .. Morse, 31The Reading of Veterans,it I 
Journal of Educational Research (October, 1953) XLVII.. pp.. 96-106 .. 
33Marvin D., Glock, U[t!TI,jminating Obstacles to .Effective Reading in 
College.,u Creative Reading in Classrooms and Clinic (Supplementary 
Educational Monographs, No. 79, December, 1953, University of Chicago 
Press, 1953) pp. 71-75. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
34 liilliam S. Gray., liThe Teaching of Reading, 11 
tional Research, The Macmillan Company, New York, 
Encyc:J:_opedia of Educa-
1 1960.. 
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Strang, McCullough and Traxler35mention six different kinds of group-
I 
1: ing to meet individual needs .. 
ll 
They are: 1 .. achievement - based on child' 
,, 
,, 
'I 
I! i: 
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li 
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reading level; 2 .. research - arranged when children want to learn more 
about a particular problem; ,3 .. interest - based on interest in a certain 
topic; 4 .. special needs - used when pupils need a particular skill; 
5. team - arranged so that a pair 1v-ork together; 6 .. tutorial - used 
when one pupil can teach somet~g he knows to others who need his help .. 
Durrell and Savignano36have explored $pupil specialities" a method 
of grouping which has come to prominence in recent years. In this program 
each child has a project in his own speeial interest field which he does 
duri..11g time left over from his regular schoohrork.. A six month w s study · , 
was done in Needham, Massachusetts involving .349 students in grades four, 
! five and six.. The students were divided into a group using 11pupil spe-
! 
,! cialities 11 
I! ,, 
1; 
and a control group following the regular program .. The values 
of "pupil specialities11 over the control group appeared to be: (1) these 
1 pupils wanted to work more closely with their classmates; (2) they made 
I! better use of spare time left in class; (.3) they made better improvement 
I! in work habits; (4) they worked more with their families thus strengthen-
!: I' :tng family ties; and (5) parents thought the program helped the pupil to 
li ,, 
I' 
II 
uwork by himself', gain self-confidence, gain valuable .information, use 
I! time 'Wisely, work with others." There were no special gains in reading 
II !l 
1: 
skills achievement or in "breadth of interest as measured by vocabulary 
j; tests on out-of school topics.,m 
i' 
[; :3'5:Ruth Strang,et al .. Problems in the Improvement of Reading,, McGraw 
li 36Donald D. Durrell and Leonard Savignano, uclassroom Enrichment 
P through Pupil Specialties," Boston University Journal of Education, 
!! (February, 1956) 1.38, No .. 3 .. 
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It is interesting to notice the lack of achievement in these two 
one might think that in a program in which each child explored 
his own interests, gains in these two areas could be expected. 
There is a controversy among authorities as to whether grouping 
should be individualized or not. ].1ore research in this area has been 
done on the elementary level than on the secondary level; both levels, 
however, need more research to determine both whether reading should be 
individualized. 
Fox and McCullough, 37 writing on the elementary level, differ in 
their views on the merits of individualized reading. Fox says that an 
individualized reading program is superior to a systematic one. She 
feels that the children should have choices in books, in whether they 
read by themselves or with other children, and in other types of work 
connected with reading.. She emphasizes that, nMore than anything else, 
then, individualized reading means clearing the lines of communication 
between teacher and children. 11 
On the other hand McCullough does not thinlt there is absolute evi-
dence that a whole program of individualized reading is better than a 
s.ystematic one. She criticizes the way the tests to measure the validi~ 
of these programs have been set up. Until we find out -- "have we •• the 
right to jeopardize the quality of education by widespread use of an un-
proven method?n 
37 Lorene K. Fox and Constance ~4. !"..cCullough, 11Individualizing Read-
ing," NEA Journal (March, 195S), 47, No. 3. pp. 162-6.3. 
14., I' 
I 
Safford38 brings out the interesting point that studies which show 
that a program in 't-Jhich children choose their own reading materials is 
superior to the systematic program are set up so 11 that both children and 
teachers of the classes involved are keenly aware of the nature and im-
plications of 1rrhat they were doing. 11' 
She suggests studying individualized reading programs which have 'i 
already been carried out in order to eliminate this problem., 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
Procedure., The program ran for seven TrJeeks and was held on l\1ondays, 
~Jednesdays and Thursdays from 2:00 to J:OO P .. N. The only room large 
enough which was available was the cafeteria, and in spite of handi-
capping factors, this was the room used. 
Mr. Oakey, the principal of Lynnfield High School, called an after-
school assembly for all eleventh and twelfth graders. He explained the 
purpose of the program, 1r1hat it i-?ould involve !and the regulations con-
cerning it. Attendance, it was explained, was voluntary, but those who 
signed up ·Here expected to attend regularly. The pupils were given an 
explanatory sheet for parents and a registration blank. 
At the first meeting of the program Dr. Noall, the supervisor of 
the study, spoke to the students in order to orient them to the purposes 
and procedures. An informal test for determining reading rates was admin-
li istered and students entered their rates on their charts and familiarized 1; 
themselves Hith the contents of their folders., See Appendix A. 
38Alton Safford, "Evaluation of an Individualized Reading Program, 11 
The Reading Teacher (April, 1960), 13, No. 4. p. 270. 
! 
! 
I 
.. 
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Population. Lynnfield High School in Lynnfield, Massachusetts was 
chosen as the school in which the project was to be held for the follow-
ing reasons: 1. It was close to the Boston area so that there were no 
transportation or communication difficulties; 2. From 2:00 to 3:00 P .. l-'1. 
was a time when students could get extra academic help. Thus, they were 
used to this hour as a time for extra-curricular academic activities; 
3. The administration and teachers at Lynnfield had expressed interest 
and Willingness to cooperate in this kind of a study. Without their 
cooperation in every way, the project would have been headed toward fail-
ure from the start; and 4. The communit,y rated high in socio-economic 
background and many students plan on attending college. This would 
make for student support of the planned program. 
Table I provides full statistical data about the experimental and 
control groups. Some characteristics of the group are as follows: Six~ 
men and 54 women took part in the program. making a total of 114 partici-
pants. Of this total, 70 were eleventh graders and 44 twelfth graders. 
As of January 28, 1960 the average age was 16 years and 8 months. As 
39 
measured primarily by the Otis Gamma Intelligence Test, the average 
I.Q .. was 114 .. 
39 Arthur s. Otis, Otis Qgick-Scoring Mental Ability Test: Gamma, 
New Edition, \forld Book Company, New York, 1954. 
--·---
i 
' 
tests used indicated distinct superiority over most high school students 
with relationship to educational achievement, study skills and abilit,r 
On the Iowa Tests of Educational Development,4° 
percentiles were based on middle of the year eleventh-grade national 
nor.ms, as a large majority of the students were eleventh graders. 
40E. F .. Lindquist, et al.. The Iowa Tests of Educational Development 
for Grades 9-lle Science Research Associates, Chicago, 1952. 
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TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
r Characteristic Group Number 
ll Age: 
Experimental 
\j I~~~t~~~s Gamma Test 
ii Focperimental li ;' Control 
ll 
Ji ITED Tests 
I' 5. Interpretation-
~~ 
11 Social Studies il Experimental 
i! Control 
i! 6. Interpretation-
jl Natural Sciences 
. , El.."Perimen tal 
:: Control 
1
.: 7. Interpretation-
;, Literature 
!i Experimental 
ii Control 
!! 8 .. General Vocabulary 
l\:. Experimental 
I Control 
114 
26 
114 
26 
113 
25 
l13 
25 
111 
26 
112 
26 
\
1
1 
9 .. Uses of Infor.ma.tion 
(! Experimental 112 
,I 6 [i Control 2 
Mean S.D. Om 
200.7 7.05 .663 
202 10.33 2.07 
114.17 9.6 .904 
l13.14 9.08 1.816 
19.13 4.87 
-459 
19.88 4.80 .979 
18.7 5 .. 38 .. 508 
18 .. 6 5.91 1.206 
18.,3 5.2 
-491 
18 .. 7 5.7 1.14 
20.7 4.108 .390 
20 .. 08 3.86 .772 
21.0 4-9 .461 
17.7 5.9 1.18 
:i Sptizer Study Skills Test 
ii Test 3, Maps, Charts and Graphs 
j! Experimental 107 
1: Control 8 
l: Test 5, Outlining 
i\ Experiments~ 
(!Watson-Glazer 
r Experimental 
i' 
107 
28.0 4.2 
25.6 3.26 
29.2 8.46 
61.9 7.06 
.404 
1.231 
.821 
-934 
C.R .. 
Level of 
Significance 
Not significant 
.508 Not significant 
.. 694 Not significant 
.. 076 Not significant 
1.24]. Not significant 
.864 Not significant 
2.607 Not significant 
1.853 Not significant 
\I Sex 
!l -Experimental 
': Control 
Men Women 
60 52.6 54 47.4 
14 53.8 12 46.2 
Chi-SQuare Level of Sig. 
.01706 Not significant 
·' 
1: 
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11 Average percentiles of these five tests puts these students at the / 
11 I ~~ 74th percentile, just barely below the top quarter of the high school J 
I' I 
1: population on i·Thich the test was standardized. The percentiles for the j 
J; Spitzer Study Skills Test41are based on end of the year eleventh grade \ 
j, naMonal norms. file results were: Test 3, Understanding Graphs, Tables I 
/i and Maps, 60th percentile; Test 5, Organization of Facts in Note Taking, j 
il 
l
i 62nd percentile. 
11 On the \fatson-Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal, 
42the percentile 
jj was based on national high school norms. The Lynnfield students scored 
II 
li at the 77th percentile which is almost at the median f'or the •Freshman 
I! College Applice.ntsn described in the test manual. 
II 
li 
iJ li 
ll 
li 
·I 
There was no statistical difference between the scores of the 
control and experimental groups except on Test 9, Uses ·of Sources of 
Information, on the Iowa Tests of Educational Development. The difference 
I! 
11 was in favor of the experimental group. This kind of material was not 
!!.'. ,, provided for in the study; thus this difference was probably not opera-
I' j! li tive in the study. The groups were equated on nine variables of 1-1hich 
II 
li 
d 
i: I! 
I! 
only one showed a statistical difference. I 
II 
II 
I 41Herbert F. Spitzer, Spitzer Study Skills Test, World Book Company, 1 
New York, 1954. j II 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
42Goodwin Watson and Edward Glazer, Watson-Glazer Critical Thinking I 
Appraisal, World Book Company, New York, 1952. 
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Materiels. A public address system and the I~al Pacer were used as 
a means of controlling and motivating the students. The public address 
system was set up to be used for announcements at the beginning of the 
period and whenever a special announcement needed to be given to the 
whole group. 
The Mahal Pacer43is an intermittent t:iming device which can be set 
to chime at variable time intervals. It helps the students to work 
independently because it constantly refocusses attention to the task. 
Because it is an impersonal reminder, it is less threatening to the 
more sensitive students. It serves to cut dmm loss of time by getting 
students started and b,r permitting variable starting times. 
This pacer was in operation all the time so that the students co~ld 
check their speed on any materials they were using. It was usually set 
li 
Jl 
!\ 
·I 
II 
I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
! 
I 
; 
! 
II 
I 
II 
to go off at one minute intervals, although occasionally the three minute 
interval was used. According to expectations, it ivas found to be partie- 1! 
ularl;y useful with speeded word recognition, the SRA Reading Laboratory II 
and the Reader 1 s pigest. ! 
43The Mahal Pacer, manufactured by Oaktron Industries, Monroe, 
Wisconsin .. 
,, 
ii 
20. 
The students were assigned to different materials on the basis of 
their test scores by checking work levels on the charts in their folders. 
Folders and charts are thoroughly described in Appendix A. A color code 
was set up for the different levels of materials. The color for each 
level was fairly consistent for the different t,ypes of materials. Too 
I 
/ 
I 
II 
l! 
I! 
!i q 
1
: 
,I 
J! great concern on the students 1 part for their exact achievement levels was 
1
1 
I! 
il l: eliminated by having colors to designate levels. 1j These bright tabs of 
i' color were an attractive, motivating device. 
Because each type of material is fully described in ensuing chapters, 
j! 
1; no further description is needed here. li 
The list of materials used to 
I' 
!: 
!I 
II 
1: 
!i 
/I 
11 ,, 
H 
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develop the skills follows: 
I. 
II. 
SPEED OF READING 
Readerss Digest, Reader8s Digest Association, Pleasantville, 
New York; Four issues were used. 
ORGANIZATION AND STUDY SKILLS 
1. 
2. 
Guiler, W. S.. and Colems.n, J. H., Reading for Meaning_. 
Revised, Chicago: J. B. Lippincott, 1955. Twent,y four 
exercises were used from each of eight workbooks which 
ranged from grade 5 to grade 12. 
Herber, Harold, Thi~c? Workbook on Critical Thinking 
Skills. Lithographed, Boston: Boston Universit,r School 
of Education, 1959. 
McCall, William A. and Crabbs, Lelah Mae, Standard Test 
Lessons in Reading. New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers• College, Columbia Universit,y, 1950. Ten units 
were used from each of the workbooks B, c, D, and E. 
Parker, Don H., SRA Reading Laboratory, College Edition 
Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1959. 
Strang, Ruth, Study Type of Reading Exercises. Revised 
Edition. New York: Bureau of Publica.t1ons, Teacher's 
College, Columbia University, 1956. All 20 selections 
were used for outlining. 
il ji 
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6. Stroud, James B., Ammons, Robert B., and Bamman, Henry A., 
Improving Reading Ability~ Second edition. New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956. The material used 
included: Speeded Comprehension: Paragraphs, Chapter 6, 
pp. 77-109 and Speeded Comprehension: Connected Text, 
Chapter 7, pp. 155- 178. 
III. VOCABULARY 
1. Basic Reading Skills for Junior High School Use. Chicago 
Scott, Foresman, 1957. 
2.. Crabb, George, Crabb's English Synonyms. New York: Gros-
set and Dunlap, 19.38 .. 
3. Funic, Wilfred and Let-Tis, Nor.man, 30 Days to a More Power-
fnJ Yocabu1acr.. New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1954. 
4. Gilmartin, John G., \-lord Study. New York: Prentice Hall, 
1941. 
5. Guiler, l-i. S. and Coleman, J. H., Reading for Meaning. 
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott, 1955. Books 6- 12 were used. 
6. Hovious, Carol, Follovd.ng Printed Trails. Boston: D. C. 
Heath Co., 1936. 
7. Millar, ~fard S .. , \<lord I>Tealth Junior. New York: Henery 
Holt and Co., 1950. 
8. Nicholson, Margaret, The Diction~£!.. American-English 
Language Usage. New York: The American Library of' iforld 
Literature, 1958. 
9. Reade1 s Digest, Reader's Digest Association, Pleasantville, 
New York. Four issues were used. 
10. Roget' s Pocket Thesaurus. New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 
1959. 
lL Ryan, Nellie, Your Reading Guide. Wilkes-Barre, Penn .. : 
Lyons and Carnahan, 1956. Books I and II were used. 
12. Thorndike Barnhart Handy Dictionary. New York: Double-
day and Company, Inc., 1955. 
13. Thorndike, Edward L .. and Lorge, !riving, The Teacher's 
Handbook of 30,000 Words. New York: Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1952. 
~* / _,,,,,, 
'I !, 
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14. loJ'ebsterlis. Comprehensive Encyclopedic Dictionary,. Chicago: 
Columbia Educational Books, 1943., 
1,5.,. l'<febster 1's Dictionary of S:vnon:vms. Springfield, Hassachusetts: 
G., and C. 1-'!erriam Co.,, 1951., 
16., I·Iebster Handy College Dic.tionary.. New York:: The Americana 
Library of 'Vlorld Literatures Inc •. , 1958 .. 
IV,., IvJAPS, CHARTS, AND GRAPHS 
Materials used for infonuation~ 
1., J:tlorgan, J .. l-1., and Rauch, E., ~1 .. , Graphic Geography Series .. 
United States of America.. Brooldyn, Ne-,;1 York:: i\daii'lS Book 
Company, 1958., 
2.,. Parker, Edith Putnam, Seeing Our v~orld Through }1aps~~e 
Chicago Heights: Weber Costello Company, 1942,. 
3., Ryan, Nellie F .. , Your Reading Guide., Chic~o: Lyons and 
C.a:t"nahan, 1945.. Books 1, 2, and 3 were used., 
4., Scharf, \;-Jilliam L .. , Everyday Handbook - Math for Everyday Use., 
l~eliv York: Barnes and Noble, 1942., 
Periodicals and newspapers used for teaching materials:: 
1.. Boston Globe. 135 lrliilliarn T., Horrissey Boulevard, Boston, 
l,fassachusetts .. 
2.. Boston Traveler.. 300 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts. 
3,. Christian Science Monitor., Christian Science Publishing Society. 
l Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts., 
4,. Educational Research Journal,. Dembar Publishers Incorporated, 
~~adison 3, tiisconsin., (1958 - 1959) 
5,. Ladies' Home Journal., Curtis Publishing Company, Independence 
Square, Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania,. 
6., Life J:tlagazine,. Time Incorporated, 540 N., Nichigan Avenue, 
Chicago 11, Illinois. 
7., Look }1agazine. Cowels Magazines Incorporated, Look Building, 
Des Moines 4, Io~a. 
8., •1M ... D~" - Medical Netvs l•Iagazine. ~1..D .. 111 Publications Incorporated, 
30 East 60th Street,. New York 22, New York. 
9. Medical Economics Incorporated. Oradell, New ~ersey. 
10~ Modern Medicine. 84 South lOth Street, Minneapolis 3, Minnesota. 
11.. National Geographic 11agazine. National Geographic Society, 
ltlashington 6, D.,C., 
12. Newsweek l•Iagazine., 444 Ivladison Avenue, New York 22, New York. 
13., Ne1'11" York Times. New York Times Company, Times Square, Ne1<1 York 
36, New York., 
14.. Saturday Evening Post. Curtis Publishing Company, Independence 
Square, Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania. 
L5. Time l'fagazine. Time Incorporated, 540 N .. l·1ichigan Avenue, Chi-
cago 11, Illinois. 
I6. \riall Street Journal. Dow, Jones & Company, Incorporated, 200 
Burnett Street, Chicopee Falls, l'lassachusetts., 
The students were above average vdth respect to intelligence and 
educational achievement.. Students, teachers, and administration "t.rere 
receptive and cooperative toward the program. 
Various materials >'l'ere used to motivate the pupils, including a 
public address system, the Hahal Pacer, · and materials 'lPThich were color 
coded for different levels. The students were assigned to the various 
levels and skills on the basis of their test results but were left free 
to work at their o~na progress rates and. >vithin limits, to 5hoose among 
materials,. 
V .. SilllJMARY 
The purpose of this study was to determine if reading skills can 
be taught to a large number of high school students in a single group 
and still provide for individual differences in intelligence, level of 
reading ability, speed of reading, and progress rates. 
The study is justified because there are widespread individual 
differences; the high school population is fast increasing; there are 
too fe~;,; high school· teachers; and only inadequate reading programs. 
Research shmvs that many students need help in reading and that 
various factors influence their growth in reading. These factors in-
clude sex, intelligence, enviroTh~ent, maturity, attitudes, adjustment, 
study habits, and physical, emotional and mental health. To meet the 
indiv-idual needs of the students, various types of individualized read-
ing programs have been set up but feN" structured individualized, syste-
matic reading programs are in existence. 
The.study provided practice in a variety of specific skills, 
according to need, for a large number of high school students in a single 
group. These skills included; le vocabulary development; 2. speed 
of reading; 3. organizational ski1ls; 4. understanding graphic repre-
sertations (maps, charts, and graphs); 5. follovdng directions; and 
6. critical thinking. Over a seven-vreek period an inexperienced teacher, 
with no previous teaching experience, taught the group for one hour 
three times a week. 
l' 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF SPEEDED SKILLS 
PROBLEI.\1 OF THE DEVELOP:t<IENT OF SPEEDED SKILLS 
Introduction. In chapter I an overview of the problem of providing 
mass differentiated skills teaching was discussed. This chapter will 
The specific problem dealt with in this chapter is: 
Can a program be provided for a large group, administered by one teacher, 
that will allow each participant, working on his own level of achieve~ 
ment, to increase reading speed without impairing his comprehension? 
Justification. In justification of training in speed reading the 
Manual of Operation for the Science Research Associates Accelerator 
states: 
Few adults read as rapidly as their mental capacit,y per.mits. 
The average adult reads material of ordinary difficulty at a 
speed of about 250 words per minute. With suitable training 
most of t~m easily could learn to read at more than double 
this rate .. 
If this be true for adults it follows that young people of secondary 
school age also read below their maximum speed level and with training, 
Concerning reading skills in general, Dilley states: 
Reading is a continually evolving skill begun in the elementary 
school and continued through high school and college on into 
maturit,y • ..,reading skills must keep pace with growing intellect 
and changing interests and a continual refinement of those skills 
1Elizabeth A. Simpson, Manual of 0 eration for S.R.A. Readin 
Accelerator (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1951 , p. 6. 
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would in turn help the pupil to achieve his m~timum intellectual 
gro·Nth .. 2 
Concerning the range of reading rates, Gatea says that:: 11Very 
proficient readers have a wide range of speed::~ from maximum to a thol!l-
ough analysis of n1ore difficult materials,. tuJ 
The t>:·To preceding statements ahow ua that training in reading akills 
is necessary throughout the school career. To be proficient readers, 
and thereby achieve maximum intellectual gro1qth, the pupil must learn 
to adjust his reading rate to the material and purpose of the moment., 
Hithout training in speed this adjustment is not possible .. 
Best says that: 11l1ost pupils read a level of effectiveness below 
their potential abilities."4 
From the opinions of the authorities, it can be concluded that uain-
ing in speed reading is a justifiable part of a reading program. 
Scope.. In this exper:i.J.nental study the emphasis vras entirely on 
development of speed ~dth a minimum comprehension of 80 percent. A 
mechanical timer v;ras used to inform the students each minute of where 
they should be in their reading, but no mechanical pacing devices were 
used to force the pupils into faster reading rates. In other words, 
flexibility of the reading rate was left to the judgment of the pupil. 
2tois Dilley, nEvery Teacher a Teacher of Reading,"' The School 
Review, 52 (December, 1944), 527. 
3Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, (Net-T York:: l·iacmillan 
Company, 1947), p .. 445. 
4Charles E., Best, 11An Experiment in Reading Improvement, n· National 
Association of Secondary School Principal!, )6 (January, 1952), 90. 
Readers,• Digest articles provided the materials for the paced read-
ing. The level of difficulty was, therefore, controlled by the Digest, 
the average difficulty being of eighth to ninth grade level.5 
Flexibility of reading rate was considered to be a part of this 
program, since Goffi found that the paced reading method was the only 
one of three which increased speed on all tests using different types 
6 
of materials. 
II. REVIml OF RESEARCH 
There are very few studies of groups of secondary school pupils in 
which individual differences within the group have been taken into 
account and also in which no mechanical devices have been used. Includ-
ed in the following review· of research there are some references in 
which mechanical devices were used and some in which the people were 
older than secondary school age that are applicable to this study be-
cause they throw light on the problem of speed improvement. 
In a laxge group it is necessary that the pupils do not need con-
stant supervision or guidance in the use of materials. As Cole states: 
It is essential for individual work that all exercises be self 
administered and self scol~ng ••• Moreover, by this technique 
the children learn to manage themselves. This develops self-
control, self-direction, and selfcriticism. Such an arrange-
ment puts an end to the prolonged immatu?i~ which is the chief 
cause of poor reading for many children. 
I 
I 
• 
II 5Rudolph Flesch, Hotr to Test Readability (New York: Harper Brothers, I 
1951), PP· 4, 34. 1 
6Joseph Goffi, 11A Comparison of Three !11ethods of Building Reading 
Speed "With College Freshmen" (unpublished Doctor1 s Disertation, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1960). 
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As an incentive device, a pupil must be constantly infor.med of his 
accomplishments, This is especially true in a large group project. In 
illustration of this point Harris says: 
Help children to acquire a constructive attitude toward reading, 
through charts and similar devices$ Let him see his progress in 
relation to his past achievements. 
In 1952 two nine-week experimental programs in speed of reading 
were conducted in McKinley High School in Washington D.c.9 A group of 
fifty volunteers was split in half. One group participated in the first 
nine weeks and the other half in the second nine weeks. During the ex-
perimen t each group was split in half. One part of the group worked with 
the tachistoscope and the other part with the S.R.A. Accelerator. Weekly 
tests were given from the S.R.A. materials. All participants were pre-
tested and post-tested on speed, comprehension, and vocabulary with the 
Survey Section of the Diagnostic Reading Test. The results of the ex-
periment showed that all but two gained in speed during the program. 
These two, however, were reported to have gsined subsequently. Fifty per 
cent continued to gain in reading rate after the close of the experiment. 
One lost his gains and dropped to a lower rate than he had before the 
experiment began. Out of the fifty participants, one made no improve-
ment in speed. The other forty-nine showed some degree of per.manent 
improvement in their speed of reading. 
8EJ.izabeth H. Harris, ttHelping the Slower Readers," Journal of the 
National Education Association, 33 (November, 1944), 187. 
9Best, op. cit., pp. 89-96. 
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The experiment was of seven 1-reeks duratio?- and repeated three 
times with a total group of 438 men.participating. In each experiment 
there was a group working with machines, another on a book reading pro-
gram, and a control group was used. During the seven 1veeks there were 
twenty-one classes of fifty minute duration. The machine group used an 
opaque drop-shutter pacing machine and the book group centered entirely 
on How to Read Better and Faster. The pre-and post-test used was the 
showed the book to be over fifty words per minute faster than the machine 
The loss in comprehension for both groups was not significant. 
The author offered the possibility that a machine centered course might 
need a longer tL~e to produce the same results as the boo~ centered 
,. 
course because it takes time to become accustomed to the machine and 
The results do give encouragement, however, 
to groups which have no mechanical aids that they can use. 
A group of eighty-four college students also participated in a book 
versus machine experiment to determine which method was best for gains 
in speed of comprehension.12 The experiment was conducted for eight weeks 
and gave three semester hour credits. The machine centered group used 
10lvarren Craig Thompson, 11A Book Versus Machine Experiment in Adult 
Reading Improvement, 11 College English,l5 (May, 1954), 470-473. 
11 Norman Lewis, How to Read Better and Faster (New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Camp~, 1958 • 
12Ed.win H. and 1'4:arle P. Smith, "Speed Reading in the Machine Age, 11 
College English, 20 (February, 1959) 242-244. 
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li the Percepto-Scope and accompanying manual.1 .3 The book centered group 
1 
II 
li used Improy:ing Reeding Ab:iljt:ies, l4 Standard Test Lessons in Readi.ng_, I 
1l 15 I li Book E, as well as some text book material. At the beginning of the 1 
li experiment, the machine centered group was in the forty-first percentile ~~ 
!i 
J! in vocabulary, and the book centered group in the thirtieth percentile 
1 
I! on the Cooperative Reading Test C2. There was no significant difference j 
I! I li bet1.z-een these norms for the two groups. At the close of the experiment, 
11 neither group had made a significant gain in vocabulary.. The machine 
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centered group had a nine percent drop in comprehension while the book, 
centered group went from the fortieth to the fort,y-fourth percentile in 
comprehension. Each group gained twent,y-five centile r8Illcs in speed. 
As a conclusion the author states: 
From the results of the experiment, it would appear that the 
Percepto-Scope is not needed by the trained teacher. Since 
the instructors followed the Percepto-Scope Syllabus, however, 
it would appear that the untrained teacher who faithfully followed 
the manua.t6could accomplish as much as a trained teacher in terms 
of speed. 
An experiment in which no mechanical devices were used was conducted 
17 
with twenty men from Lynchburg Foundry, Radford, Virginia. The program 
1.3 Percepto-Scope manufactured b.1 Perceptual Developments Labora-
tories, St. Louis, Mo. 
14J .. B .. Stroud & R. B .. Amtr,lons, Impr.oving Reading AbUiU, (New York, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1949). 
l5i-lilliam A. McCall & Selah Mae Crabb, Standard Test Lessons in 
Reading (New York, Columbia University Teachers College, 1950). 
16Smith and Smith, op. cit., p. 5.34. 
17 Irene Cardwell, 1tAdult Reading Improvement without lVfa.chines," 
School and Societ[, 82 (September .3, 1955) 11 71-72. 
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twelve meetings, each of two hours in length. The first and last meet-
1 ings were test periods. The lectures and discussions were devoted to 
such topics as: Developing the Ability to Concentrate, ~e Span, Out-
lining, Sk:i.:rn.-·ning,; and Hints for Breaking Bad Habits (regression, lip 
reading). The practice consisted of mimeographed work sheets selected 
on the basis of an interest inventory given at the beginning of the 
course. The average speed in words per minute at the beginning of the 
experiment was 297 with a range from 200 to 750. The average comprehen-
sion was 70 percent with a range from 30 to 90. At the end of the ex-
periment the average speed was 417 words per minute ana the average 
oomprehension was 88.75 per cent. Only one rn~ did not gain in speedt 
but he started at 750 words per minute. Tvro men showed a 10 per cent 
drop in comprehension. The author says: 
Any success is attributable to the fact that the material 
was interesting and the participants had a constant aware-
ness of progress. In subjects of greatest interest, greatest 
gains were made. The ~Be interests a participant had, the 
greater his total gains. 
This concluding statement has strong implications for those who conduct 
reading programs. The material must have a wide interest range and the 
participants must be aware of their progress. 
18 Cardwell, op. cit., p. 72. 
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The Universit,y of l~nnesota conducts reading classes yearly using 
a pacing technique.19 In 1950 an experimental program was carried on 
in which five methods of pacing reading were used. They were: (1) 
Harvard Films and Readings, (2) Tachistopic training, (3) Timed readings 
on a variety of materials, (4) Paced readings on a variety of materials, 
and (5) Master-Word-Vocabulary approach supplemented by a pocket sized 
lexicon. Students ranked each method as to its effectiveness. In 
general, the paced reading 1-1as acclaimed more successful than the others. 
The pacing technique works equally well with a large group or an indi-
vidual. The entire test, Efficient Reading, 20 has been paced and sheets 
with the pacing times have been mimeographed. Each student is given a 
sheet at the start of the course and ivorks at his own speed level. The 
teacher uses a stop or second hand watch. At the proper times he says, 
The student adjusts his reading rate and tries to be at the 
proper place for each 11next". This pacing technique has striking simi-
lar-1 ty to the one used in this study. 
21 McCart reports a study that evaluated a two year reading program 
in Scarsdale, Long Island, New York~ The methods used were similar to 
the ones used in this study. 
19James I. Brown, "A Pacin~ Technique for Classroom Teaching of 
Reading, 31 College English, 18 tDecamber, 1956), 164-165 .. 
20James Brown, Efficient Reading (Boston: D. C. Heath Company,l952). 
21
william Francis :t-IcCart, "An Evaluation of the First Two Years of 
a Secondary School Reading Program" (unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1958). 
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Among the materials used were: (l) Better Reading. Books 2 and 3,22 \ 
2~ \ ! (2) Efficient B£:,adi11;g, .... and (3) Standa.rd Test Lessons in Reading. 24 
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Light fiction and easy non-fictionw:ere provided for the pupils to take 
home and read, using an alarm clock to time their reading. In class 
sessions, tachistoscopes and shadowscopes were used. All material, ex-
cept that for home use, had tables for converting time to rate or had a 
specified time in which to complete the exercise. All reading was 
followed by a test of ten or more questions and all exercises with the 
exception of Standard Test Lessons in Reading25 had their own answer 
sheets. Having materials in this independent for.m permitted the students 
t-o read at varying levels of difficulty and at a wider range of reading 
rates. The greatest gains for the whole program were in the area of 
speed. For the first semester of l955-56 the mean percentile gain was 
l0.50 and for the second semester, l2.JO. For the first semester of 
l956-57 the mean gain in the percentile score was 26.25 and for the 
second semester was 6.75. The number of students participating in each 
semester were 44, 71, ll6, and ll3, respectively. 
Loring26conducted an experiment with 200 participants evenly divided 
\\ betvreen non-mechanical pacing technique and free reading. His resul-ts 
il showed no significant difference betvreen the means of the two groups. 
:I 
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Elizabeth A. 
Associates, l950). 
23 
Simpson, Better Reading (Chicago: Science Research 
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I The group who used the pae:lng had a mean of 29.66 wbiJ.e the free reading I 
J! I 
!
'\! group had a mean of' 28,62. However, his groups were given only three 
I! 
one hour sessions of' speed practice and Loring concluded that the limited 1. 
il 
I! 
time factor made apy conclusions only tentative and that more experiment-
'I !'I al study was needed. 
\1 In a recent studya Gof'f'i27 compared three methods of' building speed I , 
,I 
'I in reading. I, 
Approximately 300 freshmen at the University of' Vermont 
!; 
\1 participated in the experiment. 
groups: (1) Free Reading, (2) Controlled Reading(machine), (3) ~larked 
They were evenly divided among four 
II i! II 
I I. 
'I 
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Book Pacing, and (4) Control Group. The experiment lasted for eight 
weeks .. The three experimental groups met for thirty minutes twice a 
week. The control group followed the regular college course. The three 
experimental groups used identical materials. The marked book pacing 
technique was the only method which produced significant results on all 
the final tests.. Not only did the rate of' reading of' this group improve 
but ability to adjust the rate of reading to the material also improved. 
III. IlATERIALS AND EETHODi3 USE:D.nfDE\I'ELOPm~NT OF SPEEDED SKILLS 
Material. The materials used in the speed portion of reading pro-
gram were the Readers• Digest issues of June 1953, lYJ.arch 1959, April 
1959, and November 1959. 28 An. automatic timing device, the Mahal Pacer, 
was used with these materials and in pacing other reading exercises on 
which the student wished to develop better working speeds. This timer 
could be set for any desired time interval.. As each unit of time ex-
pired, a bell would ring and the students would know that they should 
Goffi, loc .. cit. 
28 
Tbe Mahal Pacer, manufactured qy Oaktron Industries, Monroe, Wiscon-
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have reached the next mark in their reading. 
Some problems arose because of variations on the copies of the 
Reader 1 s Digests uhich lvere aalable., The June 1953 issue i'las the 
Teacher 1 s Edition. In the issue the comprehension tests were given in 
the center of the book 1'11i th the ansivers on a separate page. The Teacher 1 s 
Edition of the 1'-larch and April issues ,,,ere ordered. ~fuen they arrived, 
it was found that the style of the test section had been changed and the 
ansv1ers accompanied the questions. This necessitated the mimeographing 
of the tests. The November issue was the Student Edition and ans"tver 
she-ets had to be mimeographed if they v:rere to be readily available to 
individual stud.ents. 
Nethod., The four issues of the Reader's Digest were marked for 
paced reading at rates from 100 to 1, 000 1-1ords per minute, according to 
the schedule used qy Goffi29. Four or five articles were measured for 
:marking and listed on a Paced Reading Guide chart under each lvork-per-
minute group, with the exception of some vmrk-per-minute groups above 
750 'tvords per minute v.rhich had only three articles listed. Each ivork-
per-minute group had one article uith a test. 
To mark a Digest article fvr a desired speed, each colu.mr" tvas 
measured the required number of inches, as shovm in Table II, and at 
that point in the column a line v1as dratm in red pencil. To maintain 
the speed for •·rhich the article was marked, the reader must reach a 
mark every minute. 
29 Goffi, loc, cit., 
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TABLE II 
lliCHES EQUIVALENT TO WORDS PER l'4INUTE 
IN THE READERS• DIGEST 
Words Per 
Minute 
100 
125 
150 
175 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
425 
450 
475 
500 
525 
Inches 
21/2 
3 i/8 
3 3/4 
4 3/8 
5 
5 5/8 
6 l/4 
6 7/8 
7 l/2 
8 l/8 
8 3/4 
9. 3/8 
lO 
lO 5/8 
ll l/4 
ll 7/8 
12 l/2 
13 l/8 
Words Per. 
Minute 
550 
575 
600 
625 
650 
675 
700 
725 
750 
775 
800 
825 
850 
875 
900 
925 
950 
975 
1000 
Inches 
13 3/4 
14 3/8 
15 
15 5/8 
16 l/4 
16 7/8 
17 l/2 
18 l/8 
18 3/4 
19 3/8 
20 
20 5/8 
21 l/4 
21 7/8 
22 l/2 
23 l/8 
23 3/4 
24 3/8 
25 
The students found their reading rates during the first meeting of 
I• 
1: the reading program by a timed reading of a Readers• Diges~ article. 
;: 
:1 This timing was done as a group and the number of words per minute in-
,, 
ii 
i; 
/i dicated on the board at fifteen second intervals. The word-per-minute 
d 
I' 
score was then rounded to the nearest 25 unit. · During subsequent meet-
ings, students were free to do as much or as little paced reading as 
they desired.. The automatic timer was set during some portion of the 
class period to ring at one-minute intervals.. Each student wishing to 
work on speed, read at his own rate of speed.. At every ring of the 
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timer he tried to overtruce the next red mark in that article. 'When he 
could successfully keep the pace and then pass the test for that group 
with a score of 80 per cent or better, he could proceed to the ne1ct 
words-per-minute group of marked articles. At the end of the paced 
reading period the student recorded his speed and comprehension score 
for that day on his progress chart. 
Each student had a folder containing, among other things, a chart 
on which to record his daily progress, and a Paced Reading Guide. See 
Appendix A. The latter was a chart from which the students could find 
which Readers' Digest articles to read under each work-per-minute group 
of marked articles and where to find the tests and ans~er keys. 
IV .. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Analysis of the data. The use of an automatic tDner with a paced 
reading program of the twPe herein described is an improvement over the 
method of having the teacher act as time keeper since it frees the 
teacher to do other work .. It eliminates the necessity of having the 
whole group work on paced reading at the same time, and enables the 
student to set his own time limits. 
Of the 114 students who participated in the program, 99 worked on 
their speed of reading. This figure is 86.8 per cent of the total group. 
However, of these 99, only 70 kept adequate records of their progress in 
speed. The statistical results will therefore be confined to these 
70 cases. 
The range of reading rates at the start of the program was from 
100 to 400 words per minute with a mean of 226.90. At the conclusion 
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of the program, the range was=f=r=om=l=5=0 ~ 5~ ~rds ~r~::. ~ ~ a ~ " 1· ........ . 
mean of 3.30.10, a mean gain of 103.20 words per minute. The critical 
1
1 
ratio of 7.97 gives a significant difference between the means at the 
.01 per cent level of significance. In other words, this was a real 
gain and cou~ not be attributed to chance factors. 
TABLE III 
COl·1PJl.RATIVE DATA ON THE RE.ADL'IG RATES OF THE TOTAL GROUP 
lVlean Words 
Number per Minute 0 SEM SED Diff. CR 
Start 70 226.90 61 .. 20 7.34 
12.94 103.20 7.97 
Finish 70 3.30 .. 10 89 .. 20 10 .. 66 
Of the 70 students, 18 started in the 100 to 199 words-per-minute 
group; 44 started in the 200 to 299 words-per-minute group; 5 started 
in the 300 to 399 words-per-minute group; and 3 started in the 400 to 
499 words-per-.'!Jlinute group. At the finish of the program, 2 were in 
the 100 to 199 words-per-minute group; 26 were in the 200 to 299 'vords-
per-minute group; 27 were in the 300 to 399 words-per-minute group; 12 
were in the 400 to 499 words-per-minute group; and 3 were in the 500 to 
599 words-per-minute group. 
The students who started in the 100 to 199 words-per-minute group, 
ranged from 100 to 190 words-per-minute. At the finish of the program 
the same group ranged from 150 to 375 words per minute. There was a 
significant difference between the before and after means at the .01 
per cent level of significance. 
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-C01'1P.Al:'1ATIVE DATA ON THE 100 TO 199 1-lORDS-PER-MINUTE GROUP 
Mean 1-Tords 0 SEM: SED "Diff. CR 
Number Per Minute 
Start 70 160 .. 10 2,3.90 5.ao 
15.2.3 87 .. 85 5.79 
Finish 70 247.95 58 .. 05 J.4.,08 
The students who started in the 200 to 299 words-per-minute group 
ranged from 200 to 295 words per minute. At the finish of the program 
they ranged from 225 to 560 words per minute" This group also had a 
significant difference between the before and after means at the .01 per 
cent level of' significance. 
TABLE V 
CQHFA!""UTIVE DATA ON THE 200 TO 299 WORLDS-PER-MINUTE GROUP 
Mean Words 
Number Per i'linute 0 Sl!M SED Dif'f' .. CR 
Start 70 2,34.00 ,30.20 4.55 
12.8.3 109.70 8 .. 55 
Finish 70 .34.3. 70 79.60 12.00 
'fhe students who started :in the .300 to .399 words-per-minute group 
ranged from .300 to .350 words per minute. At the finish of the program 
they ranged from 325 to 525 words per minute. 'fhere was no significant 
difference between the before and after means for this group. 
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Number 
Start 70 
Finish 70 
l"1ean Words 
Per Minute 
310.50 
0 
12.00 
70 .. 80 
SEM SED Di!f .. CR 
32.11 
31.66 
The students who started in the 400 to 499 words-per-minute group 
all started at 400 words per minute. At the finish of the program they 
ranged from 425 to 500 words per minute. There was no significant di-
fference bet1~en the before and after means of the group. 
TABLE VII 
GOMPARATDTE DATA ON THE 400 to 499 WORDS-PER-MINUTE GROUP 
Number 
Start 70 
Finish 70 
Mean Words 
Per Minute 
400.00 
0 
0 
SEM 
0 
46.35 26.73 
SED Diff. CR 
26.73 41.95 1.57 
The tuo lower vrord-per-minute groups made significant gains in their 
rate of reading while the higher groups made only slight gains. The 
lack of gain among the higher groups can be attributed to the lack of 
complete records for .these groups. Of the total of 70 complete records 
there were 62 in the tuo lower speed groups and only 8 in the two high-
er speed groups. 1-11 th a larger number of records for these higher word-
statistical results would probably prove more 
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Recommendations for Future StuC!;I,. It, is felt that paced reading 
portions of future self-directive reading programs of the type described 
in Chapter I of this thesis should remain self-directive but vTitb strict-
er controls. 
It might be well to require a minimum amount of time at each meet-
ing to be spent working on speed of reading. With this control, greater 
gains in speed could be made .. 
Another control should be that of setting aside time at each meet-
ing for the recording of the day's scores on the charts. With this con-
trol, the students could not put off filling in their progress charts 
and more satisfactory statistical results could be compiled at the com-
pletion of the program. 
The final recommendation is that of having more reading materials 
marked at the 200 to 400 word-per-minute levels. 
With these controls and additions, a more effective self-directive 
speed reading program would be obtainable. 
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Chapter II dealt vdth the paced reading portion of a reading program 
that provided for individual levels of achievement and rates of learning. 
The program was directed by one teacher and had a group of 114 partici-
pants, 99 of whom worked on speeded reading.. The aim of the speed portion 
of the program was to provide materials that would allow each participant, 
working at his ovm level of achievement. E'.nd at his ovm convenience, to 
increase his reading speed without impairing his comprehension. 
Four issues of the Readers• Di~est, marked for reading rates from 
100 to 1,000 vrords per minute, provided the mater-lals. 
At the first meeting students tested their reading rates. During 
subsequent meetings, an automatic timer was set to ring at one minute 
intervals to inform the student of his success in maintaining overtaking 
red markings in the Di~ests. When a student could keep pace and then pass ' 
II a test on an article of that speed level with a score of 80 percent or 
better, he proceeded to the next higher speed level. Each student kept 
his o~n chart of progress. 
An analysis of the data shows a significant difference between the 
before and after means of the words per minute rate. The mean for the 
group at the start of the program. was 226.90 and at the conclusion was 
330.10, a mean gain of 103.20 words per minute. 
It is recdmffiended that future programs, of the type herein described, 
require a minimum amount of time to be spent at each meeting on develop-
! 
I 
ment of speed and that a time be set aside at each meeting for the I record- 1 
II 
ing of scores for the day. 
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CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION A}TD STUDY SKILLS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Fundamental to the whole, highly-complex process·of reading and 
thinking is the ability to do organized thinking. Without this power, 
there cannot be accurate understanding and interpretation of written 
materiaJ_s.. 'VTith e:~r:pository-type reading increasing in size and complex-
ity in the upper grades and high school, it is most essential that 
pupils understand assigned reading. This requires the ability to grasp 
the author's message and see the relationship of what has been said. 
Command over larger and more difficult groups of ideas and thoughts is 
ver.y important for academic success throughout high school and college. 
Today1 s Sputnik or space age calls for top mathematicians and scientists; 
therefore, it is more important than ever to acquire skills in organiza-
tion of ideas in reading and thinking. Ability to understand and see 
organization in what one attempts to read is essential in most daily 
activities and for nearly all types of citizens. Since much study type 
reading is logically organized and different from the stories on which 
children learn to read, pupils do not st'Ulllble upon this power. They 
have to be trained in organization and study skills that develop good 
comprehension, correct concepts, and sound thinking. 
Purpose. The purpose of this portion of the e~eriment 1-ras to pre-
pare a variety of graded exercises designed to help high school students 
grow in the ability to see the organization of ideas and to try these 
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exercises out in mass adaptation to individual needs of students.. A 
,. 
/I comparison was made on the before and after test scores of two groups, 
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consisting of the experimental group using the practice materials for a 
seven week period and a control group. By comparison of the results of 
the before and after test data, it was possible to determine whether 
'such organization materials used by the large experimental group signif-
icantly improved basic organization abilities for these high school 
students .. 
Justification of the 2roblem.. ~1y reading specialists stress the 
importance of an vi tal need for developing skills in organizing ideas in 
1 
reading and thinking. Strang, McCullough and Traxler state that beyond 
the intermediate grades, students are generally confronted with subject 
matter areas and increased demands for wide reading. This requires the 
ability to comprehend assigned reading, as well as the skill in seeing 
relationship in what has been read. Harris2 also feels that organization 
is needed for maste~ of the content subjects at the seconda~ level. 
As soon as pupils start to use textbooks, reading deficiencies become a 
general handicap. In the upper grades the content subjects are seriously 
affected by poor reading and vague understanding. The higher these 
pupils go, the more important the study of books becomes, and the more 
complex the reading abilities or skills become. 
1 
Ruth Strang, McCullough and Traxler, Problems in the Im2rovement of 
Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), p. 93. 
2 
Albert J. Harris. How To Increase Reading Ability (New York: Long-
mans, Green and Company, 1956), 3rd edition, pp .. 6-7 
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large ntunber of junior and senior high and even college students are un-
able to read and study effectively. This deficiency causes failure in 
one or more subjects. According to Strang and Bracken4 in expressing 
this same idea, teachers in the subject areas complain that pupils can 
read stories but not study-type reading. There does not seem to be a 
carry over of basal reader skills to the textbook reading required in 
the upper grades. 
Organization is also necessary for developing good comprehension 
and recall. Strang and Bracken5 state that organizing and relating 
facts gained from reading is an aid to understanding and reme.Tilbering. 
6 
Durrell seems to support this opinion when he claims that many of the 
lj 
I ---- -
I 
practices and techniques that attend to the organization and relation- I 
ship of ideas in the material studied will improve recall. In .. . I Cll.scussJ.ng 1 
organization and retention of ideas, Harris has this to say: 
:tviaterial that is well organized in the reader• s mind is easier 
to remember than material which is unorganized. The efficient 
reader tries to grasp the author1 s plan and to understand the 
relationships between ideas and the relations between the major 7 · ideas and the facts or details which give them definite meaning. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
-----3---------------------------------------------------------------l 
Victor H. Kelley and Harry A. Greene: Better Reading and Study 
Habits (New York: Yonkers-on-Hudson, World Book Company, 1947), pp. 1-46. 
4 
Ruth Strang and Dorothy K. Bracken ~fuking Better Readers. (Boston: 
D.C. He~th and Company, 1957), p. 42. 
5 
Strang and Bracken, on. cit., p. 221. 
6 
Donald D .. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York: Yonkers 
on-Hudson, World Book Company, 1956), p. 33. 
7 
Albert J. Harris. 6p. cit., p. 445. 
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It is the concensus that organizational skills are definitely needed ;! 
II 
to aid pupils in better understanding and fluency in their high school and !I 
college reading tasks. In meeting the demands of the school, organization ij 
I 
of ideas is an aid in developing good comprehension, accurate recaJ.l, · i/ 
il 
clear concepts, sound thinking, and logical reasoning. 
~1 discussing the acute reading problems or difficulties recurrent 
among secondar.r students, Strang, McCullough and Traxler state that: 
According to teachers, students are unable to read textbooks with 
comprehension, to interpret passages correctly and adequately, to 
note and remember important points and gelated details, and to 
understand a passage without rereading. 
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McKee seems to agree with this idea when he states that it is not un- !! 
'I 
connnon to find that pupils apparently know nothing about organizing mater- II 
ial they have read.. This appears to be true, he feels, not only of elemen~~ 
tary s~ol children but of college students and secondary school pupils ~~ 
as welL [I 
McCullough firmly believes that students vary in their masterJr of 
q 
H 
II 
the different twPes of comprehension and profit by attention to those they 11 
are deficient in?-0 ~~ 
8 
Ruth Strang, 
9 
McCullough and Trror.J.er, pp .. cit., p .. 8. 
Paul McKee. The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School 
(Boston: Houghton JYiifflin Company, 1948), P• 488 .. 
10 
Constance M .. l"lcCullough, 11\fuat Does Research Reveal About Practices 
in '1\ea.ching Reading "English Journal 4.6: (November 1957), 475-90. 
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Durrell emphasizes this point in discussing skill in organization 
of ideas: 
The ability to organize, to group b.r common factors, to sub-
ordinate within groups, and to show relationships of parts to 
whole, appears to be ildistinct mental ability which responds 
to specific teaching. 
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In discussing comprehension, l'1cCullough states, "There is considerablejl 
dissatisfaction (not confined to the U.S .. ) with the extent to which il 
12 11.1 schools develop reading comprehension." She adds that some investiga-
tions have show that we have developed fact readers but not thoughtful lj 
I; 
ii 
II I; 
!I 
readers.13 
Regardless of whether reading for facts or reading for a variety of 
:I 
comprehensions is involved, reading requires thinking skills by the read- i! 
II er and organization of ideas. 
I 
I Scope and limitation of the el..:Periment. Many essential reading study I 
skills are listed by reading authorities. However, this study provides 
for the most needed skills required in organizing ideas and getting the 
I 
:I 
I! 
ij 
il meaning such as: 1) reading to follow directions, 2) phrasing, 3) reading 11 
·I for main ideas, 4) reading to note details, 5) drawing inferences and 
conclusions, 6) outlining, 7) comprehending meaning of sentences, para-
graphs, stories, and a whole selection, and 8) critical thinking. 
No special provision was made for the following skills even though 
[, 
:I 
I 
i 
il 
il 
!I 
th=r are considered essential reading skills in the area of organization: ri 
-., ' ij 
1) locating information in an encyclopedia, dictionary, testbook_, and !, 
ii 
'I 
---------------------------------:: 11Donald D. Durrell, op .. ei.t."', P• 302. il 
12constance 1'1. ~1cCullough, 6lp. eit.. ' pp. 4 77. !! 
l3Ibid. il 
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reference sources; 2) interpreting figurative language; 3) sld.mming for 
different purposes; and 4) reading to evaluate or detect propaganda. 
Organizational skill in reading and thinking might be defined as 
the ability to see the relationship of ideas in a paragraph or whole 
selection through recognition of the central thought and the significant 
details that support the main idea. Getting the central thought or main 
idea of the author's message is the reading ability most frequent~ re-
quired of students and adults. The ability to distinguish between the 
main ideas and supporting details is almost as indispensable .. 
Certain steps or procedures are directly related to organizing ideas I 
encountered in reading materials. 
II 
Development of ihe ability to tell what il 
II I happened first, second, and third is a beginning step in outlining and 
using logical sequence of ideas and coherent organization. Also, devel-
opm.ent of ability to select the main idea and important details is a 
natural step in preparation of recalling items in an orderly fashion, 
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Learning to outline is definitely considered 11 
:I 
either orally or in 'li'l"iting. 
a very important phase of training in organization. 1 
To assume that secondary students will acquire by chance this power 
of organization of ideas in reading and thinking is far from correct. 
They need training and a great deal of practice to develop such organiza-
tion. First, it is important to learn what activities are involved in 
understanding what one attempts to read, and secondly, it is essential 
to have growth of the skills through specific practice in organizing 
ideas. 
I 
II I, 
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In summarizing, it is the concensus of authorities that the ability 
to organize material read should be taughte This study investigated the 
use of graded levels of reading material to meet individual needs and 
interests to see if under self-direction in a large group situation 
secondary students could acquire growth in organization and study skills. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH 
In t:b.is portion of the chapter on organization, a brief revievr of 
literature related to certain skills requiring basic organization of 
ideas in reading and thinking will be given first, and the related re-
search will be reviewed second. 1ibile major consideration is given to 
research at the secondary level, some experimental studies at the inter-
mediate level are reviewed. It is felt that certain reading abilities 
required at the secondary level are similar to those developed in the 
middle grades, except for being on a higher and more complex level and 
having a wider range of skill experiences. 
Review of literature related to organization skills. Specialists in 
the field of reading14/ 15/ 16/ 17/ 18/ 19 include almost similar basic 
reading abilities as being fundamental and essential to higher-level com-
prehension and thinking. These authors seem to agree that most students 
in high schools need specific instruction and adequate practice in basic 
reading skills. 
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15Harris, op. c:Lt., pp .. 433-453. !i 
16 Strang, McCullough and Traxler, Problems in the Improvement of 
Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), 2nd edition, pp. 
127-31; 138. 
!i 
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II 17Paul IIIJ:cKee, dp. cit., PP• 486-493. !I 
18auy L .. Bond and :E.'va Bond, Developmental Reading in High School ;,·/ (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1941l, pp. 99-102,. , 
:I 
l9Ruth Strang and Dorothy Bracken, Making Better Readers (Boston: !i 
1 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1957), P• 112. il 
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Reading comprehension tests show the importance and need for particu- il 
'I 
lar silent reading skills related to this experiment. On these tests stu- !I 
dents are expected to: 1) size up the meaning of a paragraph or selection 
as a whole, 2) select topic or title that fits the paragraph, 3) see 
relationship among ideas presented: main ideas and supporting details, 
and 4) select details intelligently from paragraphs that are factua~ in 
type .. 
Strang and Bracken mention that in a study of 19,063 eigh~h graders 
who were given a reading test, it was found that twenty per cent were 
reading below the seventh-grade level.. In this sampling there was a 
range of reading grade from third grade to college and also a wide range 
in proficienqy in different reading skills: 
In the more advanced skills of drawing conclusions, making 
inferences, applying reading, interpreting what is read, 
reading creatively, reading critically, and reacting to 
reading, the r~ge for individuals as well as for groups 
is tremendous. 
These authors point out that reading tests show not only the diversity 
of reading ability but also the kind of reading instruction students need 
to succeed in the reading tasks of their grade. 
To summarize, although the components of organization as seen by 
different authors vary, basic organization in reading and thinking seems 
to involve adequate abilit.y to: follow the organizaticrn of a selection, 
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2) identify the main idea, 3) see relationship among ideas, /+) recognize I 
!I details that support the main idea, 5) make sound generalizations, 
6) outline or summarize the ideas in material read, 7) follow· directions,! 
\ 
and 8) to think critically. Briefly, it involves the ability or power 
to find out exactly what any written matter says. Since one must think 
actively while reading and since the brain is instrumental in getting 
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the meaning, then reading is a thbllting process. Consequently, it appears ij 
that specific instruction and practice requiring organization and study 
skills are quite necessa~ for high school students, in order to develop 
accurate and complete understandings of what they attempt to read. 
In discussing study skiflS necessa~ for completely grasping the 
organization and development of the ideas in reading matter, Durrell 
mentions that 11ability to do careful, detailed reading has important 
values in both vocational and avocational activities. 1121 
Experimental studies and research at the intermediate level. There 
!J 
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are numerous experimental studies concerning students 1 abilities in read- 11· 
I, 
ing organization and study skills that were conducted in the intermediate l! 
II 
grades and that are pertinent to this section of the present experiment. 
I, 
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In an effort to determine the relative order of difficul17.r of several II 
• . . 
22 
. 19-:20 d t d :l types of study skills ~n the ~ddle grades, Keneally J.n .n, con uc e l,j 
a study involving three hundred and thirty-six pupils. Her exercises 
on paragraph comprehension involved thorough reading. 
II 
:I 
Among the results [I 
of her research, she found the order of difficulties secured for the six 
study skills measured in her study was: 1) finding minor ideas with 
;j 
il 
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21Donald D. Durrell, Improvem_ ent of Basic Reading Abilities (New \J 
li York: Yonkers-on-Hudson, World Boo~ Co., 1940), p. 2.3.3. i/ 
I! 2~atherine B. Keneally, "The Relative Order of Difficulty of Jl 
I Several Types of Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades. 11 (Haster1 s !i 
1 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 19.39), pp. 1;.37. ~~ 
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major ideas supplied, 2) selection of best su~ar.r, 3) retention of order :1 
II 
of ideas, 4) matching headlines and paragraphs, 5) finding major ideas 'I 
:I 
1-dth min- or ideas supplied, and 6) writing original headlines. The :1 
il 
:I 
types of exercises listed first vrere the easiest and they increased in d 
i 
difficulty so the last three proved to be the hardest. Also her findings 
showed that the order of difficulty was the same for the group of children 
reading on an intermediate grade level and for those reading above inter-
mediate grade level. 
Hulsman23 in 1947 compiled a workbook of exercises to develop organ-
izational ability in grade six and to stimulate thought. Her study over 
a five weeks 1 period involved her workbook lessons, which,contained 
fourteen types of work and progressed in difficulty. The findings on 
her small sampling showed that there was definite improvement in almost 
i 
II 
II 
il 
I! 
ever.r kind of exercise. 
,I 
Among her conclusions she reported that specific \I 
drill can increase pupil skill in reading organization and that more than 
five weeks is needed to develop the varied skills in organization. 
Also, Dyer 24 in 1949 carried on a study to develop reading organ-
ization in grade five and found definite improvement with a total class 
gain of 16.08 per cent in organizational ability. 
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ii 23Helen Louise Hulsman, "Exercises to Develop Reading Organization :/ 
in Grade Six, (Unpublished Ivfaster' s Thesis, Boston University School of ii 
Education, Boston, 1947) pp .. 1,; 27 45. il 
24Helen F. Dyer, "Exercises to Develop Readi~g Organization in Grade /i 
Five•• (Unpublished Ivlaster' s Thesis, Boston University School of Education, !i 
Boston, 19L. .. 9), pp. 2; 50-58. 11 
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q 25 In 195.3, Hanley evaluated the effectiveness of a program giving !j 
specific training in the skill of organization.. Her experiment, involving !I 
~ I 
!I 
! one hundred and ninety-one pupils (108 in the experimental group and 8.3 
in the control group), was conducted in seven fourth grade classes. The 
lessons \vhich were self-explanatory in nature emphasized the distinction 
showed that the gains by the experimental group were superior to those 
of the control group, in that they almost doubled those of the control 
group. 
26. The purpose of_ Jobnson 1 s study ~n 1951 was to evaluate HulSlllana s 
workbook of exercises. There were seven hundred and thirty-eight pupils 
from several sixth grades involved in this during a period of five weeks. I 
I The results showed gains for both the experimental group and control 
group and that the experimental group made the greatest gain, 1iith a 
critical ratio of ,3.,39. 
Sheldon and Hatch27in 1951 studied the reading skills of good and 
poor readers, by administering the Durrell test to sixty-two sixth grade 
pupils, who were of average or better than average intelligence. In 
their conclusions they report that the poor readers outnumbered the good 
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readers in the number of areas of weakness. However, both showed \veakness il 
H 
'I in the follow.i.ng skill that is important to successful reading and related !I ,, 
25 Gertrude T. Hanley 11An Evaluation of the Effect of a Program of 
Specific Training in the Skill of Organization in Improving Comprehension 
in the Fourth Grade11 (Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 195.3), pp. 9; 16; .31-.32. 
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i\ 26Joan Johnson, nEvaluation of Exercises to Develop Reading Organ- ,: ... 1 
ization in Grade Si.x11 (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1951), PP• 1-2; 40-4].. . :
1
:•1 
27william D. Sheldon and Shirley Hatch, "Strengths and Weaknesses in _ 
Reading of A Group of Sixth Grade Children, n Elementar.v English, Vo. 28 : 
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to present investigation: l) after oral reading, poorly organized recall 
and very scanty recall on hard material and 2) after silent reading, very 
scanty recall on hard material. 
., 
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. !j 
reac J.ons ·i A study was reported in 1956 by Piekarz,28 who compared the 
of two pupils identified as a better reader and a poorer reader in terms 
of their ability to acquire accurate understanding from reading material. 
:j 
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She concluded that the higher-level reader derived correct and good under- !\ 
II 
il 
standings from a reading selection.. The poorer reader, who had difficulty !I 
distinguishing between literal meanings and implied ones, derived in- J/ 
accurate and incomplete meanings. 
In summarizing, it would appear that pupils in the middle grades 
need instruction and practice to develop the ability to see organization 
in written matter and the interrelationship of ideas. 
li 
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:I 
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lj 
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In an effort to learn more f/ Related Research at the Secondary Level. 
about the process involved in understanding what is read, investigators 
il 
ij 
:I 
As early as 1917, Thorndike made ;
1 ,, 
have used various research techniques. 
an analysis of the mistakes of students in paragraph reading. In em:pha- il 
'ii 
!I 
sizing the fact that the grasping of meaning involves a high type of 
thinking, he pointed out that: 
.... the mind is assailed as it were by every word in the para-
graph. It must select, represent, soften, emphasize, corre-
late, and organize all un~~r the influence of the right mental 
set or purpose or demend. 
28Josephine A. Piekarz, "Getting J).ieaning From Reading, 11 Elarnentaey 
School Journal, 56 (March 1956), pp. 303-309. 
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29william. S. Gray. Review of Reading. Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research. (The American Education Research Association) A department of . 
the National Education Association, Edited by Harris. Third Edition, !\ 
1960, pp. 1100-1101. ~ 
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The psychological principles of organization are, according to Salis- II 
30 il bury, fundamental to thought getting and thought giving. She carried \j 
Her experiment 'tdth ~~ 
four experimental groups in seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades of four !! 
on a study in 19.35 to improve reading comprehension .. 
experimental groups in seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades of four high 
II schools, lasted six weeks and covered thirty training lessons using organ- :1 
ization techniques such as outlining and summarizing.. The results showed: J1 
1) significant gains in reading comprehension among those who were trained ll 
I!  in logical organization and 2) training given intensively for six weeks ,, 
II 
il 
was somewhat superior to training given intermittently for one term. 
Broening31in 1941 surveyed 20,000 students in grades seven through 
As a result, !I 
il 
twelve and analyzed a million and a half standardi~ed tests. 
he reported the need for dynamic practice in the skills involved in the d II !I 
I! 
reading purposes of secondary school readers. The skills he included Jl 
were: discovering the central idea, answering specific questions, skimming !I 
to get the gist of a selection, and outlining to remember what is read. II 
" 
In 1942 Burkhart.32conducted a doctoral study to determine which skills!! 
ji 
reading specialists thought were most important in reading ability of 
secondary school students. She found they rated the ability to organize 
data eleventh in rank order of the major abilities in a list of eighteen 
general reading abilities. 
'I 
:! 
~ l 
d ,, 
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ii 
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t! 
30 Racheal A. Salisbury, nsome Effects of Training in Outlining, tt ii 
English Journal 2.3 (February, 19.35), 111-116. i! 
.31 II 
.Angela Broening, 11Abili ties "Which Contribute to Effective Reading," ii 
Education. 62: (September 1941), 11-17. :! 
.3~athryn Burkhart, 11An Analysis of Reading Abilities, u Journal of \\ 
Educational Research, 3S: (February 1945), 430-4.39.. il 
,I 
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Brink, 33 in a national study in 1949, analyzed the study habits of !! 
one thousand high school students and found that the habits in the upper 11 
If 
d fourth of their class follow similar patterns. The follmdng procedures 'I 
'! 
characteristic of top-ranking students and related to the present experi- ,i 
'I 
ment were the ability to summarize main points in mm ifords instead of li 
il 
copying sentence or paragraphs, 2) read entire section to comprehend the 11 
:i 
main idea and then decided on major and minor topics of their outline, !I 
I 
and 3) rely strongly on their own judgment and opinions in study situation~. 
Davis attempted in 1951 to identify the basic factors in eomprehen-
sion, through factor analysis. He used nine skills considered important 
by reading authorities. Of the nine ~es of comprehension identified 
by him, those pertinent to this portion of the experiment were: 
1. Reasoning in reading, including ability to infer 
meanings and to ~eave together several statements. 
2. Ability to focus attention on a writer•s explicit 
statements almost to the exclusion of their implica-
tions. 
3. Ability to identify an author3 s intent, purpose, or 
point of view. 
4. Ability to grasp the detailed statements in a passage. 
5. Ability to follmr the organization of a passage and to 
identifv antecedents and referents to it. 
6. Ability" to select the main thought of a passage. 34 
Relevant to studies of main ideas is one qy Bliesmer35 in 1954, in 
which he attempted to determine the extent to which children of equal 
mental age but markedly different in chronological age and I Q tend to 
be alike in regard to reading achievement. For his comparison, the dull 
i 
!j 33
'\-lilliam. G. Brink, 11Study Habits, II Phi Delta Kapuan 32, p. 2.38, !: 
34Frederick Barton Davis, "Comprehension in Reading, 11 Bal tim~ fi 
Bu:bletin of Education, 28: (January-February, 1951), 16-24. ii 
j 35:n::mery P. Bliesmer, 11Reading Abilities of Bright and Dull Children ;\ 
1 of Comparable !~ental Ages, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology. 45: (1954), :1 j! 321-331. li =-=-·-=~..cc-~·"'"-'~' ,..,.~,_~~-,~:=c-o:-=:-~ :c-c-~-co~=-c:-·.-=::-==--=-c-c-:cc:.:.::-_c= -:cc='-'~CCC" """'"~·=-'-"--= =:-:=~:c======c-=--=..cc-"-~=:-:=-::~.-• .--=.-::-.:.~'-''=-~:r-=--==•=-
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children -vrith I Q score of 84 or below \.rere selected from regular eighth- :1 
and ninth grade classes and some special education classes in two junior 
high schools, while the bright group was chosen from regular third-and 
fourth-grade classes in three elementar,y schools. The following specif-
ic abilities involved in reading comprehension and relevant to the 
present investigation were measured: 1) memory for factual details, 2) 
I' 
II 
!! 
!j 
il 
il 
I' 
i 
i 
i 
location or recognition of factual details, 3) perception of relationships! 
!I 
among definitely stated ideas, 4) recognition of main ideas, and 5) 11 
II 
I, 
drawing inferences and conclusions. 
·.Among his conclusions that seemed ifarranted were that bright children:! 
are significantly superior to dull children of comparable ages with re-
spect to: 1) total reading comprehension and specific abilities 1inCh as 
locating or recognizing factual details, recognizing main ideas, and 
drawing inferences and conclusions; and 2) the relatively more complex 
and intellectual comprehension abilities. 36 Thus, it was found that 
bright children are superior to dull children of same mental ages in 
recognition of main ideas. 
In 1955 Bernstein37tested one hundred ninth-graders on two passages 
of comparable difficulty but poles apart in interest appeal. The more 
interesting selection resulted in more response, more speed, and greater 
:j 
II 
!I 
I 
:\ 58. :1 
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Forlono and Wrightstone38in 1956 measured the effectiveness of !I 
· II 
special reading instruction in vocational schools. After this instruction~~ 
for one year, the experimental classes in vocational high schools ex- p 
il 
ceeded control groups by one term in average reading achievement. 'I II 
39 II According to Tormey and Patterson, t1-ro of the major areas of cri- 11 
:I 
ticism of the American High Schools are poor reading and poor study skills1j 
In their experimental program in Needham Senior High during 1957-58, the,r !i 
provided instruction in reading to students whose reading achievements il 
were low. The Iowa Silent Reading Tests were administered in September i! 
il 
II 
1957 and June 1958. Test results showed that high school students do 
improve significantly through instruction in reading. The average in-
crease in all grades was about twenty-five to thirt.y percentile points 
as a result of this training. Two of the aims that they had for their 
il 
;j 
i/ !I 
\\ 
;j 
il reading program 1fhich are pertinent to this section of present experiment d 
il 
were: 1) to raise the level of comprehension and 2) to teach the student 
how-to-study. 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
A doctoral study in 1957 was conducted by Kinder40to investigate the ;1 
type and frequency of reading difficulty in secondary school reading 
skills. The main purpose of his study was: 1) to find out the kind of 
li 
.38George Forlono and J. \<lavne Wrightstone. 11l'ieasuring the Effective- 11 
ness of Special Reading Instru~tion in Select~d Vocational High Schools,n il 
High Points, 38: (March 1956), .31-.36.. 11 
:I 
.39Mary K .. Tormey and Walter G. Patterson, 
Student Evaluation, 11 Journal of Developmental 
.30-4.3. 
11Developmental Reading and 
Reading, 2: (Winter, 1959), ll !i 
' ;I 
·I 
40Robert F. Kinder, 11Types and Frequency of Difficulties in Secondary 
1
1 
School Reading Skillsn (Thesis, Ed .. D., Boston University School of Educa-~~1 
ti.on, Boston, 1957), pp. 1; 95; 151. 1 
:I 
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I 
reading errors made by eleventh graders whose scores on standardized 
reading tests lie at or below the 23rd percentile according to national 
norms and 2) to determine the frequency with which these errors occur. 
In this study one hundred and fifty-nine eleventh-grade students were 
tested, in five reading skills, one of which is related to present in-
vestigation--stating and recognition of main ideas. A revision of the 
Niles Analysis of Reading Difficulty Tests41Grades 7-12, was used to 
determine their errors. 
In the results of his study he reported several things, two of 
which are related to this portion of experiment: 
1.. Iviost frequent errors were made in stating and recognizing 
main ideas of paragraphs, ••• , and unaided oral and written 
recall of main ideas and details. 
2. Specific errors found to be most frequent for the skill 
of main ideas were: confusion with details and too broad 
statements of main idz~s and confusion of main ideas with 
too wordy statements. 
Among his conclusions the following seem to be important and rele-
vant to the present problem: 
1. The group of unsuccessftu readers in the eleventh grade 
who were tested made a high percentage of error of most 
of the types tested. 
2. Total reading scores below the 23rd percentile on the 
Cooperative Reading Test failed to discriminate between 
students as to: the types of errors they were lll{ely to 
make and the frequ2,3cy with "1-Thich they were likely to 
make these errors. 
4101ive Niles, 11 The Construction and Validation of a Test of 
Certain i.Jord Analysis Abilities for Junior-Senior High School Pupils" 
(Unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, Boston University, 1954). 
42K. d J.n er, 5p. 6it., p. 112. 
43Kinder, 
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Another most recent study was conducted ~ Herber in 1959; it in-
valved high school students in grades ten through twelve .. This study 
investigated standardized measurements of studentst reading ability, 
mental ability, and critical thinking ability. 
It included a survey of tests designed to measure critical thinking 
and materials available to teach it. As to the importance of teaching 
critical thinking, HerbezA4mentions that authorities are concerned over 
the necessity of training citixens who can think critically. 
!i 
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To teach critical thinking to the experimental group, he constructed il 
il materials in the form of a sixty-seven-page workbook, which was printed 
by the multilith process. Exercises were given twice weekly in twenty 
to thirty minute sessions and corrected upon completion of each. Each 
student handles material according to his ability needs. .Among his con-
elusions, he reported that the abili~ to think critically can be im-
proved. He further stated that the study shows instruction in critical 
thinking does positively aff.ect the strengthening of vocabulary and the 
improvement of reading comprehension.45 
In reviewing Halfter and Douglass• study which seemed to support 
this last finding Gray says: 
The fact that many college students fail because of limited 
ability to read is ••• well known. After eight years of 
~arold L. Herber, 11An Inquiry Into Effect of Instruction in 
Critical Thinking Upon Students in Grades 10, 11, and 12. 11 (Unpublished 
ED. D Thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1959), 
pp. 4-5; 51. 
45Herber, dp. oit., pp. 67; 129-131. 
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detailed work with such students, the reading staff at DePaul 
University have concluded the chief difficul~ is not in basic 
skills of recognition and comprehension but rather in the 
thinking skills involved in most reading activities. They 
estimated twg6thirds of entering students have difficulty for this reason. 
46william s. Gray. "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading 
July 1, 1958 to June .30, 1959," Journal of Educational Research, 53: 
(Februar,i 1960), No. 6, p. 212. 
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III.. PRll.CTICE N:ATERIALS IN ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS 
In the preparation of materials used in teaching organization in 
reading and thinking, it was necessar,r to decide on what are considered 
the important skills in reading organization and study. There are many 
essential reading abilities that students should gain at the secondar,r 
level, but it seemed impractical for the present experiment to include 
all the numerous skills needed for higher-level comprehension and think-
ing. 
Major organization skills included in experiment. In this study 
materials were provided to build specific skills that have particular 
importance to reading ability and seeing organization of material read: 
ii I 
!I 
!1 il 
II 
1. 
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1) 
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follo'Wing directions, 2) selecting a title, 3) identifying main idea, il 
L 
!I getting details or facts, 5) making generalizations or dravdng con-
elusions, '6) making associations and organizing ideas, and 7) thinking 
critically. 
DescriRtion of materials. Reading investigators have emphasized 
I' 
1/ 
i\ 
' 
I 
I I; 
II II 
repeatedly that the training provided must be stimulating and interesting; !I 
•I 
therefore, in building the exercises, an attempt was made to provide 
materials that were. A wide range of materials was available to this 
experimental group to meet all levels of interests, needs and abilities. 
No student was expected to work on every type of skill. It was hoped 
that the brighter students would naturally become involved in the longer 
il 
!I ll il 
ij 
,, 
'I 
il 
'li !; 
il 
u 
and more difficult activities, while the less able students would progress !I 
: 
through the easier exercises with a fair degree of success. 
il 
,I 
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:I 
II levels on colored oaktag with progression coded by color. The lessons 
or exercises were mounted on the front of the colored oaktag, while 
the check-up answer questions were attached to the back. Correct answers 
were in the for.m of answer keys easily accessible to the students who 
were expected to correct each exercise when finished before continuing 
on to another one. Immediate knowledge of results is ver,y important to 
I show the student: whether he perfor.med well where his er-!'ors occur. and I _, , 
1
1 li:lat. needs were noticeable. By having self correcting exercises and charts 
to note progress, knowledge of results was implemented. 
In developing specific organization and study skills, the use of 
published practice materic~, cut up and mounted on colored oructag, elim-
lt 
II 
lj 
II 
inates errors of untried material and increases variety that is possible 
at small cost. This method of colored, graded oaktag allows an easy, 
:! 
I i 
I. 
quick, and inexpensive way of assigning materials. lj 
:I 
I 
Sources of practice materials. The graded materials used for cutting il 
and mounting on oaktag were !leading for Meaning, 47 and Improvlng Reading ',i,!l 
Abili tz.:.. 48 Exercises from Standard Test Lessons in Readin_g_49 were .. 
broken into phrasings and typed on oaktag, one exercise to a card, ten ,, 'i 
,: 
II 
------------------------------------ :l 
4?\iilliam s. Guiler and J .. H. Coleman, Reading for Meaning (Chicago: 
J. B. Lippincott, 1955) Revised. 
48James B. Stroud and Robert B. Ammons, Improving Reading Ability, 
Second Edition (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. 1956). 
49William A. McCall and Lelah Mae Crabbs, Standard Test Lesson in 
Reading (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1950). 
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exercises from each book. This provided phrase reading practice at a 
lj 
il 
!i progressive sequence as to difficulty. Blank outlines were prepared for il 
ii 
exercises in Study Type Reading Exercises50 prepared to be used in organ- it 
ized recall of ideas. The student would read an exercise, close the book, :1 
II 
t' 
end attempt to fill in the blank outline from memory in organized coherent !i 
11 
il 
:I 
statem.ents .. This material was chosen because it furnished bri-ef, well-
organized, logically arranged, abstract material with lm-r vocabulary I 
I difficulty. Since it is easy to read, the student's mind ce.n be concen- II 
II 
trated on organizational skills w::i. th the exclusion of other distractions. IJ 
Two available materials were used without any modification of form or 1! 
,, 
51 i! 
content. They were the {?RA Reading Labpra.to:r:y - CpJ J ege Ed_i ti on and ;I•  
!fh~l!kt152 II 
!t 
:I 
:I 
'i 
50Ruth Strang, Study Type of Reading Exercises (New York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1956). Revised. 
5lDon H. Parker, SRA Reading Laboratory - College Edition (Chicago: 
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1957). 
52Harold L. Herber, ThimJt? A Work book Designed To Heln You Think 
Critically (Hamilton, Mass., September 1958). 
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IV. FINDINGS 
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Among the tests which had been administered at the beginning of this ti 
experiment were three that have particular relevance to organization 
and study skills achievement. These tests 1-vere: Test 5, 11Interpretation-
Social Studies" of the.Iowa Tests of Educational Development; Test 5, 
110utlining11 of the Spitzer Study Skills Te§.."lt.; and the I>/ a tson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Test. Virtually all the students took the first two 
of these tests but only those interested in the critical thinking exer-
ij 
il 
il 
!I 
lj 
,, 
II 
:I II 
II 
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II 
cises, about fifty per cent of the students, took the \>/atson-Glaser Test. il 
il 
The achievement of the students at the beginning of this experiment is 
presented in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
STUDENT ACHIEV~~NT ON lliiTIAL TEST RELATED TO 
ORGANIZATION AND STUDY SKILLS 
Instrument 
Iowa Test of Education-
al Development, 
5 Interpretation -
Social Studies 
Spitzer Study Skills 
Test 5-0ut1ining 
Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Test 
Means 0 
19.13 4.87 
29.2 
61.9 7.06 
National Norms 
Grade Percentile 
11 
12 
11 
12 
H.S. 
13 
74 
65 
60 
53 
77 
48 
" II 
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II 
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:i Whenever test scores are analyzed on a population two questions 
How are these students perfor.ming with respect to the 'I !I 
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national nor.ms? and are they performing as well as could be expected in 
line with scores on intelligence tests? 
On all of the tests administered to these students, performance was 
above the national average, The lowest scores were made on the Spitzer 
Study Skills Tests in Outlining and in Reading Maps, Charts, and Fraphs. 
But even on these tests the mean achievement was slightly above the 
average on the national norms. 
On the other hand, it is probable that these students were not per- i 
forming as well as they should. The Otis Gamma Test had been used to 
measure intellectual potential. The Otis tests score relatively lo~~r 
l, 
ii 
:I 
lj 
The Manual !1 
of Directions53 for the Gamma Test states, "Gamma I. Q1 s tend to be some-~~ 
what less variable than ordinary I. Q1 s ••• 11 The Eells study54 found the !I 
than most other instruments for appraisals of intelligence. 
Otis Tests consistently measured lower than did other tests of intelli-
gence when used on 2,295 pupils. 
According to this relatively conservative instrument, Otis Gamma 
Test, these students scored at the 84th percentile. This means that 
II 
!l 
11 
!i 
it 
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II 
il ,, 
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~ l 
their average achievement should be at the 84th percentile to be consis- II 
!I 
tent with their intellectual ability. On the. Interpretation of Social 
Studies Test they were about fifteen percentile points below this level; 
on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Test, seven percentiles below; 
II 
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53Arthur s. Otis, Manual of Directions for Gamma Test 
Hudson: World Book Company, 1954), p. 5. 
'I (Yonkers-on-the+. 
q 
54Kenneth Eells, Intelligence and Cultural Differences (Chicago, 
Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 146. 
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This means that the students were able to score on tests requiring think- i\ 
;I ing fairly near their intellectual level but were below expectancy in !\ 
ij interpreting ideas read and markedly poorer in organization skills. , 
Data Some tests were given at the conclusion of this experiment. 
!I 
:I 
on these tests will be presented in Chapter VI together with an appraisal ,, 
of any change in scores from those on the initial tests. 
TABLE IX 
FREQUENCY OF USE OF NA.TERI.ALS ON ORGANIZATION AND 
CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS 
. 0 ·~ ··i ............. " ..... . --·· ._ ... ~·-- ·~-·~·-·-......... ·--·" -. 
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V. SUMMARY 
It was the intent of this part of the study to prepare and arrange 
self-administering sequential materials, designed to teach phrasing, 
reading to follow directions, organizational understandings, and critical 1 
;! 
thinking. 
,, 
These materie~s were to be of such a nature that they provided il 
for mass skills instruction to meet- individual differences in level of I 
achievement, reading speed, skills needs, and progress rates. 
These materials were then used by a group of 114 students according 
to their preferences and needs. The materials proved to be challenging 
and acceptable to the students and seemed to meet four kinds of indivi-
dual differences within the framework of a large group instruction 
situation. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF l•..:lldmiNG VOCABULARY 
I. L"IJTRODUCTION 
Justification. Because of the growing school population, too few 
trained teachers, demands on time in the school day, and little provision 
for special reading programs, many secondary school pupils do not have 
sufficient help in solving their reading problems. 
It seems necessary therefore that a developmental reading program 
should be instituted in the secondary schools with materials to develop 
skills which could be used independently and individually by large groups 
of pupils. 
This chapter of the developmental reading program \'las concerned \'rith 
the development of meaning vocabulary through independent, self-directed 
study in a mass situation \'lhich provided for individual differences in 
reading capacity9 '11'ork speed, vocabulary level, and progress rates. 
Delimitation. This study considers only three methods for encourag-
ing gro~nh in meaning vocabulary: synonym and antonym association; asso-
ciation through multi~eaning words, and meaning through context clues. 
Word analysis skills, dictionary meanings, analogies, etymology1 and 
semantics have not been included. 
Definitions. Context clues are 11o:rds \'lith l"lhich the strange l'lord 
is associated in the reading matter which suggest or explain its meaning. 
Antonyms are words of contrary meaning. 
Synonyms are words of the se .. me or nearly the same meaning. 
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II. RELATED RESEARCH 
The development of meaning vocabulary is one of the most important 
objectives of reading instruction. 
Various methods for the development of vocabulary meaning have been 
described in the literature. QRSullivan•s1 summary indluded: 
1. Work 'With the dictionary. 
2. Structural analysis through word pe.rts. 
3. Analogies to understand relationships. 
4· Study of etymology to see ho1-r meaning was derived. 
5. Semantics for understanding of appropriate words selection. 
6. The unit method or situation association of words. 
7. Incidental learning through extensive reading. 
8. Synonyms and antonyms. 
9. The contextual method. 
The necessity for skills in the development of meaning vocabulary to 
aid students in their reading comprehension has been recognized for many 
years by reading authorities. 
II 
!I 
il ,, 
;I 
In 1938, Gray and Holmes2 emphasized the relation between vocabulary 1 
and reading comprehension in the following statement: 
The increasing demands made upon the reader today are often 
accompanied by serious difficulties in reading and compre-
hension. This is due in part to the large number of unfam-
iliar words that occur in much of the reading matter now 
il ,, 
il 
'I 
!I 
:I 
:j 
'I 
1! 1Elizabeth 0 1 Sullivan 11A Summary of Research on Methods of Teaching !I 
Vocabulary in the Secondary Schools, 11 (Unpublished Haster1 s Thesis, Boston( 
University School of Education, Boston, 1949), p. 28. f, 
:i 
2william s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, The Development of Ivieaning !I 
Vocabularies. Chicago, Illinois: Universi~ of Chicago Press, 1938), p.3~ 
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provided for school use. It is due also to the fact that children 
attach vague or inaccurate meanings to many of the words which they 
hear frequently or use orally. 
Many years later Gray and Holmes~ conducted an experiment to de-
termine the relative effectiveness of the direct versus the incidental 
method of promoting vocabula.r.y growth. In the eA~erimental group the 
!I 
ij 
II II I 
:j 
I, 
II 
II 
I.'.  teacher gave special help to the pupils in determining the meanings of 
words read, while the pupils in the control group received no help unless II 
they asked for it. Progress reports showed that the experimental group 
il II d . 
II 
made sigriificantly greater growth in meaning voca.bula.ry than did the con- !J 
'I 
trol group .. 
The necessity for a. vocabulary development program has been studied 
at all levels. At the elementary level4 prepared tests to determine the 
difficulty of content material based upon one-hundred words in six sub-
il 
!I li q II 
!I 
!l 
\I 
ject areas that were assumed to be difficult for fifth grade students. i 
I 
The percent of correct responses varied from an average of 38.6 in science/
1 
I 
to 67.6 in arithmetic. The evidence secured indicates that a program of 1 
word-enrichment in the subject areas is needed if children are to under-
stand the textbooks used in the content subjects. 
At the Junior High School level Jenkins5 attempted to determine the 
relative effectiveness of four months of vocabulary study. 
-\iilliam s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, 11 The Development of !•leaning 
Vocabularies in Reading, 11 Interpreting Language, An Essential of Under-
standing, Research Bulletin of the National Conference on Research in 
English, 1951, p. 19. 
~4ary E. Johnson, "Vocabulary Difficulty of Content Subjects in 
Grade 5, 11Elementa:r:.y English. Volume 29 (1952) pp 277-80. 
II 
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!I 
5Margaret Jenkins, "Vocabulary Development: A Reading Experiment in !I 
7th Grade English," Peabody Journal of Education, Volume 19, (May,l942) : 
1 pp. 347-361. 11 jl !J 
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il She divided the seventh grade class into groups; one control and four :1 
" II 
experimentaL The Iowa Silent Reading Test was administered to all group$~~ 
Then for a period of fourteen weeks all groups were given the se.m.e read-
II 
i' 
<! 
ing material and guidance with the exception of vocabulary training. The Jl 
control group ~eceived no vocabulary training; Group E1 used a reading il 
1-rorkbook; E2 kept individual word cards with unknovm words with con- ii 
textual meaning and did dictionary drills; E3 studied synonyms and anton- ll 
'i 
yms, did dictionar,r work, and kept vocabulary notebooks; E4 studied ex- l! il 
am.ples of words in context and structural word analysis. The second Iowa :i 
tl 
Silent Reading Test was administered and in eight months the improvement 
in reading comprehension 1-ras as follows:. Control group 8 months; E1 -
9 months; E2 - 13 months; E3 - 15 months; and E4 - 10 months. Jenkins 
j; 
ll 
\i 
II 
ll 
concluded that systematic study improved general vocabulary. !I 
At the high school level ~tlles6 reported the results of a controlled il 
I 
experiment with fifty pupils in Grade 10 to explore the value of teaching 
vocabulary b.f the direct method. Results of the Inglis Vocabulary Test 
indicated a median gain of two years after one semester's intensive vo-
cabulai"".,f study. A Commendable feature of this experiment was that these 
students were followed up and tested again two and a half years later at 
:I 
" 
!i 
~ I il 
·I 
I 
it 
i! 
ii II 
!I 
!I 
the end of Grade 12, and their results compared with the control group. !I 
declined !i It was found that while the median for the exper~~ental group had 
slightly, it 1..ras still higher then the median obtained b.f the control 
group which had no special training. Thus some evidence of long ter.m 
6Isadora 1-1. Niles, 11An E:x:peri.ment in Vocabulary Building irn High 
School," School and Society,, Volume 61 (April 28, 1945) pp. 285-286. 
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The iro.portance of vocabula:ry in the scholastic success of college 
students was indicated by Templeton7 in a study of the vocabularies of 
the vocabularies of college freshmen. He demonstrated the.t students 
with good vocabularies had the best scholastic records in college, He 
concluded, "If at any time during his educational career, a person 
possesses or builds up a vocabulary greater than the vocabula~J of his 
classmates, his grades in the llffinediate future will be higher than 
theirs. 11 
8 Westfall seems to bear out the above statement in a study which he 
conducted to measure the effects of a six-quarter college course in vo-
cabula:ry building. Stressing the acquisition of new words in connection 
with college courses and other areas pertaining to student's interests 
il II 
II 
!I 
!I !i 
I' 
'I !i 
)I 
i! 
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II 
and needs, pre and post-testing after three month 1 s training of three- \J 
hundred and thirty-six students revealed an average gain of four-thousand, ll 
'I 
nine-hundred and ninety-four words. 
On the 1-rhole most well-controlled eJ>.rperiments seem to show that 
the experimental groups who have had direct training in meaning vocabu-
lacy, no matter what method of word study was used, showed greater pro-
gress than the control groups who had no particular training. It is 
indicated that direct vocabulary instruction is necessary at all levels. 
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7william Templeton, "Vocabulary and Success in College, 11 School and --~~ 
I Society, Volume 51 (Feb.l940) pp.221-224. !j 
'
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81Ufred; l>lestfall. 11Can College Students l&r-.-.and Their Recognition 11 
' Vocabularies? 11 School and Society_, Volum.e 73{Jan.l951), pp. 25-.38. 'II 
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III. gATERIALS 
The materials for the meaning vocabulary section of this study \'lere 
chosen and constructed so that students could work with word association 
and context skills in self~irected practice at their o~m speeds, and in 
accordance \'lith their needs, interests, and rate of growth. An attempt 
was made to make these materials attractive, colorful and intriguing. 
Three types of e::cercises l'Tere developed to encourage gro'tv-th in mean-
ing vocabulary; synonym and antonym association, association with multi-
meaning 'lrords, and meaning through context. 
Synonym and antonym exercises. 
basic text used in Chapter III of this study for the organization and 
thinking skills, it was decided to correlate the vocabulary skills with 
these materials in order to gain additional exposure and practice on 
the \'lords in meaningful situe.tions. 
Reading for Meaning Grades 6 to 12 was used for the selection of 
vocabulary 1r1ords. Each booklet 't\Tas divided into twenty-five units. Ten 
key words were chosen from each of the twenty-five units at each level. 
Where appropriate synonyms occurred in the material these were added. 
Other synonyms and e~tonyms were added. All words chosen which were not 
in the basic text were checked for grade levels with Lorge and Thorndike's 
9\'1. s. Guiler and J. H. Coleman, Reading for Meaning 6 to 12. Ne'i'l 
York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1955. 
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;o,ooo Word List. 10 Antonyms and synonyms inappropriate for the grade 
level were excluded. 
Key words '\'Jere typed on yellow oaktag paper 1 synonyms on orange 
because of its relationship to yellow, and antonyms on blue because of 
its contrast. 
The basic i"rords from each Readin~ for Meaning exercise ttere typed in 
a triple -spaced list on small yellow ce.rds. The orange (synonyms) and 
blue (antonyms) were cut separately into slips and confined with an 
elastic band. 
Envelopes t·1ere prepared 'l'lhich had been striped v'l'ith different colors 
of mystic tape according to the basic graded color scheme of the experiment 
vTith i·rhich the students i'l'ere familiar. The envelopes had been number tagged 
according to the units to facilitate association in use by the students. 
Each yellow key word card, containing ten words and the bundle of 
synonyms and e.ntonyms were placed in an envelope nu.mbered accordi11g to 
the units in the Reading for M:eaning series. .t\s there were sb: grade levels 
containing twenty-five units each, the number of m1its on which the pupils 
could practice totalled one .. hundred and seventy-five. Ho'l'¥ever, as each 
pupil ste.rted at his oivn level according to his test score and progressed 
into subsequent units according to accuracy and progress test results, all 
students did not use all the units. 
Becat.tse of the fact that all pupils did not start at the same level, 
it lvas necessary to insert direction cards at the beginning of ee.ch level. 
1 0E:dt'lard L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, 'l'he Teacher's Viord Book of 
30,000 'iv'ords. Ne;-r York: Bureau of Publicati.ons, Teachers" College, 
Columbia University, 1952. 
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'\'lhen a student decided on \·thich level to start according to his in-
dividual needs, ne >vas instructed to take the key t'lord card1 and the 
bundle of synonyms and antonyms from the envelopes. As he worked he was 
told to place the key word card in the middle, the synonym slips to the 
right and the antonyms to the left of the key 11ords. \ihen he had com-
pleted this process and checked doubtful '!fJords 'itith a friend \iho 't'las 
working on the same drill, then he was to replace the card and slips in 
the envelope and go on to another e:>tercise. This might be more vocabulary, 
Ree.din;?L for 1Jieaning1 or something entirely different. The process of 
:matchin2; synonytns, antonyms, and key words \'las to continue throughout the 
tllfenty-five units on 'l'rhich the student '!rJas 'I'Torking unless he decided that 
the level 't'las too simple. If his accuracy ;..rere high on several units., he 
could take the first test which 'l'ie.s provided '!rlith each level and check it 
;..rith the key. :3ince the test covered the '1-Jhole level of Reading;_ f~.!. 
Meanin~ '!!lords; a score of' eo percent or better l'las considered adequate 
and he could go on to the next level. If he received less than 80 percent, 
he completed the rest of the e:{ercises before taking Test Tl'IO for the 
level. His accuracy score was then recorded on Test Two and he went on to 
the next level. The teacher could note accuracy scores and give help 
\'There needed. 
This process of matching words was sometimes done under time pressure 
'!Iii th the l.J~ahe.l Pacer as a. gauge. The number of' \'lord associations com-
pleted correctly in a given time limit uere scored and ge.ins in nv.mber of 
associations could be observed. No final vocabulary test -vzas given, so 
no accurate evaluation of this part of' the e'cperimental study was made. 
(The key words, s~monyms 3 ~~d antonyms by units and levels are in Appendix 
77. 
B along with the tests and keys for each level). 
!~ul tipl e l1ieaning viord .i\ssociation Drill. lv!ul ti -mean.ing \"lords •·rere 
compiled into lists according to their degree of frequency in print. 
These words were chosen from Thorndike and Lorge's Word Book of ;o,ooo 
11 1:rords. One list \'las based on the "J4~." \vords; another, on "A\11 \"Tords, 
and a third list on n49 -20 11 frequencies. 
&k student picked up a card lv-ith three categories listed on it. 
From the list "l~i:l." '!rrords he could see ho<v many T;Tould fit into any of 
these three categories. Frequently a word would fit under all three 
categories because of multiple meanings. An example \'lould be: 
Categories: 
Baseball 
run (home run) 
base (position on a 
diamond base) 
strike (attempted hit) 
canned (benched) 
dead (stopped ball) 
hit (connect uith ball) 
Politics 
run (for governor) 
base (central place 
of operation) 
canned (talk) 
dead (inactive 
politically) 
hit (popular appeal) 
Business 
run (on the market) 
base (level) 
strike (at a. mill) 
canned (fired) 
dead (defunct ) 
hit (meet '\'lith failure 
or success) 
Association with multiple meaning words was sometimes used under 
time pressure 1:1ith the Ma.hal Pacer. The number of associations made in 
a given time limit \'lhich could be justified V>rere recorded.. Progress in 
rapid association l'l'a.s indicated itThen the number of' words lengthened on 
successive category cards. · The "Ju\11 list proved to be the most suitable 
for work within time limits. 
11Thorndike a~d Lorge, Op. Cit. 
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It l"las assumed that multiple meaning association drill might develop 
fluency of ideas, depth in vocabulary knowledge., and heightened a;-tareness 
of \'lOrd meanings. It might develop critical thinking skills as l'rell.. 
Considerably more research \'1ould be needed to test any of these hypo-
theses. ,Students who tried this '\'tork liked it for its novelty and 
challenge. The materials were suitable for a wide range of ability 
levels because more able students saw more implications in the words and 
less able students found the words meaningful in some kno'l'm connotations. 
Evaluation with so many variables present would have been pointless, and 
therefore no evaluation was attempted. 
Vocabulary meaning through context clues. The vocabulary meaning 
from context was given only at the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade 
levels. Four different issues·of Reader's Di~est, Educational Edition, 
were used for this practice. These were the same Digests used in the 
marked book pacing speed development described in Chapter II. As the 
exercises progressed in order-of approximate difficulty in each issue of 
the Digests 1 the simpler ones "\llere chosen for the tenth level, more 
difficult ones for the eleventh, and the most difficult for the twelfth 
level. There were six exercises each for levels ten and eleven and seven 
for twelve. 
The words for the context drill were tru~en from the exercises in 
the cel'lter section of the Digest, titled, 11\'lhat, s Your \'lord Pol-ter? ~ The 
page, column, and line were copies with the word on the list. This was 
done to force the student to look up the paragraph containing the word 
\\ 
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and to arrive at meaning from context clues without seeing the suggested 
synonyms in the Digests. 
Several kinds of development were provided by this procedure. 
f' 
First.!\ 
, II 
I, 
the student had practice in skimw~ng to locate a specific fact. il Second, 1: 
he vras forced to read for meaning. Third, he copies the word, thus fore- !i 
:! il ing attention on word contour, spelling, a.nd familiarty with the vrord. 
Fourth, practice in verbalizing a.nd eA~ressing his ideas was provided by 
writing the definition. Lastly, the final word matching in the Digest, 
11'liJhat• s Your 1tlord Po>-rer? 11 gave confirmation to thinking, :immediate 
il 
!I 
:I 
r, 
il 
lj 
lr 
11 
il knowledge of success, and further practice 1-d th the word in another mean- 11 
ingful situation. :I 
The words from the Reader1 s Digest exercises were typed on small 
oaktag cards according to the color scheme established throughout mater-
ials in this experiment with 'tfhich the pupils were familiar. Directions 
vrere repeated at the reginning of each level as pupils started according 
to their needs. They could vrork in pairs if they wished. Students viere 
directed to find the Digest named on the list of word.s and to locate the 
word by skimming for it on the page and line indicated. 1-Jhen they loca-
ted it, they read the paragraph which contained the word and wrote the 
mea.ning suggested by the context. To do this they lined up the t,yped 
oaktag exercise with the lines on their own papers and wrote the word 
and its meaning. After the meanings were all determined the exercise 
under "'VJhat' s Your \ford Power" in the Digest was used as a test of 
mastery of word meaning. Directions were given at the end of ee.ch exer-
cise indicating other exercises and Digests at the level on which they 
80 .. 
Tests and Keys t11ere provided at the completion of each level. If 
the students passed the tests successfully; they moved up to the next 
level. 
In summary1 the Reader's Digest exercises gave practice in the 
following reading skills: 
1. Following directions. 
2. Skimming to find specific words. 
,. Reading for meaning. 
4. Writing the word with its meaning. 
5· Defending opinions by working in pairs or groups. 
6. Checking the meaning in further practice. 
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IV.._ APPRAISAL AND CONCLUSIONS 
Use of materials. The number of students who used this material is 
presented in 'fable :i(I., In many respects this use ~ras some1r1ha.t lim.i ted, 
but this might be because the students already had had fairly extensive 
work of this kind. 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS USING THREE KINDS OF VOCABULARY EXERCISES 
Type of Exercise Ninnber 
Synonyra and Antonym 1iord Association 43 
Uord Association on Nultiple lfeaning 42 
Vocabulary from Context Glues - Reader 1's Digest 6 
Total number of students in experiment 9I 
Per Cent 
The three types of vocabulary exercises v-1ere used in varying degrees. 
The Synonym~Antonym, and Multi~1eaning Association Exercises were used 
more than the Vocabulary from Context.," This was probably due to the fact 
that these exercises were more intriguing because of their novelty and 
color appeal., However, the context exercises were valuable, sound, 
well ... developed and i'i"ere probably better suited to the high vocabulary 
level of the students than were the two other types of exercises that were 
more vlidely used" 
Because of the ready availability of the Digest materials and the 
values inherent in the method described herein for their use, it is 
recommended that teachers try out in further practice. The words with 
page, column, and line, could be ~~itten on the board and no further 
-- ------ ~- -----~·--
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work preparation vrould be needed. The teacher should briefly call atten-
tion to the real developmental values of going through each step so 
students will be fully motivated. Value of words could be emphasized by 
occasional inclusion in subsequent use qy students and teachers alike. 
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li The vocabulary materials as provided in the Digest are of relative diffi- :: 
1\ !i culty levels, a~l ready for meeting individual differences at three diff- !I 
il 
erent levels. Their availability and the feasibility of this plan should ~~ 
encou:::: :::::.u::·vocabulary test score data on the low~ Test of Educa- il 
tional Development, Test 5, General Vocabulary, are presented in Table XI. \l 
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l\WS $ CHARTS, AND GRAPHS 
I.. INTRODUCTION 
Purpose., Because of the omnipresence of visual aid material, it is 
necessar,y that students learn to read it., The purpose of this stuqy is to 
locate and design material developing ability to read maps, charts, and 
graphs which could be used in mass differentiated teaching of skills, 
and to see if when used in this way they contributed to the growth and 
development of these skills .. 
Justification., An old Chinese proverb states none picture is worth 
more than ten ·t.housand words11 .1 Maps, charts and graphs are types o:f 
pictures. They portray facts in an attempt to clarify ideas through 
visual impact., These illustrations are found in all types of publica-
tions., They are used in lec-t.ures and film strips and many books:, in-
eluding text books throughout the entire high school and college curri-
cula and are widely used throughout life.. That they are abundant in 
periodicals and newspapers is evidenced by the fact that most of the 
teaching materials on maps, charts, and graphs used in this stuqy were 
obtained from trade and professional journals, popular periodicals, 
newspapers and transportation lines. 
Advertising campaigns mal{e great use of tables and graphs to show 
H 
I( 
I 
--------------------------------------------1\l 1Christopher Morley (ed.,), Louella D. Everett (ass•t .. ed.,). I! 
Familie.r Quotations Collected by John Bartlet (Boston: Little, Brown and li 
Compan.y~ 1948), p .. 1213. 
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1: p how mucl1 better a certain cigarette or detergent or furniture polish is 
!l 
!; than the inferior Brands X, Y, or z.. Airlines show their flight routes 
li,_ . on attractive m~ps. Gas stations g~ve aw~ road maps.. Political cam-
r· 
\I paigns use many maps, tables, and graphs showing the activities of the 
II 
1, favored candidate and the supposed preference for him by the people .. ,, 
jl i! Advertisers, lobbyists, propagandists, workers for good and bad causes, 
\i 
1: 
I! 
i! 
teachers, scientists, salesmen, bankers, physicians, mathematicians, 
educators, statesmen, all these and others use maps, charts, and graphs 
I! to add force and clarity to their words .. 
tl 
'I J, 
r! 
1/ I, 
I: 
Need. The search for information and materials for the teaching 
of the reading of maps, chart,s, and graphs was made difficult, by the 
scarcity of published materials that were designed to teach these skills. 
! 
·I 
1i Spitzer has this to say about the teaching of the reading of maps, charts, 1 
\i ,, 
II li 
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and graphs, 
Since instruction in reading maps, charts, and graphs occurs more 
or less incidentallY as part of the instruction in several subject 
areas, the amount and quality of such teaching vary widely ., .. ., 
The level of achievement in the country as a whole, therefore is 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1: 
\i II" RE'Vml!f OF LITE..li.ATURE 1! 
IJ Dolch',) chapter on reading pictures is directly ~icable to •! 
probably lower than desirable.2 
ii the reading of maps, charts, and graphs. He S"'fs, I 
li I 
!: .I 
II I 
!i 2Herbert F .. Spitzer, Spitzer Study Skills T-:;sts Manual of Directions I 
!i (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: Yvorld Book Company, 1954) .. 
I! 
1: 3E&'V'al .. d William Dolch, Problems in Reading (Champaign, Illinois: 
I: The Garrard Press, 1948), pp .. 362-368.. · 
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I Very few people realize that we have to teach children to read pictures. The average person assumes that he has just ·to look at a 
picture to see vvhat is in it. He knows what he himself sees in a 
picture.. He does not realize that others m~ see something quite 
different or m~ see vastly more than he does. Of course, if he had 
ever discussed a picture at any length with a group of other people, 
he would have discovered what ·t.he psychologists have long since demon-
strated: one sees in a picture only, that which arouses his own past 
experience. He sees what he knows.~ 
It is the teacher's job to call attention to that which is new, and 
to help the child in seeing relationships and drawing conclusions. In 
order for a chart and te2..'"t to supplement each other., the chart must be 
fully understood in all its implications so that it becomes a pictorial 
supplementary text to strengthen and broaden the concept being studied. 
Cleary5 lists six skills necessar.y for pupils to have in order to 
use and enjoy books. Numbers four and five of these are concerned 1~th 
the reading mf maps, charts, and graphs: 
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4. Understand:tng the value of charts and graphs in nonfiction and !1: facility in their use.. I' 
(a) Instruction in using charts including such aspects as: the :I 
value and use of d:tfferent kinds of charts -- time tables, flo11v charts !! 
(family trees), comparison charts, and pictorial charts - and the value ;! 
of charts showing relationships and comparisons.. i\ 
(b) Pupil-teacher d:tscussion of kinds of information gained in the li 
skillful read:tng of graphs.. Points to be emphasized include: the use of ;1 
graphs to illustrate changes and differences; the use of bar graphs to :\ 
illustrate quantitative differences such as differences in temperature; :1 
the use of a pie or circle graph to illustrate relative percentage of the H 
whole (such as the portion of the national. income or money spent on soft it 
drinks); the use of picture symbols to show comparisons. !j 
5. Understanding how to read maps and use atlases. !\ 
(a) Instruction in map reading to include: using the index or !! 
lists of maps in atlases to locate the required map; using the grid !I 
lines to locate specific places on the map; noting the scale of a map !I 
and computing differendes in distance; identifying symbols and legends; i1 
q 
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-----~----------~---------------------------------------------------'' :: ~ .. , p .. 362.. i! 
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5Florence Damon-Cleary, Blueprints for Better Reading (Nevil' York: 1\ 
The Ho VL, Wilson Company, 1957}, PP• lBL!.-18~. ' ;I 
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using different kinds of maps such as: p~sical, cammerical, 
historical, political, outline, and air-age maps. 
6 (b) Examination and study of atlases, their arrangement, use .. 
Fay7 has studied the relationship between specific reading skills 
and achievement in arithmetic, social studies, and science in the sixth 
1: grade. I He found a correlation between skill in reading maps, charts, I 
and graphs, and tables and high achievement in soci.al s"udies. He reaches JJ 
these conclusions.. !1 
I Reading should be thought of as a composite of many specific skills 
rather than a generalized ability .. .. .. Some reading skills are re-
lated to achievement in a given subject matter area and others are 
not .... " Research should furnish and teachers of the various subject 
matter areas should know the reading skills related to success in the 
subjects they teach. The impaication of this conclusion for teacher 
1 
training programs is obvious. I 
This would seem to j_ndicate an area in the teaching of reading which I 
has been widely neglected. This evidence of neglect of development of 
skills in reading visual aids was strengthened by the students at Lwnn-
field High School .. Those tru(ing part in the reading program were asked 
to v.rrite on a slip of paper the skills on which each thought he was weak. 
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hi l Not one of the voluntary participants in this program thought of t s very : 
important study skill., Yet, when tested in ·this area, they were found to I 
be more deficient in this kind of skill than in most other areas. 
7Leo c .. Fay, 11The Relationship Between Specific Reading Skills and 
Selected Areas of Sixth Grade Achievement", Journal of Educational 
Research_, 43 (March_, 1950), PP• 541-47 .. 
8Ibid.,, pp., 546-47., 
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III., MATERIALS .Al\TD HOW THEY YlERE CONSTRUCTED 
The presence of onlY one teacher taking care of a large number of 
students working on different stuqy skills necessitated a very large 
number of items upon which the students could work independentlY. The 
scarcity of published teaching materials compelled the preparation of 
original exercises. 
All available expendable periodicals and newspapers were searched 
for maps, graphs, and tables of all kind~ /\_The ones that seemed sui table 
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were cut out .. It was found by t,rial and error that certain qualifications I 
had to be met : 
1 .. The illustrations had to fit on a 9" x 1211 sheet of oal<:tag and 
still leave room for four or five questions. 
2., The illustrations had to be on subjects preferably interesting 
to,but at least suitable for, high school students. 
3. The paper had to be firm. enough to prevent the rubber cement 
from going through. Magazines were found to be better sources 
than newspapers because of t~is. 
Only one copy of a particular issue of a periodical was necessary 
because there was no duplication of material. Exact duplication of any 
item was unnecessary because pupils were to work individually on dif-
ferentiated skills. 
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Roadmaps of various areas were obtained at gas stations .. Timetables 11 
were picked up at tourist agencies, railroad stations, and the airport. 
It was necessary to buy almanacs and atlases and the few books that could 
be found to be guides for some of the questions to be asked on each one 
of the maps, graphs, and tables. 
SiA~Y maps, graphs, and tables were chosen from the many previously 
collected. They livere divided into four groups, and to each group a color 
9The most useful publications for teaching materials were the·~­
Geographic ~1agaid.ne and 't-ueekly ne'tvS magazines. (See Chapter 1 9 p.,22) 
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was assigned to agTee as much as was practicable with the color levels of ll 
other skills used in this study. Tables, Level la, were mounted on green 
9" x 1211 oaktag.. Bar Graphs, Level lb, were mounted on blue 9" x 12" oak ... 
tag., Line Graphs and Pie Graphs, Level 2, vTere mounted on pink 9"' x 12•1' 
oaktag. J.1aps, Level 3, were mounted on manila 9" x 1211 oaktag., Either 
four or five questions were printed below or beside each map, graph, or 
table. Level 4 consisted in part of questions whose answers were to be 
found by study of an atlas, almanac, road map, time table,, or weather book. 
In each case, there was one comprehensive question printed on the outside 
of a large manila envelope. The material in which the answer was to be 
found vras placed in the envelope• Included in Level 4 'iiiere some maps i'Thich 
seemed to be more diffieult to interpret than those in Level 3 .. The Level 4 
maps were mounted on or_;ange oaktag and ha.d the customary four or five 
questions.. Each item was numbered and an index tab ldth the proper nuro.ber 
was attached to it., 
Level 
la 
lb 
2 
3-
l.J;. 
SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF NATERIALS 
Color 
green 
blue 
pink 
manilla 
orange 
(envelopes) 
Numbers 
1-15 
16-30 
31-45 
40-60 
71-85 
Answer cards were prepared in 1natching 
Content 
Tables 
Bar Graphs 
Line and Pie Graphs 
l'Iaps 
Atlases, Almanacs, Road maps 9 
time tables, weather books, 
and more difficult maps 
colors with corresponding 
index tabs. All the answer cards of Level 4 were orange. Numbers 61-70 
vrere left open so that, if needed, other material could be insertea: below 
the most difficult level., 
These materials were not tested for gradations in difficulty., From 
exruaination of materials the difficulty appeared to increase from 
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to Level 2, from Level 2 to Level 3, and from Level 3 to Level 4. 
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no empirical studies were made to shovu comparative difficulty and there i! 
was no proof of an actual ladder of increasing grov~h in complexity. 
IV. FINDINGS 
ii 
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At the beginning of the seven week period at Lynnfield, the students t :i 
:: 
\I 
mean score on the Spitzer sUb-test three, reading of maps, charts, and 
graphs, vuas at the sixtieth percentile on grade e:teven norms, at the 
j fifty-fifth percentile on grade twelve norms. There was also a very wide 
II 
I 
range in the individual. student scores. Of all the skills tested at this 
time, reading of maps, charts, and graphs and outlining scored the lowest. 
The incidental teaching of graphic reading skills is ob"\tiously not taking 
care of the needs of this very high achiev.i.ng college preparatory group. 
Data on the before and after test results are presented and discussed in 
Chapter VI. 
V.. SUlv1M.ARY 
In spite of the fact that at the beginning of the study bo student 
listed . ~ the reading of maps, charts, and graphs as a needed slcill, more 
students used the maps, charts, and graph materials than any other mater-
ials that were provided .. Out of the 114 students, 105 students, or 92 
per cent, used exercises on maps, charts, and graphs. 
I st.udents rather than a genuine felt need. The fact remains, hmvever, that 
11 
I 
the students did use the materials very extensively. 
The testing devices in this area are few, and the ones available 
do not cover recently developed concepts in cartography. For example__, 
! 
I polar maps and other kinds of projections are not included in the tests 
but are ·widely found in current books, periodicals, and advertisements. I 
The materials developed foruse in this study contained these modern II 
II 
l1 ! 
concepts since they were dravm from current periodicals and journals. 
The experience working in this area indicates a cogent need for 
sequentially developed and extensive teaching and testing materials~ 
in reading of graphic materials. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ADHINISTRATION OF THE PROGRM1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Problem. Chapter I defined the intent of this study to or-
ganize and conduct a reading class which met the individual needs of 
over one hundred high school students. This required not only care-
fully constructed materials but also efficient methods of administration 
and supervision. The materials must be essentially self-teaching; the 
system must be essentially self-directing. 
Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to describe and clarify 
the administrative procedure designed to meet this requiremento An 
explanation of the original theory will be followed by a description 
of the program as it actually evolved. The chapter 1vill conclude 
with recommendations of adaptations for successive progr~~s of this 
kind. 
Qualifications. The materials used in this study are described 
in the preceding chapters. Therefore they will receive consideration 
in this chapter only with respect to suitability as revealed during the 
operation of the program, and adaptations in structure which v-rere 
necessary. 
II. PRE-PLAN 
Arrangements 1vi th the school. The students registered for the 
program on a voluntary basis. There Here no excused absences fro:n the 
regular sessions after the first 1;-1eek of the program. l-1ake-up ''"Jork, 
detention, driver-education, and other academic activities Here taken 
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1 care of on afternoons other than those on -which the reading class met 111 
All extra-curricular activities were scheduled for after three o•clook111 
student folderse Theoretically, communication between the 
student and the instructor was to be transmitted largely through the 
student • s foldere A manilla folder was prepared for each student. The 
studentrs name was typed on a gummed label and pasted to the folder tab. I p 
11 A progress chart w:i.th space for various types of graphic representation 
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of the scores for each set of materials was taped inside the front cover 
of the student's folder. A series of duplicated sheets was stapled to 
the inside of the back cover. These included the directions for using, 
scoring, and recording the scores for each set of materials, a per cent 
correct table, and a guide to the marked articles and comprehension 
quizzes in the Reader•s Digest. A copy of each of the above mentioned 
sheets mey be found in Appendix A(fl 
Administrative procedure. The folders were arranged alphabetically 
in four file boxes labeled iiA- D", 81E ... Ltv., •UM- :a••,~~ and "S- Z11 e Upon 
entering the cafeteria each afternoon the student would pick up his 
II 
\1 folder and look at his progress chart. A red check mark indicated the 
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areas in which he could work and the level of difficulty at whbh he 
should begin. 
The student decided the relative amount of time he would spend on 
each skill, and the order in which he would procede. A single vertical 
red line at the end of a:ny row of scores on the progress chart indi-
cated to the student that he was ready to take a test. A subsequent 
satisfactor,y score on the test promoted him to the next higher level. 
'· ,,
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work on his present level. Two vertical red lines at the end of aqy 
row of scores indicated that the student's work was satisfactor,r and 
that he should precede to the next higher level. 
All papers were left in the folder for at least a week. This en-
abled the instructor to check on the cause of low scores and the areas 
in which the student was experiencing the most difficulty. 
Special group instruction. One of the most essential features of 
this type of mass instruction is a practical method of singling out those 
students needing special help.. V..lhen a significantly large group of 
students showed a particular we&cness, as revealed by their recorded 
11 test scores or their papers, they were put 110n The Spot" .. 
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hexagonal cut from red construction paper was inserted in the folder of 
students having a specific difficulty.. This vvas the first thing the 
student was instructed to look for when he opened his folder. It meant 
that he was to meet with the group and the instructor behind the screen 
in the faculty section of the cafeteria. •'The Spot11 was also used to 
assemble homogeneous groups for the introduction of new material. 
Storing and transporting material. Space for storing the materials 
was arra~ged in a supply roam located just outside the cafeteria.. An 
extra cafeteria table was fitted vdth roller casters so that the micro-
phone, amplifier, and all reading materials, once they were arranged on 
the table, need not be moved.. At the beginning of each session the 
table was to be rolled from the supply room to the center aisle of the 
cafeteria, and returned at the end of the session.. The material could 
94. 
not be left in the cafeteria for obvious reasons, nor could it be taken 
into the cafeteria until t'l-ro o1 clock becA.use the room was being used for 
a study hall until that time. 
IIL OPERATION AND ADAPTATIONS 
Introductory meeting. The first Meeting was conducted by Dr. 
Mahel s. Noall, with assistance from I~s. Alice Wilson and ~uss Gordon. 
Insofar as possible, each student was given his folder. However, there 
were one hundred and thirty students present and one hundred and seven 
folders had been prepared. Some students who had signed up for the pro-
gram were unable to Rttend this introductory session, while others who 
had not officially registered had been told that they could do so at this 
meeting. 
The phrasing test ( see Appendix A ) was administered and each 
student determined his reading speed using an article from the Reader's 
Digest.,1 After completing a comprehension check of six questions, the 
students v.rere instructed to enter their speed and comprehension scores 
in the appropriate spot on the Reader's Digest chart. 
The correct use of the Paced Reading Guide was explained ( see 
Appendix A ) • There followed a dFn:lonstration of the :1!1ahal Pace>r, hovr 
to use each set of materials, and a thorough explanation of the oper-
ational prcceoure \¥hich the class v·rould follow thrrn1ghout the program. 
A. 1arge model of the progress chart 't'ras affixed to the wall and each step 
lT .. Coleman l'.ndre~rrs, "Here 9 s How Inflation Has Victimized You11 11 
Reader's Digest (April, 1960), 79•81. 
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described in 11How to Keep Your Records 11 ( See Appendix A ) was demon-
strated .. 
Ppysical limitations of the cafeteria., Certain problems were im-
mediately apparent. The accoustics in the cafeteria were very poor. 
The ventilating system necessary for a room in which food is prepared 
and consumed was very powerful and very noisy.. The microphone and loud 
speaker, although in good working condition, periodically gave out with 
strange 8nd unwelcamed sounds. There were other interruptions such as 
the staff of the kitchen pu·t.ting utensils away, and the Coca Cola rep-
resentative filling the Coke machine. It, was difficult for a student t.o 
rise, sit, or move in a:ny way vd thout making a scraping noise on the 
floor .. 
Lighting facilities were not ideal for reading.. Because of the 
construction of the room, particularly ·the presence of six large square 
pillars toward the center of the room, there "~Nas no satisfactory loca-
tion from which to address the students.. The demonstration could. not 
be seen by all of the students at the same time .. 
Teacher-directed activity.. The total effect was that very few 
students had been able to hear and see all t.hat went on during the 
introductory session and were not prepared to follow the original 
plan of self-directed activity.. It was decided that two weeks be spent 
in specific teacher-directed activity, during which time each student 
I 
\\ would actually work on at least three kinds of material that he needed, 
\I as indicated by his test scores, for a minimum of two hours. The class 
IJ was divided into small groups of thirty to forty students, or in the 
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case of material on the main ideas taken from Improving Reading Abili ty2 I 
the group would be limited to the ntm1ber of exercises of that type.. At 1! 
:I 
I 
the beginning of each session the students were told which group they 
were in and what material they were to work vd th., The instructor moved 
from one group to the ne:>.."t3 first explaining what the material was 
designed to help them with, then helping them to get started. After 
starting the groups the instructor returned to the first group to 
answer questions .. Thus the transition from the familiar techniques of 
working in unison in the classroom to independent self-direction was 
gradual., 
Attendance record.. A record of attendance was kept for each 
student on his individual folder in the following manner: any folders 
remaining in the file boxes after half past tvv-o were marked with the 
date and 11ABSENT 11 ,. This manner of keeping the attendance record where 
the student was constantly aware of it, rather than in a teacher• s 
record book, proved Yery successful, It was a reminder that they would 
have to work harder to make up the time they had lost., It made clear to 
the student that his absence had not been overlooked .. 
Assignin~ reading material.. During the first two weeks the final 
preparations were made so that the original plan could be followed 
beginning with the third week.. The level of difficulty at which a 
student began the comprehension material was assigned according to his 
score in the test battery (See Chapter I).. To avoid confusion during 
2James B .. Stroud, Robert B., Ammons, and Henry A. Bornman, Improving 
Reading Ability (New York: Appleton-century-Croft, Inc .. , 1956)., 
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initial period of self-directed work, the number of exercises available 
for ~ given level was considered in determining which test scores were 
to be assigned to that level. For instance, students in the range of 
fifty to sixty-four on the Iowa Tests of Educational Development were 
assigned to the Reading for Meaning3 ... Yellm'IT.. There were twenty exer-
cises at this level for the eighteen students whose scores fell within 
this range. Had the range been fifty to sixt.y-five, twenty-five 
students would have been assigned to this level. It was felt that this 
practical, though seemingly arbitrary, method of assigning starting 
points would have no detrimental effect on the student's progress be-
cause the program provided for promotion to the next higher level as 
soon as the student's performance indicated that he was rea~. 
Addition of advanced material,. The group of students with whom 
this program was inaugurated proved to be atypical with respect to their 
academic achievement. llthough the range of abilities was 'Wide, the 
achievement curve was sl<:ewed toward high achievement. Many of the 
students had been drawn from the accelerated college preparator,y class. 
Some had exceeded the 99th percentile of the Iowa Tests of Educational 
Development.. The Mahal Pacer enabled these students to concentrate 
on speed -with one hundred per cent accuracy on relatively easy material1 
but this technique has to be balanced 'With materials that the student 
finds challenging if real growth is to occur.. Consequently materials of 
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a more challenging nature were added to the program., 
__________________ ! 
I 
3william s .. Guiler and J .. H,. Coleman, Reading for lvi.eaning (Chicago:! 
J,. B. Lippincott, 1955 .. Revised). ! 
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These more advanced materials which were added to those in the 
original plan, and therefore not included in the progress chart and 
direction sheet, were accompanied by a page of directions explaining 
how to use them, and, whenever possible, a graph or chart for recording 
the student's score was included on the same page as the directions. 
The most convenient method indicating to the student that he was to 
work on these materials was to write it on the front cover of the stu-
dent 1 s folder. It was explained to the student that if he found the 
name of a new set of materials on his folder, he was to go to the table 
identified by the appropriate sign, take a duplicated copy of the di-
rections from the manilla folder and one of the exercises, and procede 
according to the directions. 
Permanent work stations. A system of setting up the cafeteria 
evolved which added much to the smooth operation of the program. Large 
oak-tag signs were affixed to the wall of the cafeteria and to the square 
pillars toward the center of the room~ Each sign bore the name of the 
set of material which was placed in that section of the room at the 
beginning of each session.. In the beginning certain students were 
asked to place the material in the correct positions.. However, it was 
soon arranged that the first students Who entered the cafeteria took the 
ma:t.erial that they wished to work on vd th them to the appropriate spot 
in the room. The sign, which was left in place for the duration of the 
program, also served to publicize the program. These work stations 
eliminated confusion in locating materials, and made it easier for the 
instructor to supervise the activity by grouping the students as to the 
1 
type of skill they were working on .. 
Revision of directions and material.. During the course of the 
program certain adjustments were made to facilitate handling of the 
material., The answer keys for the Reading for Meaning_ exercises were 
stapled to the lcwver right front corner of each exercise sheet .. 
Directions for using the material had to be made more precise than Yvas 
originally thought necessar,r.. Copies of the revised directions were made 
and distributed to each student for referral to at a:ny time., 
Independent work.. Beginning with the third week of the program 
.1 the students worked independently to improve their reading skills., They 
~I : 
were t.old the t.ime intervals at which the Mahal Pacer would ring so that 
they could time all their work., The decision as to t.he amount of time 
to be spent on any area and the order in which they were done was left 
to the student., 
The truth in the theory that students consider their time valuable 
and will use it wisely was apparent in this situation.. There was no 
discipline prob.lem., Students did not wait while someone else finished 
an exercise or paper vvas being passed out. The progress chart enabled 
the student to see his progress and his weaknesses., He did not have to 
take the teacher's word for it,~~ but became personally involved in im-
proving his record.. He was neither pushed nor held back qy the 
or ot.her students, and was competing only with his ovfil record of time 
limits and scores., 
Students worked willingly, finding the material challenging though 
not defeating.. No student was ever faced with material that. was too 
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difficult .for him.. Many students remained after three o • clock to .finish 
their work., Other requested permission to take materials home with them. 
The atmosphere brought about by this type o.f program proved to be very 
conducive to progress and hard work .. 
Use o.f material. Not all students used all the materials available. 
Table XI indicates the number of students who used each type o.f material, 
as well as the corresponding per cent of the total group.. In addition 
to the .factor o.f need, as revealed by test scores, such .factors as novel-
ty and structural appeal seemed to influence the student w s choice of 
material,. For instance, the S,ynony.m-An~ony.m Word Association exercises 
(See Chapter II) were colorful and manipulative. The students never 
had worked with exercises o.f this type, whereas the vocabulary .from 
context, Reader•s Digest exercises, were ver.y similar to the t.ype o.f 
vocabulary work the students had done in their regular classes. 
The .fact that the exercises in the I\1:a.ps, Charts, and Graphs 
material were taken .from current periodicals contributed much to the 
popularity o.f these exercises., Recent statistics concerning American 
and Foreign automobiles proved to be a very potent subject 'V\rith :bigh 
school students. 
;I 
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TABLE XI> 
WJ.!BER OF STUDENTS EVIDENCING USE OF EACH TYPE OF llf.t.ATERIAL AVAILABLE 
Material. Number Per Cent 
Maps, Charts, and Graphs 102 80.7 
Reader r s Digest Marked Speed Reading 99 86.8 
Phrase Reading Exercises 87 76.3 
Reading !2£Meaning Exercises* 86 7$.4 
Following Directions $0 43.9 
S .. R .. A .. College Prep Laboratecy 44 38(1>6 
Synonym Antonwm Word Association 43 37.7 
Word Association on Multiple Meanings 42 36eo8 
Critical Thinking 1.7 14.9 
Organization Exercises on Strang** l.7 14.9 
Vocabulacy from Context - Reader•s Digest 6 5(1>3 
* 1ilfe~ s .. Guiler and J., H., Coleman, Readine; !2!:, Meaning, Revised .. 
(Chicago: J., B .. Lippincott, 19$$) .. 
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' 
**Ruth Strang, Study~ !2£. Reading Exercises, Revised Edition.. 11 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teacher 1s College, Columbia University, 1
1 19$6) .. 
Boston UniversitY 
School of EducatioD 
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IVo RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS 
Introduction of the program. A reading program such as ha.s 
been described in the preceding pages depends on each student 1 s having a 
thorough understanding of what the material is designed to do, the 
procedure of the program, and how to use each type of material. 
It would seem that the most feasible method of insuring this would 
be to introduce the program to groups of approximately thirty students 
before the students met as a single group to begin working on their own. 
This would so)lve the prol:Jlem of having large numbers of copies of material 
that is being introduced to each student, copies that 1:<-Jould not be needed 
thereafter. It ~s n~t r-ractical nor necessary in the overall program to 
have one hundred and thirty copies of everything. Often a single copy 
surfices. Yet each student must actually work through at least one ex-
ercise of each typea Otherwise he cannot know what questions he will have 
about the material. A single instructor can an2~·rer the occasional ques-
tion that will arise <·rhen 1:1ore than one hundred students are vmrking 
in a room, but it is not possible to answer questions in the quantity in 
which they arise when students are working through a new type of exercise 
for the first time. 
Diagnostic tests. In order to insure that each student uses the 
material which ~~11 be most beneficial to him, the instructor should have 
the results of a diagnostic reading test for each student. Ach~evement 
tests, such as the Iowa Tests of Educational Development, are helpful 
in assigning the material but their major function is in evaluating the 
program as a whole and in determining the amount of progress each student 
10). 
has made. Diagnostic tests should be given as part of the pretesting 
program. These tests should be simple enough so that the student himself 
could take the test, score it, and interpret the score. The face valid-
ity of the test must be obvious to the student so that he vlill accept 
the weakness it reveals. 
Importance of precise directions. The program depends heavily on 
the student's ability to follow directions without constant supervision, 
but the directions must be clearly expressed, accurately duplicated, 
and correct in every detail. Nothing can be assumed. Directions should 
not be copied from workbooks that the material is taken from. It is more 
satisfactory to construct from the beginning directions which will fit 
the particular siURtion. If the material is constructed by mounting 
actual v1orkbook pages on oak tag, any directions appearing on the pages 
should be crossed out so as not to confuse the student. Ans1r1er keys and 
quizzes should be carefully checked for typographical errors. The student 
must have respect for the accuracy of both the directions and the answer 
keys. 
In general, only material which has been carefully tested and eva~ 
uated through repeated classroom use should be used. 
V. FINDINGS AND RESULTS OF TESTING 
Information concerning the testing of one hundred and fourteen 
students prior to the beginning of the program is contained in Table I 
of Chapter I. Because of the lack of time for administering all of the 
tests in the pretest battery, and because many students earned scores at 
the ceiling of the tests, post-testing was limited to the following tests: 
L Iovra Tests of Educational Development - Test Fbre 
(Reading - Social Studies) 
2c Imva Tests of Education& Development -Test Eight 
(Reading - Vocabulary) 
3. Spitzer Study Sldlls Test - Pa.rt Three 
(Maps, Charts, a'r.l.d Graphs 
It was not the purpose of this study to evaluate in detail either 
the materials or the method of operation, but rather to ascertain a 
method of organizing and administering such a program within reasonable 
limits of time and effort. However, the results of the post testing 
are presen·t.ed in Table XII: .. Only those studen·t.s for whom co:nplete 
testing information was available were included. Although a control 
group was carefully chosen, it was not possible to get adequate post test 
information on this group.. As indicated in the table, the gain in all 
three areas covered by the tests is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
TABLE XII.. 
COMP~\RISON OF READING TEST SCORES BEFORE AND AFTER THE PROGRAM 
Test Number Mean Standard Standard Error Critical. Signi.ficance 
Deviation of the Mean Ratio 
I.T.E.D .. 5 
Pretest 65 19.6 4.604 .575 2.74 significant 
Post test 65 21 .. 8 4 .. 381 .542 
I .. T.E .. D .. 8 
Pretest 63 21 .. 4 4.847 .603 3.49 significant 
Post test 63 24 .. 2 4.180 .536 
Spitzer 3 
Pretest 63 28.06 4.067 .516 4.57 significant 
Post·t.est 63 31.4 4.219 .537 
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VI. SID-fi\1ARY 
In the interest of effective operation of a program for mass dif-
ferentiated instruction in reading skills, provision must be made for the 
follovring. 
1. A test battery 
2. A predetermined correlation between test scores and the program 
material 
). Introduction of the program, bothoperational procedure and 
materials, to groups of approximately thirty students 
4. A file folder for each student which includes: 
a. progress chart, a graphic representation of all work 
b. Per Cent Correct Table to aid in rapid scoring of exercises 
c. general directions explaining the operational procedure to 
be followed 
d. directions for using, scoring, and recording the score of 
each type of material 
5. The reading material itself, clearly labeled as to reading skill, 
arranged in ascending levels of difficulty. and including all 
facilities necessary for the student to evaluate his mom per-
formance on this material 
6. A variable timing device that directs the activity of the entire 
group, namely the Hahal Pacer 
The Mahal Pacer, the initiative and responsibility of the students 
for directing their mm Nark, and of course the material itself v-rere 
among the factors affecting the student 1 s performance on the post tests. 
At this point ;,re are not prepared to state that any particular material 
or method had a significant effect on the test results. This program 
is presented as a feasible and practtcal method of meeting the individual 
needs of a large group of students in a single reading class. It is 
hoped that further study will be done in the interest of refining and 
improving this type of program. 
CHAPTER VII: 
Sill'l}IIARY 
In attempting to develop a program of this sort, where a large 
group of high school students were to be taught a variety of reading 
skills and still provide for individual differences in intelligence, 
level of reading ability, speed of reading, and progress rates, many 
'li 
! 
'I< 
li problems 'l.i"ere faced and had to be solved. Programs providing for ind.ivid- I 
I! ualized reading have been set up, but few structured individualized pro-
grams are now in existence due to the multitude of problems that are 
ever-present in large scale teaching. 
Since the yital core o.f this program existed in lmowing vlhat each 
student could. do and where he was to go, a test battery 't·ras a necessary 
component. Once the ranges were established, material was prepared for 
each level in each particular skill to be taught. It cannot be stressed 
enough that the material, if not .from published workbooks, had to be 
classroom tested several times before being put into the reading program. 
This pretesting was an attempt to .foresee any complications beforehand 
' 
in order to prevent undue problems when the students were in the room 
vTaiting., 
The materials were arranged, always clearly labeled, in boxes or 
individual sections of the room so that they could. be reached, removed 
and. replaced vnthout disrupting the order o.f the materials, the current 
teaching, or the concentration of the other students .. 
The speed of reading materials needed a definite timed work period 
l·i···· \ 
so that greater gains could be made in a specific time. The progress 
charts had to be kept daily so that more statistical results as v1ell as 
student improvement could be seen. As great a variety of materials as 
was possible covering all the reading and learning rates had to be pro-
vided .. 
The organizational materials had to be carefully and creatively 
prepared since these "tvere usually in very common use and could prove 
boring to the students if not presented in some different or unusual 
manner. Colorful, timely, and varied materials ~ad to be prepared in 
all the sldlls and certainly added to the enticement of the program and 
to the desire of the students to learn. 
Each student had to have his mm materials a folder so that a con-
stant communication between the teacher and student remained effective. 
All the blank ans"tver keys, progress. charts, overall instructions and 
notes to the students were stapled into the folder. As the meetings 
progressed, any ne'tv naterials used by the student or handed out by the 
teacher uere kept in;.the folder for future reference. 
Since each student 'toJas to be master of his own destiny for the per-
iod of time involved in the program, he had to be made to .realize the im ... 
portance of listening to instructions and immediately getting to work. 
Once the bulk of the students 'tvere seated, had their materials, and v>ere 
prepared t@ work, the teacher vms free to begin small group vrork, if 
necessary .. 
Small annoying problems, \•Jhich ldll turn up in any program, such as 
the break-dmm of a loud-speaker system, loud noises from the ventilating 
system, and refreshrnent machine attendants at work, were experi~nced, 
even though there was preparation designed to obviate such nuisances. 
Therefore if the progrruu trias to continue despite these interruptions, 
complete organization of every other facet was extremely important. 
Attendance records of every student a:s well as a record book con-
taining spot checks of the student 1 s work served as an additional re-
minder to the teacher of those students who needed special help or 
make-up >...rork .. 
. ' . 
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At any tline thought necessary, the teacher attempted to revise or 
improve some of the materials if it had been found to be too easy or too 
difficult. Success of the students at any level of any skill was the 
most positive aspect of this program. \fuen success >vas attained, the 
student's desire was continually motivated. 
This study showed with significant results that large groups of 
students can be taught many and varied skills in reading and still be 
provided for with regard to individual differences in intelligence, level 
of reading ability, speed of reading,and progress rates. It cannot be 
determined from this study whether the materials, the methods, or the 
distinctiveness of the program provided for the learning. However, 1dth 
further research and programs of this type on a more controlled level, it 
is hoped that more definite results tr<ill be reached trrhich 'tdll make such 
a large scale program extremely valuable for the large incoming groups 
of students in secondary schools. 
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DIRECTIONS 
The exercises in speeded comprehension of connected text give ex-
tensive practice in a variety of topics. If you read these selections as 
you customarily read, you may be sure that you will read no better when 
you finish. It is by forcing yourself to read faster with more and more 
concentration upon the content that you may expect to make substantial 
gains., 
CO~WREHENSION E}~~ISES 
~fust of the passages in this section are accompanied by questions 
to test your comprehension. \-JRITE ALL ANSkiERS ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF r,u-J-"'-'" 
DO NOT HARK IN THIS BOOK.. The questions for some of the passages 
the multiple-choice kind, as illustrated in the following item:: 
( ) 1. How did Caesar conduct himself on German so~l? 
a. He acted in a friendly manner toward all German tribes. 
b. He pursued the unfriendly tribes and defeated them in pitched 
battle .. 
c. He withdrew without a major battle. 
d. He burned the villages and destroyed the crops of all the 
tribes., 
In this kind of item you are to select the best answer and then 
write the letter which corresponds to that answer., 
Other questions are of the true-false kind. The following is an 
example: 
( ) 1 .. The Negro has an advantage over the "White man in the tropics even 
when both wear conventional European dress. 
If in the terms of the article you decide that the statement is true, 
write the plus sign (+) in the space on your paper., If you decide that 
is false, 1>1rite the minus sign (-) .. 
At the end of each article you \vill find a list of vocabulary words 
which have been selected to help you gain meaning from the article. Some 
of the ,,rords will not seem difficult, but may represent an unusual use of 
the vmrd in the particular content.. The paragraphs in each article are 
numbered; following each vocabulary item, the number of the parag,-raph 
in 'tvhich it appeared is given in parentheses., Al1i'rays refer to the word 
its context before you select your answer from the choices given. 
Check your answers by using the key that is provided. It is not 
expected that you will be able to answer all of the questions or exercises 
correctly. Good readers frequently fail to observe s.ome clearly stated 
bit of information or fail to remember it after having observed it at the 
time.. Answer the questions to the best of your ability. Do not, in any 
caset look back to see what the correct answer is until you have marked 
all your answers for a given exercise. 
Score your answers b.Y consulting the key on the inside cover at the 
back of the folder. Record your score (in terms of percent correct, use 
per cent correct table) on the front cover of your folder. 
Example: College Quad _7J...5"--_....::8~5:...-.._,.9~0-
KEEP A RECORD OF EACH EXERCISE THAT YOU CONPLETE SO THAT YOU viTLL NOT 
DO.THE SM'~ E~~CISE TWICE. 
PRETEST FOR SPEED AND CONPREHENSION 
• 
PRETEST FOR SPEED AND CONPREHENSION 
Reade:r 1's Digest, l':ra:rch 1959, pages 79 - 80 ( 425 words) .. 
Timing: 
15 seconds - 1700 w.p.m .. 
30 seconds - 850 w .. p..m .. 
45 seconds - 560 vr.,p .. m. 
1 min. - 425 w.p .. m. 
1 min. 15 se~ 340 w.p .. m. 
1 min-30 sec - 283 w.p.m .. 
1 min-45 sec - 243 w.p.m .. 
2 minutes 212 w.p .. m. 
Anst-Te:rs to Comprehension Test:: 
1 .. 8 
2., 10 
3 .. c: 
4 .. D 
,5 .. D 
6. A; E; F; G; ff; 
2 min-15 sec. - 189 w .. p.m. 
2 min-30 sec. - 170 w.p.m .. 
2 1:1in-L1.5 sec. - 156 1·r. p,r1 .. 
3 minutes 
3 min-15 sec. 
3 min-30 sec .. 
3 min-45 sec • 
4 minutes 
4 min-15 sec., 
.... I42 w .. p .. m .. , 
- 131 li .. p.,m .. 
-123 w.,p4m .. 
.., 111 lfoJ•<~!lle 
... 106 w .. f:~• 
-100 w.p.ll'.le 
119 .. 
(Number correct 1f-Lth a zero added gives the per cent correct. Record 
time in 't'IT.p.,m., and the per cent comprehension on the chart) 
120 .. 
USE OF THE PACED READING GUIDE 
READ CAREFULLY 
You are going to 1.1.se the Reader 11 s Digest to help you increase your 
speed of reading. Effective use of this material 1illl depend on thorough 
understanding of the following system: 
1., I\NO\tl YOUR SPEED OF READING 
2.. In your folder--right hand side, second, third and fourth pages--
"Reader 1's Digest Guide. ttl 
a., in the column marked 'l'ti .. P ... H."~ find ;cour speed of reading.,. 
b., in the column marked 111"1agazine11 note the issue of Reader 11 s 
Digest you 1vill use. 
cc. in the dolumn marked fiPage": note the page on which the 
articles you will read begin., 
example:: Your reading speed is 375 "VI. P., M .. You 1.dll get a 
copy of the March. 1959 issue., (All oopies ~dll 
be on a table dearly marked Reader1 s Digests .. ) 
3.. These magazines have been mar}ted., l'lotice the red lines in the ].eft · 
margin of the column of print., These printed lines indicate the 
number of words betvreen each set of lines., 
example: For the March, 1959 issue, the article beginning on 
page 155 has been marked for 375 words per minute,. 
There are 375 words between each set of lines,. 
4. You will listen for the Timer. wben the bell rings you vnll begin 
to read. v~en the bell rings again you should have reached the 
first red mark. Try to read beyond the red mark before the bell 
rings., This is knmm as self-pacing.. You are in competition 1dth 
your ovm speed score .. 
5. \i'lhen you have read the 5 articles marked for your present speed 
score you will take a special comprehension test on the 5th or 
final article. All the tests are in the box marked 11Reader 1's 
Digest Comprehension Tests.,n: The tests are in folders labeled ac-
cording to 11'tvords per minute .. " 
example: \Jhen you have read all 5 articles marked for 375 . 
't'll',.p.,m ... , take the test from the folder labeled "375f .. 
Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper. The answers to 
121. 
the test questions are in the digest. Check and score your answers, then 
record this score on the chart in your folder. (The chart at the top or 
the page.) 
example: The answers to the test for 375 w.p.m. are found on 
page S-12, quiz #6 or the March, 1959 issue. 
6. Special Instructions: Notice on page 2 or the Reader'5Digest 
Guide, in the column labeled "magazine" the -vrords "overtake 
two marks". This means that you must pass two red lines before 
the Timer rings. 
122(0 
Four issues of Reader's Digests have bee't.L marked to s.id 70u in devel-
oping yo"t.W speed of readinge Each group o:f' 1r-Jords Per Minute (-' .• PeMe) 
has a test which you must pasa with. a grade of ~or.betta:: ~)afore you 
can move on to tne next higher speed~ The last articla listed under 
each group is the teet article .for that EP·'"oup.. Afi'l' mimeC~!~hed testa 
or anawera are filed in folders ~ked witb ~e corre~~ondlPS ~.PeM~ 
Those not mimeographed are in the cent~ section of ~~ ~azines~ 
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:fuUN IDEAS Il~ PARAGRAPHS 
DIRECTIONS 
There are three types of exercises for you to use to learn to find 
main ideas in paragraphs accurately and quickly. Look below for the 
specific directions for each type of exercise. Keep a record of your 
accuracy. 
I.. Choosing Hain Ideas - Hultiple Choices 
There are bro paragraphs on each pink card. The cards are numbered 
CI (central idea) through CI 9 - 20. Read each paragraph separately 
and then turn the card over to the four main idea choices.. Choose the 
one main idea you think best surmnarizes the paragraph. you have just read., 
Write the number of the answer on a separate sheet of paper., You will 
be given one minute to read each paragraph and choose the best main idea. 
This is ample time - do it is less if you can.. The ans~rers are given 
at the end of these directions. 
II. Choosing Main Ideas by Asldng Good. Questions 
There are two paragraphs on each pink card. The cards are numbered 
QI - 2 through QI .5 - 16. Read each paragraph separately trying to 
discover the main idea presented. Then turn the card over. From the four 
multiple choice questions choose the question whose answer would give you 
the best main idea of the paragraph. On a separate sheet of paper write 
the number of the best question. You will be given one minute to read 
the paragraph and choose the best question. You will be given one minute 
to read the paragraph and choose the best question - do it in less tliae 
if you can. The answers are given at the end of these directions. 
III. Choosing Main Ideas by Yourself 
On each green card you will find two paragraphs. They are n~m­
bered CI - 2 through CI .5 - 16., You ~dll be given one minute to read 
each paragraph and write the main idea in your 01~ words. Use just one 
sentence. Do it in less time if you can., ~Jhen you are through, you can 
check your main idea 1rd th a friend and discuss the merits of your 
decisions. There is no anst..rer key for this exercise. 
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HAPS, CHARTS, AND GRAPHS 
------------~--------------------------------------------------~---~ 
WEATHER OUTLOOK Mid-June to Mid-July-----------:--
COOL. PAMf. Temperatures below normal, rainfall above normal over much of 
the ·u.s.--so indicate these maps based on the u.s. Weather Bureau's outlook. 
U. S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, June 27, 1960 
~'leather Outlook 
1. In what section of the country would the best coMbination of rain-
fall and temperature likely appear in Mid-HUly? 
2. In what section of the country would it probably be hot and dry? 
). What types of sporting activities could you plan for mid-June if 
you were a "Bay-Statesman"? 
., 
' I 
4. How would the delegates to the Democratic Convention find the j 
weather and precip~tion? If a Massachusetts delegate were planning 1 his wardrobe, what type of clothes should he pack? 1 
====:II:==-·===========· .. .. -. 
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PHRASING TEST 
Do you phrase properly when you read so that ideas come ~ff the page quickly . 
and clearlt? Try this short "at and see if you need heip with better phrasinge 
,. .. ~ 
When Henry stepped into that row of sweet peas 9 he found himself in a r~ 
with his .friend Charles., ·A-fter a thoroug~ bat ~pid scrutiny ot each other 9 
the two boys started to speak at the sa.m.e minute., qharles shouted 'that every 
time he began to sow his garden, the sow that belonged to Henry would dig 
up his seeds., Henry replied that he would refuse to tie up the animal. untiJL 
Charles cleared up the retuae in his yard., Then they bofh lost their tempers., 
~I 1 ll take a punch at you0 H Charles cried9 "if you do no~ go back into your 
house 0 close the door, and stick close to your own place.~ There were tears 
in Henry's eyes, but he sailed into the fight, and prett~ soon there were 
tears in his clothes., 
J.aA"t:'.l-Wu.x~·.nw ~~~l:.I"etiO ~-e.M. '.1-W~ •-tr 
Ll:W~tt-e ~lq dn ~1~ A.XU~H p"[noA u~~ .,~ 
IJ .. SP~~~ 8 ~~"[.let{!) 0~ p~u~dd-eq 1-WtfM. "Z 
J.~~"[..tet{e t{'.l 11'1 "[~.X..tenb 'e ~A-eq .A'..:I:U~H PlP ~.X~t{M. "'1 
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FOLLOVf.ING DIRECTIONS 
No.. I 
Follow these directions carefully and you'll find the name of a 
place you wouldn't care to drop into., 
1. Write the letters of the words.ll 11Can anybody give me directions.," 
129 .. 
-- - '~~-,~-
- ... -··· . --
3.. .~ time you see two consonants together reverse their order (count Y 
as a consonant e 
Drop eve~J fourth let·ter. 
Put the first five letters at the end and drop the £ .. 
Drop ~ and !!.!,e 
Remove the word which means 11 2.11000 lbs.,•• 
Change the!, to!! and drop the first E, .. 
Drop the first ! and interchange the last two letters., 
Add AN before E and add 2 between the last two letters .. 
Yifork carefully and you111 find out the name of a fruit. 
1.. Write the letters of the words.ll 11.All men are created equal." 
2.. Take out all E1s .. 
-
4.. Drop any double letters .. 
5. Every time three consonants appear together reverse their order., 
6. Drop the first and last letters and move the ! to the end. 
1. Remove the first two letters .. 
Be Drop the S and change the third letter from the end to £• 
9. Change the second vowel to ~ and the last vowel to Q .. 
10 .. Drop the third consonant and replace £with !:• 
II 
II 
I 
i 
'! 
No. 3 
130 .. 
---- --·- ------ . - ··'" -- -- -~-
- ------- ~ ------ -- ·--
If you can do this correctly you will find the name of the place where •· 
., 
happiness is always found., 
1. Write down the letters of the words, IBPlace happiness is fotm.d.,u 
2.. Take ou:li aJ.l ~ .. 
3., vlfherever a double consonant appears take out both letters., 
h. Drop thefirst three letters. 
5. Move the !_ and place it before the final letter. 
6. Remove the two letters in the middle. 
7., Move the first !. to the beg;inning., 
a.. Where three vowels appear together change them in order that the first 
vowel in the group becomes the second, the one in the second place be-
comes the third, and the last becomes the first., 
I 
II I 9. Move the last letter to the beginning and change the !! to!_ .. 
110., 
I! 
Drop the two middle letters, and then add !!:,!. at ·the end., 
!/ No., h 
1
1
j Do this carefully and· you'll come out with the name of a very old 
.1 institution. 
1jl1
2
: Write down the letters of the words ''lien and women etud;y here.• 
_ Every time you see three consonants together put the first in third 
place, the second in first place and third in second place. (Count Y 
as a consonant. -
1 3e Remove all ~ and .!!!1!1 
l: 
II
; h. 
5. Remove the first let,ter and l?l!• 
Change Q to ! and reverse the order of the last four letters. 
Change M to I and the last N to A., 
- - - -
7. Reverse the firs'\i t"11vo letters and put double ~ between the double 
le·t.ters .. 
Change S to A and T to M .. 
- - - ¢llll;l;l 
Double the ~ and drop the second !_ .. 
I 
I' 
li 
I' 
II -~ -~- - ' c '~II -
1310 
1 
No.·5 
I.f you follow these directions carefully you'll have the name of a 
l\ tragic hero of a French play. 
jf 1. Write the lett,ers of rur speal<: in beautiful verse.," 
II 
!l 2. Remove all the~ and the !!.• 
1: 
1
1
·':;: .• 3o Remove every letter whose position in the alphabet is beyond! and 
drop the first letter .. 
11 4. Drop the middle three letters .. 
:1 5.. Put 0 1s in place of !!!,• 
ii 6. 
i 
Change the ! to ~ and remove the first lettero 
7. Remove the three-let·tered girl 1 s nickname .. 
!i I' 4 .. 
,I 
Put A between the middle two letters. 
Drop the first two vowels. 
Remove the §. and put 2!, at the beginning and you have itl 
6 
Do this exactly and you 1ll find ou·h the name o.r a popular singer. 
-~lirite the letters of the words_, 11Radio and television singer.u 
Every time two consonants appear together reverse their order. 
Drop every fifth letter., 
Drop the first letter and one of the double let·ters .. 
li i· 5. Remove the middle four letters. 
1: 
11 jj 6.. Reverse every two letters .. 
'I li 7.. Drop any double letters. 
I, 
/i 80 Reverse the third and fourth letters and drop the one letter vdt,h a li tail belovl the line .. 
H 9. 
li 
'I! 10. Remove the ~ and put ! in place of those letters .. 
1
n. Put !!. before and after the .2_ and you 111 have the name of this singer. 
J 
Change the third! to Q. and remove the middle letter., 
i 
i 
II J ----- --- --- ... ------ .... 
132 .. ' 
,I 
,. 
*---- ) ----
·· 1r ·- · ------ --~,---
I' 
li, No. 7 
\
.
1
, Follow these directions and you'll find the name of an old-fashioned 
vebicleo ii 
II 1. Vtfrite the letters of the words, "People used to ride in these., 11 
II 
II 
II 2. Dropp all E's .. 
~~ 3o 
.. I 
:I 
Every time you see three consonants in a row put the first in second 
place, the second in third place end the third in first place. 
il li h.. Drop the middle three letters., 
,, 
,, 
II 5 .. I, Interchange the first and fifth letters .. 
/ 6., Remove all ~ .. 
I 
~~ 7. Change the ~ to ~ .. 
1!1', 8- Interchange the first two letters. 
p 
I! 9"' Remove all consonants but the G 1 s and the ! add at the end., 
I ~
ii I! 10. Reverse the order of the last three let·ters. 
" i' ,, 
Dron the last two letters and change 0 to B. 
. - -!Jll .. 
jNOe 8 I Don't mrute any mistakes and you'll have the name of a foreign car. 
i\ 1. Vvrite the letters of 11Let us go for a ride in one.,n 
1: 
i: 2. Drop all _o•s. 
fl ;! 
li J. Put the first three letters at the end a.n.d drop the letter vvith the tail below the line. 
l!i,· '· .. 4 Drop ever,v fourth letter. 
jl 5. Take out the last three vowels., 
lj 6. ~!ove the third, fourth and :rifth letters to the beginning, 
I
I 7. Interchange •ver.y two letters. 
8., Remove all consonants beside _F., 
I' 
'I 9. Interchange the third and fourth letters. 
:10. Drop the .!! and put the !J:. in its place., 
,, 
: n. _ -~~~~;._~h~ E":o_ ,:~e ~~~s~ ~~tter'-~f the word which stands for 112,000 
f" .. · . .-.. - ... --- -- o· .. - .... . - . ---
II 
II 
. - - ·-- ·- - ----
:i 
I; 
I 
I 
I lJJ., 
-··· ""if No.~ - ······ ···-·······-- ······•·•••····· 
ii If you do this exercise correctly you'll find out something ever.yboqy 
I likes to relNeive .. 
I
I 
1.. Jtrite the letters of the words_, ttEverybody likes to receive." 
II: 2. Drop every fourth letter., 
11 3. Remove the last four letters .. 
I 
! h. Move the two vmrels which are together to the beginning., 
I 
I 5. Remove the word which is the opposite of lfgirlu" 
6. Interchange every two letters. 
7.. Change the ! to ! and drop all ~0 
8. Interchange the first and last letters,. 
9. Drop the middle letter and put~ in its place. 
!lOs Put the middle let!.lar at the beginning and droo the letter 11vith the tail.t: 
I ~ i! 
J11.. Drop the second and third letters and move the new second letter to the 
i end. 
No. 10 
I Do this and you'll find out the name of a fruit which is called "rheum: rhaponticum•• in Latin and vhich mal{es milk taste terrible if you eat it be- i 
fore drinking the milk. · 
1.. 11"\frite the letters of the words, 11Do not eat this before milk,. 18 
I' 2. Drop any double letters. 
il 
\I 3 .. 
il 4. Reverse the middle three letters .. 
Drop the word which is the opposite of 21her11 ,. 
I 5. Remove all E•s. 
Change the K to H and the 1st 0 to A. 
- - - -
7o Remove all o•s and A1s .. 
- -
B. Reverse the last six letters. 
9o Change ! to ! and drop the first three letters. 
Change L to U and drop the F 0 
- - -
. 11. Put R at the beginning and change !. to ~· 
.:; ~c;-_:_ { _; ·:.: -:. : . .. • -~-- _- - ·- :_··. -~- • -- ;_ .-•• - :.-: _::-_::.. -_ --:_ ---: ___ =-- ~ .::- .: .. · _-_ :-- .-. -~·-_::· _:·. -~ .. ;-:. _. -_ :- ·=--- -_:::;.,;..·.:.--::-:- -~ :~-:. -~.-:::::::..- ::-___ .. --- -- -------
1 
I jl 
'I I! 
. -- -· ---------
---····-··----. ---
No. 11 
Work carefully and you111 discover the name of the most densely 
populated country in the world. 
1., \rlrite the letters of the words, 11r-1ost densely populated country .. " 
2., Drop all E1 s, ~' and T1 s. 
134 .. 
3. Remove the word which is a nickname for "father" and the word vJb.ich 
means 11boy11 • 
4. Move the third letter to the end., 
5. Drop every sixth letter. 
6. Change the last Q to !• 
7.. Reverse ever.y two letters. 
8. Remove the !:! and the ,!! .. 
9. Remove the middle three letters. 
10., Reverse the second and third letters. 
11. Double the ~. 
12. Drop the first li ru~ add li to the beginning. 
13. Now you have it., 
No., 12' 
You will soon discover a situation no one wants to be in l~lich is 
also the name of a nationality. 
1. Write the letters of the words, "No one likes this situation." 
2., Drop all double letters (if after doing this any new double letters 
appear, leave them as they are .. ,. 
~. Everytime two vowels appear together reverse their order. 
4. Drop the four letter word you can easily see. 
5. ~~ve the li to end end and drop the second set of double letters. 
6. Drop all vowels. 
7. Remove the two T1s. 
8., Put a Q. at the end .. 
!' 
:. 
! 
'I 
: 
135 .. 
No., 12 con1t. 
9., Remove the S and Put Q in its place. 
10., Reverse the last two letters. 
11. Drop the first tl-To letters., 
12. Remove the N and put Q at the beginning. 
No., 13 
If you do this carefully you•11 discover a place where ti¢es have 
changed. 
1. Urite the letters of the words, "A place 'lfrhere times have changed." 
2.. Drop all A1s. 
3. Every time three consonants appear together reverse their order. 
4.. Remove all ~ except the first two E1 s. 
5. Drop the first three and last tl1ree letters. 
6. Remove the boy's nickname in the middle. 
7. Drop the first letter and move the g to the beginning. 
8. Take away all H 1 s but the last one. 
9., Change the middle letter to ~ 
10. Double the vowel. 
11. Change §. to :tli. 
12. Remove the first li. and put G at the beginning .. 
No. 14 
Do this carefully and you'll discover Einstein•s middle name. 
1. 'lrJrite the letters of the words, 11A very great physicist." 
2.. Reverse every two letters .. 
3.. Drop all I!..§. .. 
4. Put Q in place of the middle letter. 
5. Remove the first two letters and the last two letters. 
6., Change all R1's to Ht s. 
7. Put a 12 in place of Q.. and. remove the t>econd cor~o:r.;.a.nt. 
a. Put the second vowel at the end. 
9.. Change any P1 s and S's to Nts. 
10. Remove tl1e two letters with tails and move the 12 to after the A. 
11., Move the Q. to betwe~ the double letters. 
1.36 .. 
12. Drop the third g and if you look carefully you'll see the answer,. 
No., 15 
1. The following figure is a sign hobo 1s use to tell other hobo 1s what 
they have found out about the surroundings. Work this out and youill 
discover what this signsmeans .. 
1. Nrite the letters of the ivords, "This is a place hoboes like. 117 
Drop all~ .. 
Move one 1. to the beginning and the other L to the end .. 
4. Remove all I 1's but the last one. 
l:·l--i'--4:--11--S 
' -~-ll-'1•-1-
-t-11'>---
Drop the middle four letters and the Q to the right of them .. 
6., Drop ! and put the final L in its place. 
Change the firstS to Q and drop the other S1s. 
a. Move the Q to the beginning .. 
9.. Interchange the second and third vowels. 
10. Drop the ! and move the first ~ to take its place. 
11" Change f. to ,N .. 
12.. Remove the final~ and put i!._ before the third vowel and you have it,. 
137 
No .. 16 
- If you follow these directions precisely, you will transform the ti-
tle·· of a Reader 1 s Digest article into a slogan ~rrhich might have inspired 
its author., · 
1,. kfrite the letters of the title Our Most Dangerous Lobby. 
2. Change the second and the last letters to W1 s and place the second~ 
before the second Q .. 
3. If there is no Q in the line, insert one before the last g and strike 
out the first £l. 
4. If there is an even number of letters 9 strike out the third Q~ 
5. Place the6seventh letter last,the eighth letter first. 
6. If any letter is doubled, strike out the second of the pair and place 
the other before the first ~. 
7. If the combination CR appears, place it before the last Q. 
8.. Change the second Q. to 1. and the third .Q. to !, .. 
9.. If the number of letters is even, insert a.!!. after the ~ and place the 
next three letters after the 1~ 
10.. If any combination of letters forms a verb in the past tense, place 
the first letter of the verb at the end and change the second letter 
of the verb to T. 
11 .. If there are two O's in the line, insert the li before the !_and strike 
out the !i," 
12. If the combination NG occurs, strike it out and change the last Q to 
13. Change the·~ to! and first~ to!· 
No,. 17 
If you do this correctly, you will change the name of an American 
document into the name of an internationally l<nown man. 
1.. '\iirite down the ~rrords, "Emancipation Proclamation. tit 
2,. Take out the three ene-syllable words which name people (not proper 
names.,) 
3.. Take out all the I!.§.. 
4o Counting only the remaining letters, add an 1 after each fifth letter. 
I 
i 
! 
c 
[ 
I i 
i 
No., 17 con't. 
5.. Move the first ~ to the beginning and put the last letter in its 
place .. 
138 .. 
6,. Beginning 'tvith the third letter from the left, interchange each two 
letters. 
7. \i.henever three consonants occur together, change them in order so that 
the first consonant in the group becomes the second, the one in sec-
ond place becomes the third, and the one in third place becomes the 
~irst .. 
8. Take out the last three vowels. 
9., Double all ~· 
10. Move the OC 1 s to the end of the line. 
11. ~Vhenever a double consonant appears, take out both letters. 
12. Drop the last two letters. 
13. Change the E1s to~ and the P1s to L*s .. 
No. 18 
Do this correctly.and you 111 discover which kind of a bird an 
"ap:eryx' is. 
1. ilfrite the letters of 11Apteryx is a kind of bird., 11 
2., Drop all vmv-els other than I 1 s (including !) • 
J 3.. Reverse the order of every three letters. 
4. Drop any double letters. 
i 
' 
l i 
\ 
l 
6. 
8 .. 
Remove the middle three letters. 
Interchange the first five letters with the last five letters. 
ir.lhenever you see four consonants together put the first in third 
place, the second in first place, the third in fourth place and the 
fourth in second place. 
Drop the consonants in the ~lree letter word you see near the middle,. 
Remove the first two letters and put ~ in their place. 
10. Drop the last consonant. 
f 
11.. Interchange every two letters. 
12.. Move the second letter to between the double letters. 
13. Drop the second and last letters. 
No .. 19 
If you do this correctly you ~dll change the name of Benjamin 
Franklin to a place he never visited. 
1., \!~rite down the letters of the vJords, nBenjamin Franklin." 
2. Drop all E r s. 
139 .. 
3.. \ihenever three consonants occur together change them so that the 
first consonant becomes the last, the second becomes the first, and 
the third becomes the middle consonant. 
4. Add A after every fift}t letter. 
5.. Change any P1 s to ~. 
6. Remove any double letters .. 
?. Take out the first two and the last two consonants. 
8.. Drop the second consonant and move the ~.to its place. 
9.. Drop the !, .. 
10. Move the final letter to the beginning and drop the 1· 
11.. Remove the last two consonants. 
12. Drop the I and put the other before the new last letter. 
13. Interchange the second and fourth letters. 
No., 20 
Do this carefully and you 1'11 find the name of a bird which is now 
extinct, but was related to pigeons. They used to live on Mauritius, an 
island in the Indian Ocean. 
1.. \irite the letters of the words, 11used. to live on Hauritius." 
2.. Drop all ~. 
3. Reverse the order of every three letters. 
Mo .. 20 con 8t., 
4. Remove every third letter. 
5. If you see any letters next to each other which are next to each 
other in the alphabet, remove them. 
.. ' 
140 .. 
6. Reverse the letters so that the last five letters become the first 
five letters. 
7., Remove all U1s. 
8., Put D•s after every !• 
9.. Interchange every two letters., 
l.O.. Drop the first two letters., 
11. Put the first ~ at the beginning. 
12. Change the first ! to Q and drop the S1s. 
13. Drop the !. and E and move the final Q. to Tt s former place .. 
DEVELOPMENT OF HEANING VOCABULARY 
The key lvords, synonyms, and antonyms used as part of the develop... 
ment of meaning vocabulary in this study are listed in the following 
pages by units and levels along with the tests and test keys for each 
level., 
The number of practices for these Hords in addition to their uses 
in other reading skills developed in this study are as follows: 
Number of Practices 
22 
19 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
.5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Number of ~'fords 
l 
1 
l 
1 
l 
2 
I 
6 
.5 
20 
4.5 
114 
18.5 
424 
2371 
142 .. 
LEVEL 6 
P:RELIMINOY UNIT B 
Key Word Synonym Antonp 
begged asked for given 
ailed caused illness cured 
,, 
i·' 
discovered found out concealed 
behaved acted 
contain include exclude 
obliged required volunteered 
patients sick people doctor 
remove take away :replace 
similar alike different 
experiment test prove 
UNIT 1 
Key Word S;ynon:ym Antonzm: 
buds blossoms withers 
jar container 
later in the future sooner 
plant a living thing animal 
shoot part of a plant 
store collect distribute 
vegetables food of plants 
soil dirt 
moist damp dry 
contain hold 
UNIT 2 
Key Word Sy_non;vm .Antonym 
trained taught unskilled 
landed arrived sailed 
studied learned 
ji tour journey i! 
1: i! famous prominent unknown !I 
,I 
H 
u charmed pleasant displeased 
'j 
!I 
nightingale sweet singing bird 'J II 
~ ! 
agreed consented II :refused ! 
director leader follower 
supplied provided 
f] 
UNIT' 
,,,: 
p 
Key Word S;,ynonym Antony.m. :i II ,, 
lj bag paper container 
carries transports 
going leaving returning 
high far"''lp low 
land come to stop take off 
line :route 
:j poles slender sticks 
,, 
:rope thick cord 
wings flies 
bums murmurs 
UNif 4 
Key Word !rnony:m hton;ym 
several some few 
sink descend rise 
hitched fastened untied 
grunts hoarse sounds 
iJ 
':! sense judgment foolishness 
kneel bend the knees 
woven made into cloth raveled 
i'l nasty disagreeable pleasant 
II 
temper disposition 
caravan desert train 
UNIT' 
Key \ford Synonym .lnten;ym 
cause source effect 
succeeded solved the probl~ failed 
indoors inside 
d 
trouble misery happiness 
sprayed scattered liquid 
ilii linings inner layers 
;I! 
~ ii cure heal 
serious intense 
result effect cause 
likely to be expected unlikely 
UNIT 6 
:ley Word Synonym Antoni! 
chief principal 
different u:nlike same 
fine excellent poor 
fresh unsalted salty 
fronts faces rears 
freight cargo 
pleasure happiness sadness 
fort'W'lately luckily 
unload remove cargo pack 
nowadays today formerly 
UNIT 7 
Key Word Synonym Jnto!ll!! 
bagged killed by hunter 
flagged signalled 
freezing becoming cold roasting 
party group of people 
brains wisdom stupidity 
spun. turned 
hollowed with the inside gone 
memories things remembered 
withering disapproving growing 
guide leader follower 
146 .. 
UNIT 8 
Key Word S;ynone Antonym 
busy active resting 
close by near by far away 
idea scheme 
leads shows the way follows 
shop a store 
takes care of' manages 
time period 
town community village 
wishes desires i'l 
holiday celebration 
UNIT 9 
Key Word Synonym. Antonym. 
started set in :motion stopped 
teams pairs 
canvas strong cotton cloth 
scouts look "''uts 
site place to build 
split divided unbroken 
cattle livestock 
arranged placed 
drawn pulled along pushed 
prairie grassland hill 
147 .. 
UNIT 10 
Key \ford Sy:nonp J\nton;ym 
barefooted without shoes 
bear produce wither 
low scarce plenty 
brush branches 
matter affair 
opened settled deserted 
poor needy rich 
pressed forced 
welcomed greeted kindly rejected 
century one hundred years 
UNIT 11 
Key Word Sl'P9nl!- Anton;ym 
mistake error 
form take shape 
loose not held fast tight 
dental pertaining to teeth 
important essential unnecessary 
usually generally not often 
special particular ordinary 
prevent ward off cause 
depends relies on 
permanent lasting temporary 
148., 
UNI! 12 
Key Word Synonp An. ton¥!!-
country rural district city 
fall autumn spring 
accident unplanned event 
plump rounded out slim 
remain wait leave 
relation connected by birth 
seldom rarely often 
appearance coming into view disappearance 
hal."J.llful causing damage helpful 
predicted told beforehand 
UNI'r 1' 
Key Word Synon:f! Anton¥!!-
courses routes 
join unite separate 
settled colonb:ed 
exchanged traded 
meant intended 
crops · products 
arrange plan disturb 
pioneers first settlers 
secured acquired 
beginnings origins endings 
·~~~==~J====================================================~''-=====-
I 
UNI~ 14 
Key Word smone Antonym. 
greatly very much hardly 
plant set into ground harvest 
crops products 
usually ordinarily seldom 
harvest reap sow 
region area 
various different same 
affects influences 
continual perpetual stopping 
likewise moreover 
UNIT 15 
Key Word smonp Antonym. 
melt dissolve freeze 
cheaper costing less more expensive 
accident chance expectation 
steady constant irregular 
natural produced by nature artificial 
greasy oily 
shallow having little depth deep 
invented originated copied 
finally lastly originally 
harden become solid soften 
150 .. 
UNIT 16 
:Key Word S;ynon;ym Antonym. 
ground crushed 
market store 
packing putting into package unpacking 
pressed squeezed out 
uses puts into service 
meal powder from grain 
stock animals 
root dig with snout 
sorted separated bundled 
result consequence cause 
UNIT 17 
:Key Word SynO?lY! Anton;y.m 
calling naming 
likable having friendly disliked 
qualities 
language hu.man speech 
scale series of steps 
graceful beautiful in movement clumsy 
tangled twisted 
received obtained gave 
exactly precisely incorrectly 
imagine think of see 
mystery something unexplained fact 
151., 
UNIT 18 
Key Word SY!?;Onl;! Antonym. 
cuts pieces of meat 
first originally last 
fresh unspoiled decayed 
kept preserved spoiled 
sides puts of an:i.mals 
tried attempted failed 
famous celebrated unknown 
flavor taste 
method system 
recently lately formerly 
UNIT 19 
Key Word S::rponl:! Antonp 
nuts seeds with shells 
formed established unformed 
alloli'ed permitted forbidden 
search hunt 
bury put in ground dig up 
surface outside interior 
purposes aims results 
successfully fortunately unhappily 
fertile fruitful barren 
partnership combination 
,. 
,. 
low 
'~ articles 
collect 
huge 
level 
paved 
travel 
interesting 
,; Ke;z Word 
ll 
il care 
'J 
loose 
pretty 
national 
l•i jJ, role 
'I I' I smack il 
··i ~ i 
;, 
stare I 
IJ protecting } ~ 
resources 
headquarters 
UNIT 20 
products 
gather 
enormous 
smooth 
journey 
Antonp 
high 
stop 
scatter 
tiny 
uneven 
rough 
holding the attention boring 
man made ditches 
UNIT 21 
S;yp.onp 
protection 
free 
quite 
belonging to the 
nation 
course of action 
noise of the mouth 
long look 
guarding 
given by nature 
:main office 
imprisoned 
glance 
neglecting 
152 .. 
153 .. 
:, 
WIT 22 
Key Word S;vp.onp AntonY! 
warm affectionate cool 
share enjoy together keep to self 
custom long practice 
interest wan:ting to know 
respects esteems dishonors 
i acquire gain lose 
i develop build destroy 
enduring permanent temporary 
intelligence ability to learn stupidity 
opportunities chences 
'U.NIT 2' 
Key Word Syp.o:n:ym Antonym 
I 
I banked piled up flattened 
i dark nightfall dawn : 
! 
i simple easy complicated 
standard usual uncommon 
tend care for :neglect 
slabs flat pieces 
I ledge narrow shelf 
t blunder mistake I 
basis foundation 
framework shape 
154 .. 
WI~ 24 
Key Word Synone AntonY!: 
reason cause effect 
chimney smoke stack 
steam water vapor 
spins whirls 
escapes gets free is caught 
sorted separated gathered 
supply provide 
plentiful abundant scarce 
especially chiefly 
experimenting making tests proving 
DI.DING FOR !W\NING ... LEWL 6 
Oopy the following pairs of words on your paper. 
If the paired words are synonyms write S between 
the words. If they are antonyms write !• 
1. depend •••••••••••••••••••••••••• rely 
,. aoquire ••••••••••••••••••••••••• lose 
8. serious ••••••••••••••••••••••••• intense 
10. important ••••••••••••••••••••••• essential 
11. usuallY•••••••••••••••••••••••••generally 
15. seldom •••••••••••••••••••••••••• rarely 
18. oontinual•••••••••••••••••••••••Perpetual 
19. reoentlY••••••••••••••••••••••••for.merly 
155 .. 
Test 2 
Oopy the following pairs of words on your paper. 
If the paired words are synonyms write S between 
the words. If they are antonyms write !• 
11. special ••••••••••••••••••••••••• partioular 
16. opportunities ••••••••••••••••••• chanoes 
20. plant ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• harvest 
156. 
157 .. 
Dl'DING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 6 
Key -Test 1 Key -Test 2 
1 .. s 1 .. s 
2 .. s 2 .. s 
; .. A ;. A 
4. A 40 s 
, .. s , .. s 
6 .. A 6 .. A 
1· A 1· A 
s. s 8 .. A 
9 .. A 9 .. s 
10. s 10. A 
11 .. s 11 .. s 
12 .. A 12. a 
1; .. A 1; .. s 
14 .. A 14. A 
15 .. s 15. A 
16 .. A 16. s 
17 .. A 17 .. A 
18. s 18 .. .A 
19 .. A 19 .. s 
20 .. s 20 .. A 
1.58. 
LEVEL 7 
PRELIMINARY UNIT B 
Key \'lord S;y;nonp Antonym. 
fortunate favored by fortune unlucky 
located placed 
quarrel dispute agreement 
quantities amounts 
unemployment lack of work 
suited adapted 
agriculture farming 
excellent the best poor 
contented pleased dissatisfied 
serious grave frivolous 
UNIT 1 
Key Word S;y;nonym Antonym. 
boot a high shoe 
enough sufficient t11adequate 
sailed traveled by boat 
bridges structures over water 
avenue a wide street alley 
paved smooth surfaced rough 
cabin small room on a boat 
rows moves with oars 
canal man made ditch 
crossing intersection 
159 .. 
UNIT 2 
Key \'lord Syp.onzm Anton;pu 
living existing dying 
shipped transported 
goods products raw materials 
trading exchanging 
merchants salesmen customers 
:refused declined accepted 
hands hired workers employers 
skillful expert untrained 
cost price 
:ruined destroyed :restored 
WIT :> 
Key \ford srnone Antonp 
transportation carrying goods 
highwa.yds wide avenues 
airplanes air machines 
generallY' usually seldom 
telegrsm message sent by wire 
factories manufacturing plants 
:radiogram message sent by :radio 
commerce trade 
storekeeper ower of store 
goods merchandise 
160., 
UNIT 4 
l.e:r Word S:rp.on:e J:n:tonl! 
wilderness uninhabited place clearing 
missionaries religious techers 
starvation lack of food fullness 
reported made known unannounced 
loaded piled unpacked 
:rushed hurried tarried 
sickness illness health 
thirst lack of liquid 
reserved set apart 
built erected wrecked 
I 
WIT 5 
Key Word Synonl! Antonym 
' 
depends leans upon stands alone 
' structure frame 
for example for instance 
chasers h.u:nters prey 
captures imprisons frees 
powerful strong weak 
seize grab release 
particles pieces wholes 
firmly tightly loosely 
chisels gouges cut 
t 
UNif 6 
Ke;r Word Synonym AntonY! 
clearings open spaces forests 
reach arrive leave 
on foot walking riding 
protect guard neglect 
consist made up of 
trails routes 
hunting seeking finding 
belongings possessions 
companies groups individuals 
ahead before behind 
UNIT 7 
Ke;r Word Synonym AntonY! 
frame support 
carpenters builders with wood 
fastened attached loosene~d 
stem rear bow 
apart separate together 
opposite entirely different same 
shaped formed unformed 
cargo freight 
decks floors on boat 
leaking filling with water draining 
UNIT 8 
Key Word Sy.nonp Anto!lY!l 
heavier weighing more lighter 
weather condition of atmosphere 
tunnel passageway 
crawl more slowly 
dens animal houses 
travel journey 
during in the time of 
insects bugs 
rocky stony smooth 
storeroom place to keep things 
UNIT 9 
Key \ford srnonym. AntonY! 
found discovered lost 
patrol watch 
useful practical worthless 
co:mmon ordinary unusual 
continue keep on stop 
destroyed ruined preserved 
refuse rubbish 
certain definite unsure 
enormous huge tiny 
attractive delightful unpleasing 
'" 
UNIT 10 
:Key Word Synone Antone 
chains links 
f'orm make up 
forces causes of' change 
periods intervals 
masses huge amounts 
difficult hard easy 
combinations mixtures elements 
exposed uncovered concealed 
f'o:rmation shape 
lava liquid :rock 
UNIT 11 
Key Wo:rd Synolll!: Antone 
brushes rubs against 
case outside cover inside 
sails moves with wind 
float stays on top dnlts 
parent source off' spring 
pod shell 
scattered distributed gathered 
sprouts off shoots 
distance far off nearness 
important valuable unnecessary 
UNIT 12 
Key Word Spony.m. Antone 
certain definite unsure 
associate join 
insist demand. allow 
recognize know 
obedience submission disobedience 
gestures motions 
'I.Ull'easonable impractical sensible 
approval favorable opinion disapproval 
identical alike different 
eventually finally 
UNIT 1' 
Key Word smon;ym !\nton;ym 
file line of people 
practice repetition 
dangerous :b.a.rmful safe 
judgment l'lisdom sense 
ability capacity stupidity 
skillful expert untrained 
abreast side by side single file 
vehicle autamobile or truck 
traffic cars coming and going 
dodge avoid 
UNIT 14 
Key Word S;yp.onp Antonym 
bitter sour sweet 
apt likely hardly 
sort type 
vessels containers 
clothing garments 
feeble weak strong 
injury harm help 
unpleasant disagreeable satisfying 
chiefly mainly 
wandering traveling still 
UNIT 15 
Itey Word Syno!ll! Antonym 
promptly immediately slowly 
disturbing annoying pleasant 
apologize express :regret 
normal average common 
:recognize know ignore 
pester tease please 
curiosity desire to.know 
consider think over reject 
eavesdropping listdng secretly 
perfectly exactly 
166., 
UNIT 16 
Key Word Synon:ym Antonp. 
spot detect 
forms makes 
thrilling exciting unintereJsting 
spouting spurting 
alert watchful sleepy 
moist damp dry 
dangero'W'Il harm.f\1.1 safe 
valuable precious inexpensive 
layer row 
waxy greasy 
UNIT 17 
Key Word Synonp. .Antonp. 
signaled sent a message 
rushed dashed walked 
decided made up mind didn't know 
reminder something to help 
memory 
companions associates enemies 
force make allow 
astonishment surprise expectation 
besieged surrounded 
inhabitant one who lives there 
warriors fighters 
""""" li 
jl 
" 
,, 
1\ h 
!!i 
UNIT 18 
Key Word SynOlll!; Anton;rm 
account report 
branch part 
certain sure undecided 
dwell live 
probably likely unlikely 
searching seeking finding 
ordinary common unusual 
passage route 
puzzled doubtful sure 
quaint old -!fashioned modem 
UNIT 19 
Key Word S;yp.o:nl.! A:ntonl.! 
trouble worry content 
date chosen companion 
tags follows leads 
polite :lf.I.W'lnerly discourteous 
pointers suggestions 
prefers chooses rejects 
available easy to get 
poised unembarrassed shy 
hostess one who seats customers 
usher one who escorts people 
~ 
I 
. 
I 
!I 
.. 
UNIT 20 
Key \ford Syn.on;ym Antonym. 
insect bug 
prey the hunted hunter 
construction building destruction 
devouring eating 
enlarged made bigger diminished 
harmless offensive causing injurr 
tropics warm regions poles 
pests nuisances 
florist a flower seller 
spindlr long and thin 
UNIT 21 
Kez Word Syn.onY! .Into~ 
armed carrying weapons 'llmU"med 
covered traveled 
knew learned about ignorant of 
plains flat lands hills 
top highest bottom 
allowed permitted forbade 
famous well known unknown 
messages co:mmunications 
opposite contraey same 
mounted on horseback walld.ng 
i UNIT 22 
I: 
Key Word S;ynone II Antonl! 
' I, !I 
anxiously worriedly contentedly I 
!' severe extreme light 
.', 
! harvest ' reap sow I I I 
I numerous many few j 
11 injured harmed helped .I 
''i ~~ tl I !I jl satis:f."action delight discontent j II ~~ ~ 
l mingled combined separated li 
I vigorous energetic :f."eeble li 
' ll I I hu,es colors ,,II I' I ~~ i anxieties I worries calmness 
"! 
,i! ~~ 'I UNIT 2; ,, 
'I 
II 
Key Word Syn.onp .lnton2 li ~ 
banded joined together separated II I· 
'l 
i 
chanced accidentally happened planned ! 
' II I! l hunted animals hunter I i game I 
'I I l r cleverer more intelligent more stupid jl J il I 
,I 
II 
herds groups of animals 
'I l1 roamed wandered 
II II 
II 
:f."lavor taste 
II 
invented thought out 
'! \I 
' crude rough refined II ! 
,i 
scant sufficient jl scarce II 
,H 
170 .. 
UNIT 24 
Key Word S;y:p.on;ym Antone 
chance opportunity 
average ordinary unusual 
appointments fixed meetings 
attracts dra\fS toward 
career occupation 
expert trained unskillful 
responsible trustworthy undependable 
accurately exactly incorrectly 
advanced promoted held back 
executive manager worker 
RDDING FOR !4EINING -LEVII.t7 
Test 1 
Oopy the numbered words in the left hand column. 
Then pair each word with a lettered word fram the 
right hand column - sw~s from 1-10 and 
antonyms from 11 ..eo.. . 
S;ynonps Antonyms 
1 .. serious a.. untrained 11 .. protect :m. dissatisfied 
2 .. trading be framework 12 .. contented n .. concealed 
; .. quantities c .. freight 1; .. enough o .. restored 
4 .. suited d .. exchanging 14. ruined p .. release 
, .. :merchants e .. erected 15e seize q .. neglect 
6 .. skillful f .. grave 16 .. stem r .. gathered 
7 .. structure g .. friend 17e enormous· a .. suffioient 
8. trails he amounts 18 .. certain t .. unsure 
9· cargo i. country 19. exposed u .. tiny 
10 .. built j .. adapted 20. scattered Ve famous 
ke salesmen w. gloomy 
1. routes x .. bow 
172 .. 
BElDING FOR MEANING 
-LEVIL7 
Test 2 
Copy the numbered words in the left hand column. 
Then pair each word with a lettered word from the 
right hand column - Sf!.On:f!l'!! from 1 -10 and 
antonY!;! from. 11 ..£20.. . 
S;vnony.ms Antonyms 
1 .. attractive a. mixtures 11. unreasonable m. different 
2 .. common b .. motions 12 .. identical n .. frees 
,. combination c .. delight:fu.l 1;5. fortunate Oe stop 
4. associate d .. watch 14 .. quarrel P• sensible 
5· recognize e .. ordinary 15 .. excellent q .. unsure 
6 .. obedience f .. surrounded 16 .. captures r .. unlucky 
7· gestures g .. lmow 17 .. continue s .. slowly 
a. patrol h .. anger 18 .. certain t .. agreement 
9 .. dodge i. avoid 19 .. promptly u .. strong 
10 .. besieged j .. submission 20 .. disturbing v .. poor 
k. join w .. pleasant 
1 .. dismal Xe constant 
173 .. 
READING FOR MEANING -LEVEL 7 
:Kez fest 1 Key Test 2 
Syp.on;vms Syp.on;yms 
1 .. t 1 .. c 
2 .. d 2 .. e 
, .. h , .. a 
4 .. j 4. k 
, .. k 
'" 
g 
6. a 6 .. j 
7 .. b 1· b 
8 .. l 8 .. d 
9 .. c 9 .. i 
10 .. e 10 .. t 
btO:np:l! AntonY'!\! 
11 .. q 11 .. p 
12 .. m 12. m 
1,. s 1, .. r 
14 .. 0 14 .. t 
15 .. p 15 .. v 
16 .. X 16 .. n 
17 .. u 17., 0 
18 .. t 18 .. q 
19 .. n 19 .. s 
20., r 20., 'W 
Key Word 
garments 
kernel 
industrial 
card 
threshing 
snorting 
Key Word 
property 
scampered 
possessing 
conjecturing 
vicious 
unguarded 
hollering 
microscopic 
LEVEL 8 
PRELIMINABY UNIT B 
preserve 
clothing 
power driven device 
to one side 
color 
grain of seed 
beating 
puffing 
possessions 
hastened away 
surprise 
guessing 
wicked 
unprotected 
shouting 
insignificant 
rules for living 
Antonym 
let spoil 
behind 
bleach 
agricultural 
crept 
losing 
good 
defended 
whispering 
great 
175. 
UNIT 2 
Key Word Sy:nonl'! Antonym 
healthy strong sickly 
contract shrink expand 
flings throws catches 
report explosion 
split tear put together 
moist da.mp dry 
provided fu.mished took away 
scattered distributed gathered 
twisting turning unwinding 
UNIT ; 
Key Word Synonym Antonym. 
companies business firms 
draw pull out :return 
fenced surrounded open 
lines :routes 
:run operate 
dash :rush walk 
:rough :rugged smooth 
fording crossing shallow water 
section part whole 
uneven not level smooth 
176. 
UNIT 4 
Key Word Sp.onp Antonym 
tempted tested resisted 
minor less important major 
responsible dutiful unreliable 
conclude end begin 
tragedy disaster comedy 
conceptions opinions misconceptions 
clues hints 
confronted faced 
contrast difference likeness 
definitions meanings 
WIT5 
K!l Word srnonY! Antonym 
supplies provisions lack of needs 
usually generally uncommonly 
difficult hard easy 
employed hired not working 
erected built destroyed 
proper appropriate unsuited 
task job idleness 
invisible not seen apparent 
foreman manager worker 
haul drag push 
==~~~========================-========================-=91======-
178 .. 
UNIT 8 
Ker Word Sznonr!! Antonym 
achieved succeeded failed 
pilgrimages journeys 
triumphantly victoriously unsuccessfully ·' 
.,' ! 
precariously uncertainly securely f >~i 
;j 
uninjured unhurt damaged J 
,: 
celebration special occasion !: ! 
hitched fastened loosened !I I 
pursued chased caught I 
II 
clinging holding loosening II I~~ 
u 
threat promise to hurt ~~ 
UNIT 9 II 
Ker Word Synonym Antonym. . ~ 
li limited kept within bounds unrestricted 
authorities experts apprentices jl 
devoting dedicating I' 
apparently evidently not seen i i 
sustain keep alive I 
"I 
nourishing healthful unheal th:f'ul II I vital pertaining to life deadly 
ll hazard danger safety 
II relaxed relieved tense 
I' 
strenuous energetic passive !I 
UNIT 10 
1: Key \ford Synonym J.nton;ym 
II tire exhaust revive II 
ll 
II 
wild untamed civilized 
I. 
1: dread fear confidence !. 
:I 
,J difficulties troubles pleasures 1: li 
II 
vast immense small ,, il 
il 
,, 
refuse decline accept fl p 
i! 
:r 
cattle livestock 
,, 
! spur sharp point 
reservations land set aside 
,, 
balk refuse to move go forward I 
.II UNIT 11 
'I' 
,, 
'I 
I ,, 
Kel \'ford S;monl_! ' .anton;ym Ji 
i 
:i 
:j 
'I 
welcome greet repulse 
i: 
I· gathered assembled adjourned I 
I 
1.: 
1
1
1 
seldom rarely frequently 
1,i reasonable sensible foolish 
I 
remedy cure cause 
legally lawfully unlawfully 
audience ' spectators performers 
attentive interested bored 
accepted received rejected 
distant far away close 
180., 
UNIT 12 
Key \ford Synon.Y! .ln. tonY! 
held absorbed attention lost 
curious eager not interested 
distressed worried calm 
observe exmnine 
appearance coming into view disappearance 
imprisoned caught freed 
outcome result cause 
situation emergency 
stroll quiet walk :race 
alighted landed flew 
UNI':f 1' 
Key Word S;ynon:ym Antonym. 
bills beaks 
hooked bent straight 
crushing grinding 
convenient handy beyond reach 
searches hunts finds 
slender slim stout 
hovers flutters flies 
:reappearing comes back into sight disappearing 
rodents small IW:'iUllm.al s 
spies sees 
181. 
UNI'l 14 
Key Word S;ynonym .Antonym 
enemies foes friends 
ancient old l'llOdem 
barred excluded accepted 
probably likely hardly 
worship adoration sacrilege 
ceremonies rites informal gatherings 
legends myths true stories 
arms weapons 
bearing growing withering 
pagan unbeliever faithful 
• UNIT 15 
Key Word Synone Antonym 
apparent evident hidden 
instinct an unlearned tendency reason 
plentiful abundant scarce 
satisfactory adequate unsatisfactory 
entirely wholly partly 
opponent rival partner 
theory an intelligent guess proof' 
quarters places to live 
speculations guesses assurances 
laboratory scientific workshop 
182., 
UNIT 16 
Key Word Synonym .Antonym 
pack camper»s bundle 
signals predictions 
started lighted extinguished 
sling put on back 
sturdier stronger weaker 
pitch set tent firmly 
profit gain lose 
annually yearly monthly 
experience learning lack of' practice 
grumbler complainer 
UNIT 17 
Key Word S;ynonp Antonym 
control regulate run freely 
according in agreement with disagreeing 
familiar well known uncommon 
originally in the beginning finally 
expression a saying 
attached joined disconnected 
widened broadened narrowed 
collector receives money payer 
intervals spaces 
shun avoid invite 
18)., 
UNit 18 
Key Word S;ynon;ym Anton;y;m 
influence power 
limited checked 
opinion belief fact 
realize understand 
basis foundation structure 
independence freedom 
detect uncover conceal 
investigate inspect ignore 
interpretations explanations 
vital necessary not needed 
UNIT 19 
Key Word Synonym. Antonym 
busiest most used unused 
grain cereal seeds 
headed went toward retreated 
hurry speed slowness 
machinery mechanical equipment 
spices seasonings 
cargoes freight 
dyed changed color bleached 
seaport harbor 
earn a living support themselves depend 
184. 
=-,,.~" --
!' ' '~ in 
~ I, UNIT 20 , 
Key Word S~on~ Antonym 
! 
patterned designed 
' ! I 
gain acquire lose 
goals aims 
complaints wrongs satisfactions ! 
including consisting of excluding 
:i i I 
struggle fight agreement I 
i' I ' I ~ capable qualified unable i~ I, 
I denied refused accepted I! 
l! I privileges liberties denial of rights I I~ I' ,I 
I; I equal matching uneven i' 
II ~~ I; 
II UNIT 21 ~~ I; l 
I 
I' 11 Key Word S;yp.on~ AntonY! ,, !i I 
chance opportunity impossibility 
~ decaying rotting thriving 
"I iii II flourishes grows dies 
,I 
11 
r tramp travel on foot ride 
I' !' informant giver of information learner 
'I 
lt1 
bog marshy ground desert 
& ~ 
H 
clutches drops l grasps 
" 
peat dried vegetable matter 
tourists travelers stay at homes 
vegetation plants 
UNIT 22 
Key Word S;ynon;ym Antonym 
fixed directed steadily wavering 
jolly gay sad 
ordered commanded undirected 
realized understood clearly unaware 
release set free capture 
forced compelled chose 
advanced went forward retreated 
anxiously nervously calmly 
withstood resisted ;yielded 
unbounded unlimited bounded 
UNIT 2; 
Key Word S;ynonl! Antonym 
immediate right away slow 
increased added to lessened 
compelling forcing permitting 
enables allows prevents 
p erfor.mance accomplishment failure 
supply provide withhold 
pressing forcing allowing 
alternately taking turns directly 
saddle seat 
whole one-half' 
186 .. 
UNI'r 24 
Key Word S;rnonf:! AntonY!! 
weakness feebleness strength 
legend myth truth 
indigrum.tly angrily agreeably 
prevalent wide "'Spread local 
signal indication 
vermin small insects 
amusement enjoyment disgust 
tidy neat careless 
willingly of ones own accord forcefully 
taught gave instruction learned 
187. 
READING FOR Mi!NING -LEVEL 8 
Test 1 
Oopy the numbered words on your paper. Beside 
each word write lettered word which is its 
s;rnone .. 
1 .. garments a. jewels b .. clothing c .. guardians 
2 .. supplies a .. rely b .. submit c .. provides 
'" 
amazement a .. surprise b .. joy c .. anger 
4. conjecturing a .. testing b .. guessing c .. accepting 
5· vicious a., correct b .. tired c .. wicked 
6 .. report a .. agreement b .. explosion c .. comfort 
1· responsible a .. noticeable b .. dutiful c .. unable 
a. tragedy a .. cruelty 'b .. work c .. disaster 
9· clues a .. hints b .. choices Ce details 
10 .. property a .. accuracy b. courtesy c .. possessions 
Follow the same directions as above but use 
Antonyms rather than Synonyms .. 
11 .. dye a .. live b .. bleach c .. check 
12 .. conclude a .. help b .. lift Ce begin 1, .. microscopic a .. distant b .. great c .. infected 
14 .. contract a., expand b .. compare c .. hide 
15 .. moist a .. largest b .. dry c .. clean 
16 .. fenced a., level b .. flooded c .. open 
17 .. tempted a., resisted b .. warmed c .. tried 
18 .. minor a .. definite b., clever c .. major 
19 .. contrast a .. likeness b .. agreement c .. content 
20 .. unusual 
~ 
188. 
READING FOR 1-'IEANING "" LEVEL 8 
' 
T~st 2 
Oop~ the numbered words on your paper .. Beside 
each word write lettered word which is its 
~Onl!., 
1 .. lessened a .. lee.med b .. reduced c. heard 
2. achieved a .. succeeded b .. accepted c .. believ~d 
'" 
devoting a .. desiring b .. dedicating c .. separating 
4 .. strenuous a .. slow b .. artificial c .. en~rg~tic 
5· dread a .. fear b .. b~lief o .. wrath 
6 .. gathered a .. decorated b .. assembled Co celebrated 
7 .. legally a .. joyfully b .. lawfully c .. l~gibly 
8 .. distressed a .. worried b .. decorated o .. divided 
9 .. convenient a .. regular b .. equal c .. handy 
10 .. satis:f'acto~ a .. important b .. adequate c .. sensible 
Follow the same directions as above, but use 
Antonyms rather than Synony:ms., 
11 .. desirable a .. different b .. worthless c .. peculiar 
12 .. precariously a .. securely b.., punctual c .. loyal 1, .. limited a. unrestricted b .. remote c .. temporary 
14 .. relaxed a .. related b .. tricked c .. tense 
15 .. seldom a. straight be frequentl~ c .. lazy 
16 .. accepted a .. resulted b .. figured c .. rejected 
17 .. plentiful a .. scarce b., pleasing c .. boring 
18 .. attached a .. invaded b .. disconnected c .. discovered 
19 .. invisible a .. entire 'b .. generous Ce apparent 
20 .. advmce a. retreated b .. inspired c .. undecided 
~-
189. 
BEADING FOR :MUNING - LEVEL 8 
Key 'feet 1 Key 'feet 2 
SV~:Olll!S Sf!!Olll!S 
1. b 1 .. b 
2. c 2 .. a 
, .. a , .. b 
4 .. b 4 .. c 
, .. c 5· a 
6 .. b 6. b 
7 .. b 7 .. b 
8 .. c 8 .. a 
9 .. a 9 .. c 
10 .. e 10 .. b 
J.ntO!,ll!!llll Antonyms 
11 .. b 11 .. b 
12 .. 0 12. a 
1;. b 1; .. a 
14. a 14 .. c 
15. b 15 .. b 
16 .. c 16. e 
17 .. a 17. a 
18 .. c 18 .. b 
19 .. a 19. c 
20 .. b 20 .. a 
190., 
LEVEL 9 
PRELIMINARY UNIT B 
Key \'lord srnonY! .Ar.rt.onp 
flood overflow 
combination union individual 
basins lands drained by rivers 
experts trained people 
:major :most important minor 
moist damp dry 
disastrous causing distress joyous 
sim.ul taneously at the same time 
impossibility improbability likelihood 
tributary branch of a river 
UNIT 1 
Key Word Synonym AntonY! 
trouble difficulty happiness 
realize know to be unaware 
reasonable sensible unthinldng 
consult confer with advise 
enables helps hinders 
appearanoe manner 
acr.ieve gain fail 
skillful clever untrained 
comments remarks 
foretell prophecy look back 
-· 
UNIT 2 
Key \ford Synonym Anton;rm 
carted carried away 
business task idleness 
national pertaining to nation local 
stretched extended contracted 
tolls charges 
crushed broken up 
droves flocks 
swung moved to and :f'ro stayed still 
thoroughfare highway side road 
turnpike toll-road free "'ttay 
UNIT ;5 
Key Word Synonym. Anton;ym 
initial first last 
foreseen looked for ®expected 
proportion proper balance 
violence furious action calmness 
hopeless without hope cheerful 
reactions responses 
indulge yield to :resist 
emotional excitable steady 
steadiness constancy wavering. 
humorless unsmusing humorous 
UNIT 4 
Key Word srnony.m Anton;?!! 
produce products ra-;r materials 
orga:mized systematic disorderly 
enterprises projects 
financial pertaining to :money 
retail selling to consumers wholesale 
:metropolite pertaining to a city rural 
textiles fabrics 
discharge unload freight load 
liner passenger ship 
pier dock 
UNIT 5 
Key Word Sl!!O:O.l!l Antonp 
actual real artificial 
purchase buy sell 
insist demand allow 
development growth decay 
exceptions differences likenesses 
overlook disregard :notice 
compacted pressed together separated 
approximately nearly exactly 
exposed unprotected covered 
drought dryness moisture 
193. 
UNIT 6 
Key Wo!! S;vnonl;! .AntonY! 
timed regulated unadjusted 
strugglt!ll fight peace 
altered transformed unchanged 
successful triumphant defeated 
territory land 
incident occurrence 
introduction beginning conclusion 
significant notable unimportant 
likelihood indication no chance 
gridiron football field 
UNif 7 
Key Word S;ynonl? Anto:l.lY!! 
distinguish differentiate compare 
aware realize not conscious of 
subtle clever blunt 
witty amusing somber 
crude rough refined 
exceptionally extraordinarily ordinarily 
specific precise indefinite 
concerned anxious disinterested 
classify put in order disarrange 
obvious clear obscure 
194 .. 
UNIT 8 
Key Word S;ynonl;! .lnton;ym. 
deaign plan 
distinct clear indefinite 
elements puts combinations 
resembles is similar to is unlike 
spiritual inspiring worldly 
function purpose uselessness 
indispensable necessary unessential 
adornments Ol\naments simplicity 
lateral sideways 
repls.c!II'Jd substituted 
UNIT 9 
Key Word Syn?n:vm .lnton;ym. 
conditions circumstances 
fearful alarmed !!UliCUl'e 
generous charitable selfish 
achieved accomplished failed 
existing current past 
foreigners immigrants natives 
hatreds enmities loves 
astonishment amazement expectation 
ridiculous silly sensible 
fundamentally basically not important 
19.5. 
UNIT 10 
Key Word Synonym Antonym 
figure number 
pla:ns designs accidents 
safety protection danger 
exact correct inaccurate 
flourishing prosperous decaying 
ccun.tless without number definite 
inefficient incapable competent 
everyday routine :not usual 
vocation career 
responsible the reason 
UNIT 11 
Key Word S;ynonp A\ntonp 
telling remarkable ordinary 
granted assumed to be true factual 
agencies bureaus 
distributed divided accumulated 
local in a small district at large 
authorities officials subordinates 
inconvenience distress advantage 
bounty reward 
disposal removal 
old -fashioned antique modem 
UNIT 12 
.Key Word srnonym Jnto:nym 
centers junctions 
headed proceeded :retumed 
hides animal skins 
markets places fo:r trade 
plains level lands hills 
brand mark of ownership 
tame manageable wild 
:ranges grassy lands 
climate condition of atmosphere 
fatten put weight on :reduce 
UNIT 1;s 
.Key Word srnonym Antonl!l; 
benefit help hindrance 
bound fettered untied 
local in the neighborhood national 
system plan chaos 
active lively quiet 
process method 
prosperous successful unfortunate 
ability power incapability 
depression poor times prosperity 
eventual finally 
197 .. 
OO'r 14 
Key Wor! S;rnon.ym h.ton.ym 
limited confined tmrestricted 
appeal attraction disinterest 
encourage inspire discourage 
gradually by degrees suddenly 
succession in a series 
definitely plainly unclearly 
harmful injurious beneficial 
desirable worth having unwanted 
dissatisfied annoyed pleased 
discard throw away retain 
OOf 15 
Key Word S:rnone Antone 
provided supplied refused 
zones regions 
endure continue decay 
barren unproductive fertile 
thrive prosper wither 
adjusts accustoms unused to 
contented satisfied displeased 
frigid very cold torrid 
jungle wild land 
menagerie zoo 
UNIT 16 
Key Word Syn.onp Antonym 
~ i 
j frequently often seldom 
II ·I 
consulted sought council advised Jl 
~ I i '~ 
J! remedies cures causes ., 
offending injurious pleasing 
prolonged continued interrupted 
competent capable unqualified 
i 
H II rectified remedied uncorrected II 
,j blurred dim clear 
,j prescribing ordering a remedy li 
I treatment medical care· 
<[ 
'I 
' 
UNIT 17 
Key Word Synonp Antonp 
bog swamp desert 
twilight a.fter sunset dawn 
o:f'tered presented refused 
council conference 
varied different similar 
guiding leading following 
appointed chosen unnamed 
dispute conflict agreement 
compact close togethe~ disunited 
vast very large minute 
199 .. 
UNIT 18 
Key Word Synonf! lnto:n;ym 
problem difficulty solution 
controlled held in check uncurbed 
reservoir storage places for water 
ravines gorges 
extravagant wasteful thrifty 
barriers obstacles entrances 
significance relevance unimportance 
authority power submission 
materially considerably 
collectively together separately 
UNI'r 19 
Key Word S;ynonym, Antonym 
demanded insisted upon relinquished 
investigated inquired into 
experienced has direct knowledge untrained 
preferred chose rejected 
contrasts differences similarities 
sweltering tortured by heat freezing 
actual genuine unreal 
eliminate discard add 
regulated arranged disorganized 
survey inspect 
200o 
UNIT 20 
Key Word srnonY! Anton2 
charity kindness selfishness 
g:ratl. tude thankfulness thanklessness 
:remarkable extraordinary ordinary 
responsibility duty undependability 
arrival coming leaving 
practical useful of little use 
conclusion finish opening 
misfortune calMlity luck 
destitute poor wealthy 
brief' short long 
'UNIT 21 
Key Word srnone hton;e 
soil earth 
aut t'lml:l season of the year spring 
buried put into the earth dug up 
frozen becee solid thawed 
shallow not deep 
surroundings enviro:mnent 
accord harmony disagreement 
shallow having little depth deep 
experiment test prove 
:recorded indicated unregistered 
'I 
201 .. l 
UNIT 22 
Key Word Synonrn Antonp 
centered collected dispersed 
benefit aid hinder 
models patterns 
witness to observe 
,..,.,..,..----· 
prominent noted unknown 
talent genius incompetence 
activities amusements 
observance celebrating holidays 
intricate involved simple 
amusement fun serious thing 
UNIT 2;5 
I{ey Word Smonym Antonym 
prized valued worthless 
masters experts apprentices 
genuine :real artificial 
antique ancient contemporary 
audience spectators performers 
exquisite beautiful ugly 
priceless precious worthless 
suspect guess be sure of 
decrepit feeble vigorous 
performances concerts 
202. 
UNIT 24 
Key Word S;ypony.m Antone 
feeds supplies with materials 
mills textile factories 
people persons 
touch contact keep away from 
exchange trade retain 
system arrangement disorder 
enables makes possible prevents 
dependent needs support self '"!'eliant 
businessmen traders customers 
Orient the East the West 
20J. 
UADING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 9 
Test 1 
a. combinations; bo reasonable; 
c.. initial; d.. steadiness; 
e. humorless; f.. organized; 
g.. insist; h. exceptions; 
io timed; jo altered 
Copy the list of words below on 
your paper.. Then write each of 
the words above beside its 
Synonym .. 
1.. systematic 
~ .. differences 
4 .. first 
, .. union 
Oo constancy 
1· sensible 
a. unamusing 
9· demand 
10 .. :regulated 
k. violence; 1.. purchase; 
m., approximately; n. drought; 
o. successful; Po distinguish; 
q.. witty; :r. crude; s. obvious; 
t. enables .. 
Copy the list of words below on 
your paper.. Then write each of 
the words above beside its 
Antonym.. 
11.. :refined 
1, .. calmness 
14 .. somber 
15 .. hinders 
16 .. exactly 
17 .. defeated 
18., sell 
19 .. compare 
20 .. obscure 
204 .. 
READING FOR MEANING ... LEVEL 9 
a .. 
c .. 
e .. 
g .. 
i .. 
significant; b.. subtle; 
specific; d.. function; 
flourishing; f.. prolonged; 
eliminate; h.. conclusion; 
brief; j.. intricate. 
Oopy the list of words below on 
your paper.. 'l'hen write each of 
the words above beside its 
Synonym. .. 
1.. prosperous 
2. short 
4.. involved 
;.. discard 
6.. precise 
7.. purpose 
8111 continued 
10111 notable 
indispensable; 1.. generous; 
ridiculous; n.. inefficient; 
rectified; P• offered; 
extravagant; r.. preferred; 
prominent; t. priceless .. 
Oopy the list of words below on 
your paper.. 'l'hen write each of 
the words above beside its 
.Antonym. .. 
11~~~ sensible 
12. refused 
1 ::;.. competent 
14.. rejected 
16.. uncorrected 
18.. selfish 
205 .. 
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READING FOR MEANING ... LEVEL 9 '· ,) t: 
II Key 'rest 1 Key Test 2 ! :,I I~~ 
i Synonyms Sponyms 
111 
l 
ill 1. t 1. e 
1'1 
Ill 
') 2. j 2. i 
' ,. h ,. b f.t II 
!j 
Iii 4. 0 4. j ,,f, I 
,I ; .. 5e 
ll 
a g 
~~ 6. d 6. 0 
:~ 1· b 1· d ij 
Iii t 
il a. a .. t :lrl ~ l e tr; 
! ~; 
.li 9 .. g 9 .. h II t! r 'I ' II 10. i 10. 
'I a tl i 
',: Antonyms Antonyms lj ii 1,! 
~~ 11 .. r 11 .. m ll ;• 
il ~ :: )I r 
!.J 12. n 12. p n 
il 
II 'I 
lj 
I 1,. lt 1,. n II !'I, 
" r~ I 14. 14 .. <;,; \•1 q r F I li lif I ]!I 15 .. t 15. k 
"' 
!!· 
I • d )j ;I 16 .. m 16 .. 0 ~j I 
II 
;I 
:.I li 17. 0 17 .. s 
a I'' d . 
H 18 .. l 18. l ::i l ~ ll 
19 .. 19 .. t ~~ p ~~ ~J H 
20. s 20 .. q ~ :; 
I 
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LEVEL 10 
PRELIMINARY UNIT B 
ltey Word Synonym Antone 
whole entire part 
wiped out destroyed preserved 
groves groups of trees 
introduced brought in removed 
patient enduring hardship irritable 
serious causing anxiety trivial 
appealed invoked help demanded 
situation state of affairs 
observation acourate watching disinterest 
harmful detrimental beneficial 
UNIT 1 
Key Word Syp.onym J:ntonym 
decorated ornamented plain 
modern up to date old -fashioned 
salaried receiving pay unpaid 
attractive pleasing uninviting 
exposed unprotected covered 
practical useful ornamental 
recognize acknowledge does not know 
ingenuity talent lack of skill 
primarily chiefly subordinately 
leisurely slowly quickly 
Ke:y Word 
true 
colonies 
normally 
visible 
evidence 
maintain 
conspicuous 
widespread 
spouses 
Key Word 
labor 
understand 
income 
progressive 
activity 
representatives 
agreements 
interview 
beneficial 
Synonym. 
authentic 
apprehensive 
groups 
customarily 
exposed to view 
indication 
keep up 
easily recognized 
extensive 
husbands or wives 
workers in a group 
moving forward 
thing to do 
delegates 
understandings 
stimulate 
questions about jobs 
help:f'ul 
' ' ' 
not worried 
individuals 
not usually 
no sign of 
neglect 
indistinct 
in a small area 
not aware of 
expenditures 
:recessive 
laziness 
public 
arguments 
discourage 
patch 
present 
fowl 
variety 
farewell 
dessert 
eventually 
travels 
haul 
mill 
plain 
:rotation 
competitors 
Synonym. 
group of plants 
noticed the absence unnoticed 
small garden 
attending absent 
birds used as food 
assortment the swme 
good -bye hello 
the last part o:f' a meal 
at last originally 
Synonyms 
distance carried 
where flour is ground 
flat land 
alternating 
cul ti vat ion 
comparatively 
produce 
fertile 
profita~le 
rivals 
bill 
not growing 
absolutely 
hold 
barren 
unproductive 
partners 
208., 
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UNIT 6 
Key Word S;ynone Antone 
shed threw off soaked up 
scampered hastened e.wa1 crawled 
mysterious baffling obvious 
alien foreign friendly 
burrowed dug into the ground 
cycle series of changes 
consecutive following one another alternate 
isolated secluded with others 
protective defensive neglectful 
apprehension anxiety peace 
UNIT 7 
Key Word S;ynon;r.m. Antonym 
abundance plent1 scarcity 
gradually b1 degrees all at once 
develop evolve wither 
substitute replacement 
inhabitants residents 
absorbs uses up throws off 
respiration breathing suffocation 
adult mature young 
aquarium a water tank 
curious eager to know disinterested 
UNI'l 8 
Key Word S;ynon;vm Antone 
ringing clear and strong muffled 
want poverty wealth 
rule au:t.hori ty ruled 
risked took chances was sure of 
hunger lack of :f'ood plenty 
sacred respected desecrated 
ideals high standards actualities 
democracy- government by- the dictatorship 
people 
opinions judgments 
worship devotion to God scorn 
UNI'r 9 
Key Word Synonym. .lnton;ym 
feel atmosphere 
observed closely examined ignored 
evident perceptible not apparent 
estimate skillful guesses calculations 
preserve place reserved for 
animals 
share divide keep 
novel strange ordinary-
privileged had special liberties unprivileged 
status rank 
startles frightens calms 
--
UNIT 10 
Key Word S;ynon~ .Antonl!!: 
design sketch structure 
decorative ornamental unadorned 
satisfaction gratification displeasure 
appearance external properties 
recognize identify ignore 
persuading enticing 
f'unctioning working out of order 
usefulness serviceability of no value 
basic primary top 
durability ability to last fragility 
UNIT 11 
Key 'tlord Synonl!!: Antonl!: 
portion part whole 
commercially pertaining to trade 
cultivated grown destroyed 
imitated ~uplicated originated 
readily quickly slowly 
extensively lfidely narrowly 
economically inexpensively extravagantly 
resemblance likeness difference 
bulky massive ~mall 
by -products secondary products products 
Key ~lo:rd 
ambition 
practical 
situation 
discussion 
apparently 
development 
deprived 
theories 
realities 
emerged 
Key Wo:rd 
starches 
regard 
innumerable 
yearning 
install 
investigation 
sluggish 
commonplace 
shortage 
unobtainable 
UNIT 12 
S:vponym 
aspiration 
useful 
ci:rcu.m.stance 
discourse 
appeared to be 
growth 
excluded f':rom 
conjectures 
actualities 
issued 
S;vnone 
carbohydrates 
consider 
countless 
craving 
put in 
inquiry 
slow 
ordinary 
deficiency 
cannot be p~ocu:red 
Antonym 
laziness 
useless 
actually 
decay 
given 
facts 
things imagined 
disappeared 
Antonp 
proteins 
overlook 
f'ew 
not wanting 
:remove 
disinterest 
vigorous 
noteworthy 
abundance 
within :reach 
212 .. 
UNIT 14 
Key Word S;ynon;y:m .Intone 
fellow en equal 
hues colore 
customs habits irregularities 
whit the smallest bit 
throng multitude sprinkling 
festival celebration 
picturesque quaint usual 
vivid intense dull 
precepts principles 
distinguishable discernible indistinct 
UNIT 15 
Key Word S;mone Anton;ym 
cling hold fast drop 
ha:mmered beaten into shape 
pitching flinging catching 
yoke pair of oxen 
improvements advances damages 
original the first latest 
brute animal human 
butt thiclc end point 
headache predicament happiness 
jounced jolted nm smoothly 
UNI'l' 16 
Key Word Sznonl! Antell¥! 
accordingly consequently 
influence effect powerlessness 
abundant ample insufficient 
exert wield withdraw 
harmless causing no hum injurious 
ignorance lack of knowledge being informed 
misunderstood misjudged comprehended 
thrive flourish decay 
annihilate obliterate construct 
disapprove object sanction 
00'1' 17 
Key Word S;ynonp AntonY!! 
lettering drawing letters printing 
operation steps taken 
deposits masses of minerals 
graduated divided into steps ungraded 
export sending goods out import 
insured guaranteed chanced 
brittle fragile firm 
commodity merchandise 
monopoly exclusive ownership company 
basic indispensable peak 
21.5o 
u.NIT 18 
Key Word Synonym .ln.ton;vm 
consider ponder ignore 
venture chance security 
exhausted wom-out energetic 
aroused stimulated bored 
curiosity inquisitiveness disinterest 
:meditations musings 
bewildered mystified certain 
irritating mmoying pleasing 
intervened interposed stayed out of' 
clamped locked opened 
UNIT 19 
Key Word Synonym Antonym. 
supply amount lack 
acquire obtain lose 
astonished astounded expected 
element ingredient compound 
gradually by degrees suddenly 
ordinary regular extraordinary 
process procedure lack of :method 
discontinued suspended kept going 
intensified heightened decreased 
noticeably prominently invisibly 
216. 
tml'.r 20 
Key Word srnoiil1! AntonY!! 
dogged hounded caught 
resources ingenuity lack of ideas 
situated located 
transportation mode of conveyance 
co:mr.m.mications exchanges of thought reservations 
jostled elbowed 
remote far removed close by 
casual carefree worried 
dependent needing support reliable 
insecurity feeling unsafe surety 
UNIT 21 
Key Word srnon)l!l AntonY! 
cultivated improved through untrained 
training 
derived came from returned to 
estimating gauging guessing 
attendant present absent 
orienting getting used to :not adjusting 
normal average irregular 
consciousness awareness ignorance 
equilibrium. balance unsteadiness 
physiologist a student of the body 
actually in fact untrue 
"-
;; 
i 
i 
UNIT 22 
Key Word S;ynon;e Antonp 
numbering amounting to 
host body on which parasites parasite 
live 
swarm fly in large numbers fly singly 
comb investigate ignore 
vital necessary unessential 
marshalled assembled dispersed 
countless incalculable numbered 
harmful detrimental beneficial 
carnivorous flesh eating herbivorous 
extermination annihilation development 
UNIT 2' 
Kel \ford Synonym. Antonym. 
influence sway ineffectiveness 
arising proceeding declining 
oreover further 
otherwise under other-conditions 
practically actually not really 
pursuits vocations 
handicaps drawbacks aids 
concerned taken into disinterested 
consideration 
variations differences likenesses 
pre -eminently supremely unimportantly 
-~ 
WI'r 24 
Key Word Sy:nonl!: AntO!?.Y!! 
catch quantity of fish 
caught 
tells reveals conceals 
meal something ground to 
powder 
port. harbor high seas 
stem rear of a ship bow 
SWal"'IlS in great num.bers only a few 
wharves platform for·ships 
bruised marred beautified 
delivered transferred to returned 
location position 
BEADING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 10 
the following words on your paper. On the same line with th~t 
word are two lettered words, one a Synonym, ed one 11m Antonym 
of the numbered word. On the dotted line between the letter and the word 
S if the word is the Synonym ed .A if it is the Antonym. 
- -
1. harmful a .... detrimental b ..... beneficial 
2 .. attractive a ...... uninviting b ..... pleasing 
; .. primarily a ..... subordinately b., .. .,chiefly 
4 .. leisurely a ...... slowly b ...... quicldy 
;. agreements a ...... understandings b" .... arguments 
effective a ...... profita.ble b ..... unproductive 
7 .. competitors a ..... partners b .. urivals 
8 .. m.rsterious a ..... baffling b ..... obvious 
9· alien a •• .,foreign b ..... friendly 
o. develop a .... evolve b .. .,., wither 
11 .. sacred a ...... deseerated l).,.,.respected 
12. novel a ...... strange b ..... ordinary 
1; .. recognize a ..... identify b ..... ignore 
14. imitated a. ...... originated b ...... duplicated 
1; .. economically a. .. ., .. inexpensively b .... extravagantly 
16. bulky a. ..... small b ..... ma.ssive 
17 .. ambition a .. .,.,a.spirations b ..... laziness 
18. theories a ...... conjectures b ...... facts 
19. emerged a. ..... disappeared b ...... issued 
20. innumerable a ...... few b ..... countless 
READING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 10 
Test 2 
Oopy the following words on your paper. On the same line as the 
numbered word are two lettered words, one a Synonym and one an Antonym 
of the numbered word. On the dotted line between the letter and the word 
write ! if it is the Synonym and ,!.i if it is the Antonym .. 
1 .. sluggish a ..... vigorous b .. e .. elow 
2 .. commonplace a ...... noteworthy b.,., .. ordinary 
; .. picturesque a ..... quaint b ..... usual 
4. vivid a ..... dull b .... intense 
, .. improvements a ...... damages b.,.,.,advances 
6 .. misunderetood a ..... misjudged b ••• comprehended 
7 .. annihilate a .... obliterate b ..... construct 
a .. disapprove a ...... ea.nction b ...... object 
9 .. productive a .. .,.fertile b ..... barren 
10 .. vital a ..... unessential b ...... necessary 
11 .. insured a ...... gu.aranteed b ...... cha.nees 
12 .. brittle a .... :f'irm. b ...... fragile 
1; .. bewildered a ...... certain b ..... mystified 
14 .. intensified a ...... heightened bo ... decreased 
15 .. casual a ...... worried b ...... carefree 
16 .. harmful a ...... detrimental b .... @bene:f'ieial 
17. protective a ...... de:f'ensive b ..... neglectful 
18. apprehension a ...... peace b ..... a.w~:iety 
19 .. shortage a ..... deficiency b ...... abundanee 
20 .. exert a ...... withdraw b.,. .. wield 
221 .. f 
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BEADING FOR MEANING -LEVEL 10 
Key Test 1 Key Test 2 
1 .. a ...... s b • ., .. A 1 .. a ..... A b ...... s 
2 .. a ..... A b ..... s 2 .. a ...... A b .. .... s 
, .. a ...... A b ...... s , .. a ...... s b ...... .A 
4 .. a .... oS b ...... A 4 .. a ...... A b ...... s 
'" 
a ...... A b ..... s , .. a ...... A b ...... s 
6 .. a ...... s b ...... A 6 .. a ...... s b ...... A 
7 .. a ...... s b,. .... A 7 .. a ...... s b.,.,.,A 
8 .. a ...... s b ...... A 8 .. · a ...... .A b ...... s 
9. a ...... s b ...... A 9 .. a ...... s b ...... A 
10 .. a ...... s b ...... A 10 .. a ...... A b ...... s 
11 .. a ...... A b ..... s 11 .. a .... s b ..... A 
12 .. a ...... s b ...... A 12 .. a ...... A b ...... s 
1;s .. a ...... s b ...... A 1;> .. a ..... A b ...... s 
14 .. a ...... A b ...... s 14 .. a ...... s b .... 
15 .. a ...... s b ...... A 15 .. a ...... A b ..... s 
16 .. a ..... A b., .... s 16 .. a ..... s b.,,..,.l 
17. a ..... s b ...... A 17 .. a ...... s b .. .,.,A 
18 .. a ...... s b ...... A 18 .. a ...... A b ...... s 
19 .. a ...... A b ...... s 19. a ..... s b .... ,.A 
i 20 .. a ...... .l b ...... s 20 .. a ...... A b ...... s 
Key \'lord 
mushy 
attempts 
scientist 
advertised 
experiment 
wasps 
pulp 
chemicals 
discovered 
chips 
Key Word 
ground 
needs 
:rough 
skill 
demand 
fashioned 
settlement 
forged 
Oolonial 
persuade 
LEVEL 11 
PRELIMIN.iRY UNIT B 
S;rnone 
soft and thick 
trials 
one who seeks facts 
announced 
try out 
insects 
a soft wet mass 
pertaining to Chemistry 
disclosed 
&all pieces of wood 
UNIT 1 
Synone 
pulverized 
:requirements 
crude 
competence 
urgent need 
constructed 
colony 
heated and h~ered 
Pre ..flevolutiona:ry 
convince 
Antone 
solid 
achievements 
suppressed 
prove 
invented 
non -essentials 
finished 
inefficiency 
destroyed 
dissuade 
222 .. 
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UNIT 2 
Key Word S;ynonp AntoUf!. 
markets pla~es for trade 
natural normal not typical 
enables empowers prevents 
numerous plentiful scarce 
interior inland region coastal area 
thrive prosper decay 
worthless unproductive valuable 
profitable remunerative unproductive 
neighboring adjacent distant 
maturity ripeness rawness 
UNIT 2 
Key \ford S;vnonp .lntonp 
apparently seemingly actually 
occasional casual frequent 
thrive grow vigorously decay 
desolation devastation growth 
survive remain alive die 
incessant unceasing interrupted 
oases fertile places 
adaptations adjustments 
embarrassment humiliation relief 
intermittent periodic continued 
UNIT 4 
:Key Word Sznonym Antonym 
benefiting profiting injuring 
refused declined accepted 
achieved gained failed 
device appliance 
energy force weakness 
needful indispensable unessential 
obscure inconspicuous prominent 
realities actualities falsities 
disposal disposition 
fantastic absurd sensible 
UNIT !5 
:Key \'lord Sll!Onl! AntonY;! 
truck dealings 
loafed loitered worked 
glance a hasty look stare 
influence power weakness 
locally limited widely 
independent self '"!'eli ant unreliable 
primitive crude cultured 
impression effect apathy 
economy system 
retain to hold give up 
UNIT 6 
Key Word Synon;ym Anton;ym 
storied famous unsung 
ripples quiet sounds roars 
relation association irrelevancy 
solid stable unsound 
favorite preferred not chosen 
established placed wiped out 
leisurely slowly hurriedly 
paradise state of joy 
yearned craved had no desire 
obscure dim prominent 
UNIT 7 
Key Word Synonym Antonym 
extends stretches, contrasts 
prevent obstruct permit 
quantities multitudes small amounts 
region area 
prey feed upon hunt 
Senate governing body constituent 
chiefly especially secondary 
countless innumerable definite 
fitting appropriate unsuitable 
scour search find 
226. 
UNIT 8 
Key Word Synonf! An:t.ony:m 
fired ba.lced in a. kiln 
drums cylinders of oil 
ideal perfection actual 
burden load 
parallel side by side perpendicular 
warped bent out of shape straightened 
continuous connected broken 
architects designers 
clamped held tightly loose 
whittle shave wood 
UNIT 9 
Key Word S;rnonY! .Antonym 
superstitious ignorant rational 
testify give evidence withhold 
injurious pernicious beneficial 
commonly customarily not usually 
deadly fatal vital 
irritated annoyed pleased 
profuse liberal scanty 
compressed pinched spread out 
aggressive combative peaceful 
primarily originally finally 
UNIT 10 
Kel \ford SYAonym lntonpt 
demonstrations illustrations 
approaching approximating diverging 
cultivated prepared lay fallow 
organize put in order disarrange 
adapt adjust unfit 
inadequate not enough suf'f'icient 
hallowed honored as sacred desecrated 
accustomed used to not habitual 
contaminating infecting sterilizing 
indiscretion m unwise act prudence 
UNIT 11 
Key \llord Sptony.m Antonym 
latter the last mentioned former 
permits consents to prohibits 
combine unite separate 
located situated 
formation the making of destruction 
confronted faced boldly retreated 
purification cleansing contamination 
objectionable undesirable inoffensive 
widely in many places locally 
consumer user manufacturer 
UNIT 12 
Ke;y: \'lord S~Ol'll;! AntonY.! 
function role 
acute piercin~ dull 
apparatus equipment 
blandest gentlest most irritating 
hamper a covered basket 
minor subordinate most important 
saliva glandular fluid 
efficiency efficacy inability 
shriveled shrunken flourishing 
partially incompletely entirely 
UNIT 1~ 
Key Word S~Ol'lY!! Antonym 
wages :remuneration 
abuses ill "USe uses 
majority moat minority 
developments outgrowths regressions 
extent degree 
tyranny despotism self govermnent 
extension addition lessening 
regulate govern having no control 
suspicious doubtful trustful 
adhere cling loosen 
"' 
' 
I 
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UNIT 14 
Key Word sl!one Antonym 
power control lack of influence 
moral standard of goodness 
awe -inspiring commanding respect 
decently rightly improperly 
authority command lack of power 
reputation standing 
enterprising having initiative being indifferent 
gruff curt agreeable 
competition rivalry partnership 
depression doldrums activity 
UNIT 15 
Ke;r Word SY!onp Antonym 
fortunate favorable chance unlucky 
declined &toe rio rated thrived 
develop grow regress 
favorable propitious not advantageous 
plentiful mnple scanty 
maintain sustain destroy 
factor circumstance 
rival competitor co -worker 
thriving prospering languishing 
barriers hindrances helps 
Key Word 
chains 
open 
latter 
sawmills 
cultivated 
process 
foundries 
illustration 
ascend 
transformed 
Key Word 
skirts 
churned 
gliding 
perched 
laden 
tonnage 
navigation 
brimming 
obstacle 
UNIT 16 
Synonym 
series of mountains 
without forests 
the last part 
where timber is sawed 
tilled 
series of actions 
where metal is molded 
en example 
mount 
converted 
UNIT 17 
Synonym. 
borders 
propelled forward 
moving smoothly 
sitting high 
heavily loaded 
weight of goods 
management of ships 
filled to the top 
hindrance 
uncleared 
former 
fallow 
descend 
unaltered 
stumbling 
unburdened 
empty 
incentive 
230 .. 
Key \iord 
cuts 
grades 
leading 
run 
prepared 
serious 
authorities 
balanced 
supplement 
popularity 
Key Word 
earnestly 
unifo:rm.ly 
hinders 
organized 
responsible 
cereal 
devising 
specializing 
co -operative 
perishable 
UNIT 18 
SIDOnl! 
portions 
kinds 
prominent 
total 
ready to eat 
grave 
specialists 
even 
something added 
being liked 
UNIT 19 
S;ynonif! 
seriously 
unchanging 
prevents 
formed 
accountable 
grain 
planning 
concentrating 
working together 
easily spoiled 
less important 
uncooked 
unimportant 
disapproval 
J.ntonl! 
insincerely 
unevenly 
helps 
disorganized 
irresponsible 
generalizing 
selfish 
lasting 
2.31.. 
232 .. 
UNIT 20 
Key \'lord Synonym Antone 
shocks impacts pleasant sounds 
latter last to mer 
properties attributes essence 
flexible pliant rigid 
terrific excessive inadequate 
presence existence absence 
practically virtually theoretically 
dependent by cur need reliant 
brittle fragile elastic 
exceedingly remarkably deficiently 
UNIT 21 
Key Word Synone Antonym 
end objective without purpose 
requires necessitates has no need 
sources origins terminations 
constitutes composes destroys 
notably conspicuously not remarkably 
profitable bringing gain disadvantageous 
structure framework destruction 
shortage deficiency abundance 
mechanical by machines by hand 
utilization use uselessness 
2JJ .. 
UNIT 22 
Key Word srnon;t! Antonym. 
established organized demolished 
esteemed :respected dishonored 
flourished prospered declined 
expired terminated commenced 
prominent eminent obscure 
:reputation prestige 
abolished cancelled established 
finance capital 
disabled maimed :restored 
franchise privilege disqualification 
UNIT 2' 
Key Word Srnon:Y!- AntonY! 
practically :really theoretically 
adopted app :rop:ris:t.ed rejected 
credited praised blamed 
frail flimsy strong 
construction building demolition 
exception omission the rule 
capacious ample limited 
durable lasting perishable 
isolated detached u.ns~pa:rated 
ingeniously :resourcefully not expertly 
UNIT 2.4 
Key Word S;ynonY! AntonY! 
beaten path usual course 
furnishings equipment emptiness 
reserved retiring demonstrative 
clashing in conflict with agreeing 
contrast difference likeness 
apparently seemingly dubiously 
aristocratic patrician common 
controversy debate agreement 
provocation stimulus lack of motivation 
impressive imposing insignificant 
READING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 11 
Test 1 
Oopy the following groups of words on your paper. If the lettered word 
is a Synonym of the numbered word, write S beside it. If it is an 
.lntonym, wrl te !· 
1. advertised 
a.. announced 
b.. suppressed 
:;.. skill 
5-
7 .. 
9 .. 
11. 
1;>. 
15 .. 
17 .. 
19 .. 
a. inefficiency 
b.. competence 
profitable 
a .. unproductive 
b .. remunerative 
incessant 
a. unceasing 
b .. inten:apted 
obscure 
a. prominent 
b .. inconspicuous 
solid 
a .. stable 
b. unsound 
injurious 
a .. beneficial 
b .. pernicious 
aggressively 
a .. combative 
b .. peaceful 
objectionable 
a .. undesirable 
b .. inoffensive 
efficiency 
a .. inability 
b .. efficacy 
2 .. rough. 
a,. finished 
b .. crude 
4 .. enables 
a .. empowers 
b .. prevents 
6 .. occasional 
a. frequent 
b .. casual 
8 .. intermittent 
a. periodic 
b. continued 
10. fantastic 
a. sensible 
be absurd 
12.. leisurely 
a.. hurriedly 
b ... slowly 
14.. profuse 
a.. liberal 
b,. scanty 
16.. purification 
a.. contamination 
b,. cleansing 
18., acute 
a.. piercing 
b.. dull 
20.. suspicious 
a. doubtful 
b., trustful 
236 .. 
READING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 11 
Test 2 
Copy the following groups of words on your paper. If the lettered word 
is a Synonym of the numbered word, write S beside it. If it is an 
.AntonY!.~~ write A. 
1 .. gruff 
a .. agreeable 
b .. curt 
,. barriers 
a. hindrances 
b. helps 
5 .. earnestly 
a .. seriously 
b .. insincerely 
1· flexible 
a .. rigid 
b .. pliant 
9· abolished 
a., established 
b .. cancelled 
11 .. adopted 
a. rejected 
b .. appropriated 
1,. aristocratic 
a.. co1.lllll0n 
b.. patrician 
15.. impressive 
a. imposing 
b., insignificant 
17.. serious 
a., grave 
b.. unimportant 
19.. partially 
a.. incompletely 
b., entirely 
2 .. maintain 
a.. destroy 
b. sustain 
4.. transformed 
a.. unaltered 
b.. converted 
6.. specializing 
a. concentrating 
b.. generalizing 
8. esteemed 
10. 
12 .. 
14 .. 
16 .. 
18, 
20., 
a.. respected 
b.. dishonored 
disabled 
a. restored 
be maimed 
reserved 
a .. retiring 
b .. demonstrative 
controversy 
a .. agreement 
b .. debate 
capacious 
a .. limited 
b .. ample 
thriving 
a .. languishing 
b .. pro~?Spering 
deadly 
a .. vital 
b .. fatal 
READING FOR ~lElNING - LEVEL 11 
Key Test 1 Key Test 2 
1 .. 2. 1. 2 .. 
a .. s a .. A a .. A a. A 
b .. A b .. s b .. s b .. s 
; .. 4 .. ; .. 4 .. 
a .. A a .. s a .. s a .. A I b .. s b .. A b .. A b .. s 
; .. 6 .. ; .. 6 .. 
a .. A a. A a .. s a .. s 
b .. s b. s b .. A b .. A 
7 .. 8 .. 7 .. 8 .. 
a .. s a .. s a .. A a .. s 
b .. A b .. A b .. s b .. A 
9 .. 10 .. 9 .. 10 .. 
a .. A a .. A a .. A a., A 
b .. s b .. s b .. s b .. s 
11. 12 .. 11 .. 12 .. 
a., s a .. A a .. A a .. s 
b .. A b .. s b .. s b .. A 
1;, .. 14 .. 1;. 14 .. 
a .. A a .. s a .. A a .. .l i 
b .. s b .. .l b .. s b .. s 
15 .. 16 .. 15 .. 16 .. 
a .. s a .. A a .. s a .. .l 
b .. .l b. s b. A b .. s 
17. 18 .. 17. 18. 
a .. s a .. s a .. s a .. A 
b .. .l b .. A b .. A b .. s 
19 .. 20 .. 19 .. 20 .. 
a. .A a .. s a.· s a. A 
b .. s b .. A b .. .l b .. s 
l 
Key Word 
imagine 
foundations 
relics 
fashionable 
pilot 
ascertained 
mystitying 
archaeologist 
expert 
resemblance 
Key \ford 
realizing 
benefit 
certified 
evidence 
oath 
privileges 
testify 
pensions 
withdrawn 
LEVEL 12 
PRELIMIN.lRY UNIT B 
conceive 
remains 
stylish 
one who steers 
learned definitely 
perplexing 
a student of 
antiquities 
skilled 
similarity 
UNIT 1 
Synonym 
understanding 
advantage 
guaranteed 
confirmation 
a solemn declaration 
special rights 
declare under oath 
payments for service 
cancelled 
relating to 
prove 
buildings 
old ...fashioned 
one who misleads 
surmised 
enlightening 
untrained 
distinction 
Antonym 
not aware 
hindrance 
disproved 
concealment 
obstacles 
falsify 
offered 
disregarding 
·~·""o;;;'"''=··oc;cc. 
Key Wo:rd 
public 
legends 
alternating 
demonstrated 
expanded 
species 
pigment 
translucent 
mammoth 
emerge 
Key \'lord 
sound 
greedy 
pests 
commercial 
perfect 
develop 
process 
ceased 
expanded 
unfortunately 
UNIT 2 
Sp!on:ym 
all the people 
fables 
taking turns 
exhibited 
dilated 
class 
color 
letting light through 
colossal 
come forth 
UNIT 
' S;ynon;ym 
reliable 
grasping 
plagues 
pertaining to t:rade 
complete 
cultivate the growth 
p:rocedu:re 
stopped 
enlarged 
:regrettably 
Antonym 
private 
true stories 
continual 
not displayed 
contracted 
lack of color 
opaque 
diminutive 
:return 
.Anton:ym 
defective 
generous 
blessings 
faulty 
stunt 
started 
decreased 'l 
happily 
! 
II UNIT 4 
Key llord Synonf! Antonym. 
ancient very old modem 
preserving keeping safe impairing 
vast immense limited 
blunt without a point sharp 
existence being death 
remote distant adjacent 
solitary alone numerous 
isolated segregated attached 
submerged inundated raised 
unique rare common 
UNIT 5 
:Key Word S;ynonl! .Antonlf! 
assure insure alarm 
bulk greater part minor portion 
estimated calculated conjectured 
expedition a journey 
dependence reliance distrust 
operate propel cease 
withstand resist submit 
scant meager ample 
conservatively cautiously recklessly 
equivalent equal diverse 
i 
241. 
UNIT 6 
Key \ford Synonym Anton¥'! 
perceiving observing overlooking 
passion intense feeling apathy 
compounded mixed simple 
derive originate apply 
filter strain 
canopy covering 
azure sky blue 
emerge become visible disappear 
particles portions the entire amount 
aspects attributes 
UNIT 7 
Key \ford Synonl! Antonym 
advanced presented withheld 
authorities experts trainees 
adaptable cape.ci ty to alter unable to change 
risks ventures calculations 
adoption utilization rejection 
contributing adding to :refusing 
barriers impediments openings 
factor element 
responsibility obligation disregard 
erection establishment destruction 
242 .. 
UNIT 8 
Key Word S;ynon¥!1 Antonym 
doom destruction hope 
privilege prerogative disqualification 
prophets seers historians 
accorded granted refused 
supreme utmost least 
traditions oral communications history 
dictates dema.nds acceptances 
opposition resistance agreement 
indifference apathy interest 
partisan prejudiced unbiased 
UNIT 9 
Key Word Synonym Antonym 
standing duration unendu:ring 
progress advancement regression 
exploring examining proving 
major greater minor 
experience living through 
ceases stops continues 
endeavor try shirk 
communicate convey suppress 
civilized well111annered barbarian 
accu:mu.late em.ass disperse 
243 .. 
UNIT 10 
Key Word Sl!?:on;vm AntollY;! 
supplied furnished retained 
accompanying associating with being alone 
maintaining sustaining abandoning 
favorable beneficial disadvantageous 
generation production reduction 
moderately reasonably extremely 
achieved attained failed 
investigations researches lack of inquiry 
adjacent adjoining remote 
accumulate gather distribute 
UNIT 11 
Key Word Synonym Antonym 
purchasing acquiring selling 
virtue uprightness vice 
condemned denounced approved 
concerted simultaneous separate 
corrupts debases purifies 
revive restore depress 
afflicted troubled relieved 
indulge revel refuse 
legitimate proper illegal 
affront insult praise 
244 .. 
UNIT 12 
Key Word Synonym Antonym. 
preserving conserving impairing 
remarkably extraordinarily commonly 
sources origins effects 
tremendously enormously insignificantly 
earthen made of soil 
secretion a fluid emitted 
abdomen part of the body 
confronted faced avoided 
obtainable procurable unattainable 
perishable likely to spoil preserved 
UNIT 1;; 
Key Word S:yponl! Antonym 
prime first in rank last 
appeal fascination lack of charm 
decade ten years 
shift transfer fix 
transformed changed unaltered 
occasional once in a while frequent 
wedging squeezing 
economic referring to cost 
dwindling diminishing expanding 
languished dro~ped flourished 
UNI1' 14 
Key \ford Synonym. Antonym. 
capes jutting lands 
tide current cessation 
scattered dispersed united 
rampart bulwark exposure 
:recently lately formerly 
yields produces withholds 
social friendly hostile 
conveniences comforts annoyances 
clustering grouping together scattering 
immigrants entrants to a country emigrants 
precariously dangerously securely 
UNI1' 15 
Key Word Synony.m Antonym. 
gradually little by little instantly 
bulk greater portion the smaller part 
conswned utilized unused 
justified defended condemned 
enforced compelled permitted 
inevitable unavoidable doubtful 
rely depend mistrust 
conservation preservation waste 
synthetic artificial 
steadily constantly 
246 .. 
UNIT 16 
Key Word Synon;vm Antonym 
quantities amounts deficiencies 
manufactures industries 
merely simply 
region area 
rival compete cooperate 
routes courses wanderings 
varied diverse similar 
disappointment thwarted hope satisfaction 
:fertile :fruitful sterile 
location position dislocation 
UNI'r 17 
Key Word Synonym htonz.m 
stern exacting genial 
launches sends out 
havens shelters exposed places 
scanty inadequate abundant 
fortified reenforced weakened 
bounteous munificent miserly 
training discipline disorder 
interminable perpetual transient 
devious circuitous direct 
foray attack protection 
UNif 18 
Key Word· S;ynonp J\ntopp 
thorough finished incomplete 
practical experienced unpracticed 
recently lately formerly 
types kinds ones who differ 
development growth restriction 
approval commendation dissatisfaction 
accuracy precision carelessness 
deficient defective adequate 
recognition acknowledgement repudiation 
dependability integrity untrustworthiness 
UNIT 19 
Key Word SyP:onl! .Antol'll! 
application utilization idleness 
devoting consigning 
abundant ample scanty 
substantial tangible flimsy 
salvation hope despair 
satisfactory pleasing annoying 
security safety exposure 
abruptly suddenly smoothly 
unprofitable useless productive 
simultaneously coincidentally previously 
248. 1' 
\i 
UNIT 20 
Key \'lord S;ynonl!l AntonY! 
establish build demolish 
acquaintance intimate unknown person 
confess admit deny 
distinct explicit indefinite 
proposed intended !!, 
reveal disclose conceal 
continuous unceasing interrupted 
justify defend disprove 
observation accurate watching inattention 
presumably supposedly surely 
UNIT 21 
Key Word Synonym Antonym 
amazing bewildering commonplace 
original earliest terminal 
~I; 
wilderness uncultivated regions inhabited areas li 
II r,; 
H decorated ornamented unbeautified H ~~ 
':I li surviving enduring ceasing to be 
" !I 
~ :: 
astounded astonished expected lu 
!I il 
crowded crammed empty !l 
llj 
~ ~ 
llii teeming swarming scant !I 
i! ~ 
!H gaily merrily solemnly 
stunned shocked not surprised 
UNIT 22 
Key Word S;yn;onym AntonY! 
magnificent imposing unimpressive 
private personal public 
varied diversified unaltered 
acquired procured for:f'ei ted 
authority power obedience 
effect result cause 
parliament law making body constituent 
vistas views obstructions 
dwelling residence 
demolished razed erected 
UNIT 2;5 
Ke:y Word S;yn;onym AntonY! 
clever intelligent dull 
principles rules of behavior lack of morals 
repair restoration destruction 
opinion belief· knowledge 
stubborn obstinate docile 
substitute replace 
evidence testimony concealment 
deliberately purposely irresolutely 
accuracy exactness faultiness 
courageously valiantly timidly 
i 
tJ.m:T 24 
:1 
Key Word Synonm Antonym 
compounds mixtures elements 
shields protects exposes 
convert transform divert 
imprisons confines liberates 
violence fury calm 
dramatically vividly dimly 
evolution development dissolution 
maximum greatest minimum 
stupendous enormous unimposing 
intricate complicated simple 
:~ 
READING FOR MEANING - LEVEL 12 
Test 1 
Divide your paper into three columns: Word, S;i!!Onz.!, .lntonl!• Pu.t the 
lettered words into the first column. From the list of numbered words 
choose a Sy:non¥! and an Antonym and put them into the correct column 
beside each numbered word. 
Notice that the Synonyms and Antonyms are scrambled. 
a .. mystifying 1 .. diminishing 21 .. dilated 
b .. expert 2 .. enormously 22 .. perplexing 
c~ expanded , .. vice 2;5 .. interest 
d .. mammoth 4 .. unbiased 24 .. prejudiced 
e .. greedy 5· cautiously 25. amass 
t .. progress 6 .. adjacent 26 .. avoided 
g .. remote 7 .. regression 27 .. attained 
h .. unique 8. grasping 28 .. diminutive 
i .. conservatively 9$ enlightening 29 .. insignificantly 
jo opposition 10 .. colossal ;o .. generous 
k$ indifference 11 .. distant ;51 .. skilled 
1 .. partisan 12 .. common ;52 .. faced 
m .. accumulate 1;5 .. contracted ,, .. expanding 
n .. achieved 14 .. resistance ;54 .. untrained 
o .. virtue 15., disperse 
"" 
procurable 
p$ condemned 16 .. recklessly ~ .. failed 
q .. tremendously 17 .. agreement ;7 .. approved 
r .. confronted 18 .. advancement ;e .. unattainable 
s .. obtainable 19 .. rare ;9" denounced 
t .. dwindling '2.'0 .. apatey 4o .. uprightness 
READING FOR lli!UNING - LEVEL 12 
Test 2 
Divide your paper into three columns: ~, Synonym., .Intone.. Put the 
lettered words into the first column. From the list of numbered words 
choose a. Synonym and an .Intone and put them into the correct column 
beside each numbered word. 
Notice that the Synonyms and Antonyms are scrambled. 
a.. intricate 
b., imprisons 
c.. shields 
d.. · compounds 
e. courageously 
f.. stubborn 
g.. demolished 
h.. acquired 
i.. magnificent 
j. reveal 
k.. distinct 
1.. confess 
m.. resemblance 
n. devious 
o.. bounteous 
p.. fertile 
q.. synthetic 
r.. conservation 
s.. enforced 
t.. evidence 
1,. compelled 
2.. sterile 
;. deny 
4.. procured 
5.. docile 
6.. artificial 
7.. circuitous 
8,. complicated 
9" explicit 
10. permitted 
11.. natural 
12.. simple 
1 ;. similarity 
14.. timidly 
15.. confines 
16.. direct 
17.. fruitful 
18.. exposes 
20.. valiantly 
21.. indefinite 
22.. razed 
2;. obstinate 
24. forfeited 
25.. preservation 
26.. distinction 
27.. liberates 
28.. erected 
;o.. disclose 
;1.. protects 
;2. unimpressive 
;;.. conceal 
;4.. waste 
;5.. munificent 
;56.. mixtures 
;7. concealment 
;8 .. miserly 
;9.. admit 
4o.. testimony 
f 
25.3 .. 
RU.DING FOR !.miNING ... LEVEL 12 
Key Test 1 Key Test 2 
~ Sl!!Olll! Antoni! ~ Sl!!on~ Anto:nl! 
a .. 22 .. 9 .. a. 8 .. 12 .. 
b .. ,1 .. 34 .. b .. 15. 27. 
;l c .. 21 .. 1;:; .. c .. ;:;1 .. 18 .. 
lj d .. 10 .. 28 .. d .. ;:;6 .. 29. 
" II 
~I e., 8. ,o .. ee 20 .. 14 .. 
:I 
t .. 18. 7· t .. 2;:; .. ; .. 
g .. 11 .. 6 .. g .. 22 .. 28 .. 
h. 19. 12 .. h .. 4 .. 24 .. 
i .. 5· 16. i .. 19. ;:;2 .. 
j .. 14 .. 17 .. j .. ;:;o. ,, .. 
k. 20 .. 2;:; .. k .. 9· 21. 
1 .. 24 .. 4 .. 1 .. ;:;9 .. ;:; .. 
m .. 25 .. 15. m. 1;:; .. 26 .. 
n .. 27. ;:;6 .. n .. 7 .. 16 .. 
o .. 4o .. ;:; .. o .. ;:;5 .. ,a. 
p .. ;:;9. ;:;7 .. P• 17 .. 2. 
q. 2. 29. q .. 6 .. 11 .. 
r. ;2. 26 .. r .. 25. 34-
s .. ;:;5 .. ;;a .. s .. 1" 10 .. 
t .. 1 .. ;;:; .. t .. 40 .. ;7. 
